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Editor’s letter
August 2013 / Issue 218

Last year’s Mobile World Congress 
convention witnessed the first ever car 
launch outside of a dedicated motor 
show. After unveiling the tech-laden Ford 
B-Max, a confident Bill Ford Jr promised 
me that fully autonomous cars would be 
a reality in little over a decade.

Now, I’m a 1980s kid. I was led to believe that I would 
be riding hoverboards and driving flying cars by now 
but 30 years on, I’m still waiting. So, why should this 
proclamation be any different from all the failed promises 
before it, even if it was delivered by the man whose family 
is in no small part responsible for the fact we all have cars?

To find out, we commissioned our motoring editor 
Jeremy Laird to dig deep into the secretive engines of 
the automotive industry to uncover what the future of 
motoring will look like. What he found will change the 
way you drive forever. Where we’re going, we will most 
definitely need roads; start your engines on p70. 

Want a futuristic car you can drive now? Read the full 
review of our first ever automotive cover star, Jaguar’s 
F-Type, on p96. You can hear it roar in our tablet edition. 

It’s not just the cars putting in the miles this month. 

{ C O N T R I B U T O R S }

To subscribe to T3, point your browser at myfavouritemagazines.co.uk, or flick to p69. The next T3 is on sale July 18…

1
KEITH STUART

The Guardian’s  
games editor also 
writes for Edge, runs 
portable games site 
Hookshotinc.com and 
founded the Games 
Journalism Prize. He 
addresses Xbox One’s 
image problem on P61.

T3’s deputy editor Matt Hill decamped to Redmond for 
a week, gaining up-front access prior to the launch of 
the new Xbox One. Full spec and exclusive analysis of 
Microsoft’s game-changer starts on p15. 

Of course, by the time you read this, the world’s biggest 
games conference, E3, will have just finished. We’re 
speeding across the pond to see what Sony, Nintendo and 
the world’s gaming fraternity have to offer and naturally, 
T3.com has all the breaking news along with the same 
from Apple’s WWDC conference. Full, in-depth reports 
will be in next month’s T3, naturellement. 

When it comes to reviews, we’re fully stocked this 
month. There’s an in-depth look at Microsoft’s laptop-
like Surface Pro on p107, with five more Windows 8 and 
Android slates on p112. As your summer holiday fast 
approaches, we’ll make sure you’re equipped with the 
finest compact cameras on p117; Fujifilm, Panasonic, Sony, 
Olympus and Nikon are all adding DSLR-quality tech to 
their point-and-shoots. Which will you choose?

One man happy at the news sideburned super-cyclist 
Bradley Wiggins won’t be in the Tour de France this year 
is Tech Life editor Duncan Bell, as he’d already decided to 
cover Mark Cavendish’s bike (p83) before Wiggo pulled 
out. In the same section, we get jumpy over mountain 
biking (p85), beat love handles with body monitors (p87) 
and head for golf glory with the best fairway tech (p90).

Finally, with the blockbuster season in full swing, Josh 
Woodfin talks to directors and visual effects gurus about 
the explosive tech that’s revolutionising Hollywood. You 
get the popcorn, we’ll see you on p101. 

Luke Peters, editor
Twitter: @lukepeters / Email: luke.peters@futurenet.com
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3
STEPH ALLINGHAM

The latest recruit to 
the T3 art team, Steph 
is already hard at work 
designing the pages of 
your favourite tech 
mag and organising 
photoshoots that make 
this month’s hot tech 
look even hotter.

2
JOSH WOODFIN

Film-loving journo 
Josh writes for 
Esquire, ShortList and 
Industria, when not 
starting script ideas 
he never finishes. His 
new adventures in eye-
popping visual effects 
are blowing up on p101.
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Radar { A L S O  M A K I N G  W A V E S }
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E S S E N T I A L  N E W S  F R O M  T E C H ’ S  F R O N T L I N E

{ M I C R O S O F T  X B O X  O N E }

ONE TO RULE 
THEM ALL?
Microsoft’s new console may be the 
most controversial machine in gaming 
right now, but will Xbox tuning into TV 
and sports be manna for the masses? �

Controller was the undisputed 
master at British Bulldog



MICROSOFT IS TRYING 
TO EMBRACE TABLETS, 
PHONES AND SET-TOPS 
TO DOMINATE THE 
LIVING-ROOM ARENA
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XBOX ONE IS HERE AT LAST. WELL, 
its launch, at least – we’ll have to wait till the 
end of the year to buy the thing. But thanks to 
its official unveiling on Microsoft’s front lawn 
and its further exposure at LA’s gaming expo 
E3, the third and final heavyweight console of 
the next-generation has finally been revealed. 
Although – cover your ears, hardcore gamers 
– calling it a “console” does it something of a 
disservice. Indeed, gaming is just one of the 
myriad tricks Xbox One plans to pull.

After all, the battleground for gaming 
has been redrawn significantly since the 
last generation. Microsoft knows that its 
continued dominance doesn’t just depend 
on its ability to fend off traditional rivals like 
Sony and Nintendo, but to also dominate an 
arena in which tablets, phones, smart TVs and 
set-top boxes compete for ever-decreasing 
space in and out of the living room. Microsoft 
wants Xbox One to be its owners’ “input one”, 
with every other device connecting in. 

So, basically, Microsoft’s new machine 
continues the evolution of the Xbox 360 as a 
central entertainment hub. The on-demand 

�

M O S T  W A N T E D

�

Specification

CPU Eight-core 1.6GHz AMD
GPU AMD Radeon variant
MEMORY 8GB DDR3 RAM 
(5GB available to games)

STORAGE 500GB hard drive
INPUTS Blu-ray drive, 1080p 
Kinect camera (compulsory), 

wireless controller
CONNECTIONS USB 3.0 x 3,  
HDMI in & out (1080p/4K) , 

Gigabit ethernet, N Wi-Fi

{ D E T A I L S }

1. ALL-NEW UI

The evolution of the Xbox 
dash into a Win 8-esque 

live-tile centre continues. 
Plug in your TV set-top and 

it’ll overlay trending and 
social features, too 

 
2. MULTI-TASKER

Games have their own 
partitioned OS, away from 

media and messaging, 
which means jumping 

between options is faster 
and more fluid  

 
3. SMARTGLASS

Connecting iOS, Android 
and Win 8 devices as 

controllers and second 
screens, this is firmly in 
AirPlay/iCloud territory

and media services have been expanded 
to include live TV, with US users plugging 
their cable boxes into an HDMI-in port – 
interesting to see how the inevitable Sky 
partnership sees this playing out in the UK. 
You can browse through viewing suggestions 
based on what your mates are watching and 
social trending info, before navigating around 
using the controller (see right), SmartGlass 
app or Kinect gestures and voice commands. 
You can also now Skype while you’re doing 
pretty much anything, if you must.

More excitingly, it’s a more tailor-made 
experience for each individual. Kinect – now 
compulsory and in every box – recognises 
different users through its improved sensor 
and loads a hub showing the apps, games and 
media specifically for them. It’s not too much 
of a stretch to surmise that this new tech 
(see box overleaf ) could use this data to offer 
bespoke experiences – much in the same way 
Samsung does through its LCD TVs – or, less 
appealingly, tailor your advertising exposure. 

Despite some reports to the contrary, 
Microsoft’s wider entertainment aspirations 
have not side-tracked it from trying to net 

6GHz AMD
n variant
DR3 RAM
o games)

hard drive
ive, 1080p

mpulsory), 
roller
SB 3.0 x 3, 
80p/4K) , 
, N Wi-Fi

Microsoft’s “if it ain’t 
broke don’t fix it” attitude 
see the controller, like the 
360’s ace pad, boast twin 
thumbsticks, dual trigger 
and shoulder buttons, 
a D-pad and an array of 
action buttons. Yet a closer 
inspection reveals more.

The pad’s weight is 
more evenly dispersed due 

to battery realignment, 
making it a far nicer hold 
than its predecessor. It 
can now be recharged 
handily by micro-USB, too.

The dual sticks are 
textured for improved grip, 
the D-pad actually works 
now, while the Back and 
Start buttons are canned 
for View and Menu.

The revelation, though, 
is the dynamic impulse 
triggers. Motors have 
been installed so rumble 
can be isolated and recoil 
varied to simulate the 
kick of different weapons, 
car acceleration and 
even something as subtle 
as a heartbeat. Sounds 
gimmicky, but works well.

{ F O C U S }

Hands-on with the Xbox One controller

1
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RadarNEWS BLIP GAMES PUBLISHING GIANT EA SAYS IT WILL SUPPORT CURRENT-GEN CONSOLES UNTIL 2017

WWW  FOR MORE NEWS GO TO T3.COM

2

It’s funny, in the wake of 
the rather hysterical 
‘Xbone’ internet rants 
against Microsoft’s new 
console, that our initial 
thoughts when we first 
spied it at Xbox HQ, a 
few weeks before the 
official launch, were 
that the One wasn’t 
much of a change. 

Sure, the unit’s a  
bit bulky – although 
very cleverly designed 
for minimal running 
noise – and that was 
bound to irk some, but 
the ethos seemed, 
rightly or wrongly, a 
natural extension of  
the current Xbox way  
of thinking that’s 
established Microsoft 
as gaming’s top dog.

The joypad, chosen 
from more than 200 
moulds, is only a slight 
tweak (but a good one, 
see below left), the user 
interface is incredibly 

familiar as the 360 
itself has evolved over 
time through software, 
and even our demos of 
the new Kinect show it 
to be everything that 
most wanted it to be 
last time round. The 
fact that 50 per cent  
of Xbox usage is now 
for entertainment also 
makes the ‘control your 
telly’ moves entirely 
unsurprising, too.

So why the shock? 
In this connected world 
of Siri’d phones and 
video-camera’d TVs, 
were people expecting 
Kinect to be canned? 
That MS would turn its 
back on EA’s money 
spinners and make an 
Android console? 

In our many chats 
with senior MS bods, 
there was much Apple 
admiration/envy. Make 
no mistake, this is war, 
and Microsoft wants all 
your entertainment 
under its control. But, 
then, it would have 
been weird if it didn’t. 

{ S P E A K }

T3’s Matt Hill reports back 
from Xbox’s Seattle HQ

3





Now a 1080p HD video 
camera that shoots at 60 
frames per second, the 
redesigned Kinect has a 
60 per cent wider field of 
vision than its predecessor 
and packs Active IR tech to 
eliminate light interference. 

It tracks six skeletons 
at once – rather than the 
previous two – and detects 
fine details like fingers, 
facial features and even a 
player’s heartbeat (oh, the 
possibilities for horror). 

Yet this doesn’t just 
have the potential for more 
unique gaming experiences, 

it also raises Kinect’s 
worth as a data gatherer 
for media services. The 
camera sensor can register 
and record your level of 
engagement with whatever 
you’re doing, backed by a 
four-element array mic to 
eliminate ambient sounds.

Unlike the 360, Kinect 
is now bundled in from 
the start. While some have 
moaned about a perceived 
cost bump, it at least means 
developers can rely on every 
console owner actually 
having one, which can only 
be good for innovation.

{ F O C U S }

The tech in the new Kinect

experiences, be good for innovation.

another generation of gamers. 
Yusuf Mehdi, senior VP of Microsoft’s 
entertainment business, reckons that 
Microsoft is targeting sales of “more 
than a billion” units, with a plan to 
roll out 15 exclusive Xbox One games 
in the first year, eight of which are 
new IPs. There’s also the odd “special 
relationship” with the ickle likes of EA 
and Activision (see box overleaf ). 

Unsurprisingly, the hardware 
backing this all up is pretty impressive, 
merging high-end PC architecture, 
cloud services and smart devices. The 
One is powered by a 1.6GHz AMD 
eight-core CPU with a GPU that 
Microsoft says offers eight times the 
graphical fidelity of the Xbox 360. It’s 

loaded with 500GB of onboard storage, 
8GB RAM and a Blu-ray drive with 4K 
output, Gigabit Ethernet and Wi-Fi. A 
perpetually running GameDVR also 
records all your gaming achievements 
to be shared as and when you choose.

Under the hood there’s also a 
very clever multi-tiered OS that uses 
different partitions to run games and 
other software independently. This 
lets developers focus resources more 
acutely and allows for smartphone-
esque multitasking thanks to ‘Snap 
Mode’ jumping between the two. 

Microsoft has increased the servers 
powering Xbox Live to 300,000 from 
the 360’s 15,000. Music, movies and 
games can now be stored in the 
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“Maybe even gamers want 
more than games. Last I 
checked, we care about 
Game of Thrones, too.”
Chris Kohler, Wired

“Microsoft has built a 
console that will last, 
supporting genuinely new 
games and experiences.  
I think it will prove itself.”
Jon Hicks, Official Xbox  
360 Magazine

“Microsoft continues to 
play to its own strengths: 
size, power and money.”
Ben Kuchera, The PA Report

“Gaming needs to be the 
One’s focus, but to compete 
in a volatile market it has  
to be multi-functional, too.”
Tom Hoggins, The Telegraph

“I wanted a game console, 
not a voice and gesture-
based TV remote box.”
Markus Presson, Mojang 
(Minecraft creator)

“We saw a console that felt 
less like an Xbox and more 
like a Microsoft product, 
with all the baggage  
that brings.” Rob Fahey, 
Gamesindustry.biz

“When I watch TV I don’t 
want a game controller or a 
remote in my hand. I want 
my phone or my iPad.”
Cliff Bleszinski, developer 
(Gears of War creator)

“It’s a rich boy’s black box 
for playing Call of Duty on… 
Is this all our advancements 
have bought us?”
Leigh Alexander, Gamasutra

{ S P E A K }

Xbox divides an industry

One love Number twos

RadarNEWS BLIP THE XBOX ONE WILL BE REGION-LOCKED, REPORTS DIGITAL TRENDS

WWW  FOR MORE NEWS GO TO T3.COM

�

The new Xbox family (from 
front): Rumbley Controller, 
Bulky Console and Nosy Kinect

�

M O S T  W A N T E D

“It’s staggering that MS 
thought it could add to the 
way people view cable TV  
by getting in the way of it.” 
Rob Crossley, CVG

“It’s exactly the kind of 
service the long-awaited 
Apple TV set could provide, 
only Microsoft has beaten 
them to the punch.”
Dan Silver, The Daily Mirror



{ F O C U S }

Five games we can’t wait to play on the One

FIFA 14

EA’s enormo footie sim is 
now powered by the Ignite 
engine, with smarter AI and 
more animations. The Xbox 
cloud will gift gamers a daily 
stream of content, while the 
Ultimate Team virtual card-
trading game has exclusive 
content on the One.

Destiny

Microsoft and Halo maker 
Bungie have kissed and 
made up as its new science 
fiction epic is coming to Xbox 
One. Details about it at time 
of press were a tad thin, but 
publisher Activision says  
it will be the world’s first 
“persistent world shooter”.  

Thief

A reboot of the classic ’90s  
stealth series, this plonks 
you in the boots of Master 
Thief Garrett and sends the 
player off to pilfer sparkly 
items. Set in a luscious, 
medieval-meets-steampunk 
open world, we have 
(perhaps too) high hopes.

Quantum Break

The first Xbox One exclusive 
title announced is from 
Remedy, creator of Max 
Payne and Alan Wake. 
Promising to blur the line 
between TV drama and 
gaming, footage of a tanker 
ploughing through a bridge 
has piqued our interest.

Call Of Duty: Ghosts 

Activision’s world-gobbling 
shooter is set to land later 
this year and its first pack of 
DLC will arrive on Microsoft’s 
console first. Infinity Ward’s 
next-gen graphics engine 
offers a more realistic take 
on its usual array of guns, 
explosions and a, er, dog. 

{ M I C R O S O F T }

XBOX ONE
{ S O N Y }

PS4

DUELLING CONSOLES
Next-generation games machine makers clash on  

the controversial internet issues of the day…

Nope. Not only are your Xbox 360 discs 
destined for the attic, any XBLA games 

downloaded won’t work either. “The system 
is based on a different core architecture, so it 

doesn’t really work from that perspective,” 
says Microsoft Xbox Live VP Marc Whitten. 

Xbox One’s Azure-based cloud of 300,000 
servers. This will not only let players free up 

local space, but also hand developers a 
shedload of external processing power to 

boost game performance/restrict users to 
online play (delete depending on cynicism).

“WE ARE BEING WATCHED!”

No, but with a caveat. PS4 will similarly not 
play old discs, nor allow players to carry over 
PSN downloads. However, Sony is exploring 

making classic titles available to users 
through its Gaikai cloud gaming service, 

although we reckon you’ll have to pay again. 

PS4’s cloud will offer streaming games (see 
above) and a social media component, in 
which you can join friends’ games, offer  

tips and even take over. How these services 
are expected to cope with the UK’s ropy 

internet infrastructure isn’t clear.

When Sony unveiled its new, packaged-in 
PS4 Eye camera in spring, no one seemed to 

mind it was now a compulsory part of the 
setup. The first PS4 telly ads, however, 
suggest it may now be sold separately.  

Owt to do with the Kinect backlash?

The new Kinect has drawn much ire due  
to privacy concerns over its apparent 

requirement to always be connected, The 
Verge calling it a “hacker’s dream”. Microsoft 

has allayed fears by confirming it’s a) not 
always watching and b) you can turn it off.

“THE WORLD’S GONE CLOUD MAD, I TELL YOU”

“WHAT, MY OLD GAMES WON’T PLAY ON IT?”

cloud, but developers can also outsource 
programming power to it. So while the One 
doesn’t technically need to be connected to 
the internet at all times as some feared, many 
of the most technically impressive games will 
inevitably require it. Given the glimpses of 
what may be possible in games that are online 
by default (see Destiny below), this isn’t all 
bad, but there’s certainly more explaining 
that needs to be done on the ramifications of 
this and the spectre of potential DRM that’s 
been raised above the console’s head.

Microsoft sure is casting its net wide with 
the new Xbox. But while it may bear some 
visual relation to ye olde Betamax video 
recorder or even the brick-like NES, the One’s 
ability to straddle so many entertainment 
mediums and connect so many different 
devices is staking a bold claim to being the 
home entertainment device of the future.
£TBC, XBOX.COM, OUT TBC. FOR MORE ON THE XBOX ONE’S LAUNCH AND THE
HEADACHE OF CONSOLE LAUNCHES, HEAD TO GUEST OPINION ON P61
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The Xbox One’s 
vent-heavy design 
shares the 16:9 
ratios of the UI’s 
live-tile layout

NEWS BLIP XBOX ONE PRE-ORDERS HAVE BEEN DELAYED AT AMAZON UK DUE TO STOCK ISSUES
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THIN WHIZZY
Razer Blade 14”
Like your mobile gaming to be as sleek and stylish as it is full of online chum-impressing 
horsepower? Then Razer’s “world’s thinnest gaming laptop” should have you hyped. 
A quadcore 2.2GHz Core i7 processor, 8GB DDR3L RAM and a GeForce GTX 765M 
graphics card power it along, with a 128GB SSD and 74Wh battery stuffed in the “thinner 
than a dime” (and MacBook Air) chassis. Alas, you may have to pick it up on your next 
trip abroad, as the chances of Razer releasing it in the UK are, like the Blade itself, slim.
FROM $1,800 (UK TBC), RAZERZONE.COM, OUT NOW IN US, UK TBC

{ 1 }

SONIC 
TOBLERONE
Creative Airwave 
Topping the ever-growing Bluetooth 
speaker mountain this month is a 
premium chocolate-bar-shaped one.  
It’s got NFC to let you sync with your 
compatible Android device with a tap, the 
battery lasts seven hours and support for 
Apt-X means CD-quality audio, while a 
built-in mic lets you use it as a Charlie’s 
Angels-style speakerphone. Tasty.
£129, CREATIVE.COM, OUT NOW

{ 4 }

YOU’RE BARRED! 
Roth BAR3 
As TVs get thinner, so does their sound and so, too, 
must the accessories that accompany them. That 
makes soundbar creation a hard road to travel, but 
Roth is strutting down it with the BAR3, which is 
just 50mm deep and 85mm tall, yet puts out 60W of 
power. That’s bolstered by a further 100W of 
low-end kick from the wireless sub (left), which is 
itself hardly a hulk of a thing. There’s also Bluetooth 
connectivity, making this a veritable wireless audio 

hub for all your portable kit, with a more than 
reasonable price. However, if that’s all a bit too 
modern for you, there’s also digital signal processing 
attempting to make your lounge or bedroom mimic 
the acoustic properties of an “Opera House”, 
“Cinema” or “Large Hall”, like it’s a midi system of 
the 1990s. Info about all of the above comes via a 
dimmable LED display on the front. 
£249, ROTHAUDIO.CO.UK, OUT JULY

{ 3 }

SIZE MATTERS 
Samsung Galaxy S4 Mini
Sure, the Galaxy S4 is one of the best 
Android smartphones around, but it’s not 
pocket friendly. Enter the space-saving 
Galaxy S4 Mini, which offers exactly the 
same experience, only with a 4.3-inch 
AMOLED display instead of a five-
incher. Oh, and a slower, 1.7GHz dualcore 
processor. And less RAM. Hmm, and only 
an eight-meg rear-facing camera. And, 
once you’ve factored in all those space-
hogging Samsung apps, there’s just 5GB of 
storage, although there is a microSD card 
slot for adding 64GB more. However, it’s a 
lot better than last year’s S3 Mini, and it’s 
sure to be notably cheaper than the full-
size S4, so, in best Goldilocks style, it’ll be 
just right for smaller smartphone users in 
want of a relative bargain.
£TBC, SAMSUNG.COM/UK, OUT JULY
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Meet this month’s 
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LIVING UNDER  
A CLOUD
Connected Data Transporter
Do you like the idea of cloud storage but 
fret about potential security and/or privacy 
issues? Transporter addresses that, with 
online storage that’s under your complete 
control. It comes either as a shell to which 
you add your own storage or with 1TB 
or 2TB built in. Connect it to the web via 
Gigabit ethernet and you can back up then 
view or share your data from any friendly 
mobile or computer, anywhere on Earth. 
FROM £179, FILETRANSPORTER.COM, OUT NOW

{ 1 0 }

MANY-WAY RADIO
Pure Evoke F4
Combining the very latest in radio technology  – 
granted, that’s not saying much – with a design 
perfect for the working kitchens of upmarket 
commuters, the Evoke F4 ups the DAB ante with 
compatibility with both Bluetooth and Pure’s 
own Wi-Fi Jongo streaming system. You can 
also record the Archers omnibus and Radio 6 
sessions to USB sticks and enjoy web radio, 
while Pure Music offers a Spotify-style unlimited 
streaming service for £4.99 per month.
£180, PURE.COM, OUT JUNE

9 }

LIVING UNDE
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JET! OOH-OOH-
OOH-OOOOOOH!
Recon Instruments Jet 
While Google Glass is wearable tech for 
the catwalk, Recon’s Android-based, 
outdoorsy rival, the Jet, has been built for 
wrestling alligators and then tweeting 
about it. A tiny HD display is located in the 
bottom right-hand corner and an HD 
camera is up front, while an accelerometer, 
thermometer, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GPS and 
ANT+ for connecting all manner of health-
monitoring devices lurk inside.
£TBC, RECONINSTRUMENTS.COM, OUT LATE 2013

WWW  FOR MORE NEWS GO TO T3.COM
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TAYLOR MADE
iT7 x2
We’ve had headphones from legendary 
rappers and superstar DJs. Now it’s time for 
a pair from… a middlingly famous footballer. 
Namely, Ian Taylor. Yet unlike his previous 
effort, these new wireless cans are pretty 
good, boasting Bluetooth 4.0, Apt-X and NFC 
for tap-and-go connectivity with compatible 
gizmos. Throw in 22 hours of audio playback 
and you’ve got easily the best cans ever made 
by a former Aston Villa midfielder.
£170, IT7AUDIO.CO.UK, OUT NOW

{ 8 }

AV RECEIVERS 
SLIM DOWN
Marantz NR1604 
Turning the ugly duckling of the set-top 
box family into, if not a swan then at  
least a somewhat thinner duckling, this 
AV receiver from Marantz has all the 
connectivity your heart could desire but  
is  only 44x37x10.5cm. Offering 3D pass- 
through and 4K upconversion from 1080p, 
it crams seven HDMI ports into its smaller-
than-average frame, while analogue and 
component video inputs are also supported 
for old-timers. There’s also multi-room 
DNLA and Apple AirPlay streaming, 
support for Apple Lossless and FLAC audio 
files plus web radio, including services 
such as Spotify and Last.fm.   
 £549, MARANTZ.COM, OUT NOW

{ 7 }

BUDGETBERRY
BlackBerry Q5
Canada’s number one smartphone brand is back with 
another BB10 handset, this time aimed more at the 
budget-conscious market than the more luxurious Q10 
and Z10. The cute-looking Q5 has a QWERTY keyboard 
and a 3.1-inch, 720x720 display, albeit LCD rather than 
AMOLED. Internals include a 1.2GHz dualcore processor, 
a meaty 2GB of RAM, a five-meg camera and 8GB of 
storage, which you may increase at will via microSD. The 
2,100mAh battery should get you through the day, given 
the relatively undemanding processor. Contract pricing, 
as ever, will be key to its success (or lack of it).
£TBC, BLACKBERRY.COM, OUT JULY
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NEWS BLIP TWITTER’S VIDEO-SHARING APP VINE IS NOW AVAILABLE ON ANDROID Radar
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GOOGLE: 
MAPPING  
THE FUTURE  
The search king’s CEO Larry Page 
shows off Street View interiors, 3D 
Maps and more to a baying crowd

Google Maps and Street View have become 
the eyes of a generation, telling us where to 
go and showing us what it looks like – not to 
mention what amenities to plunder – once 
we get there. With the basics firmly in place, 
Google is now adding visual bells and whistles. 
At its annual I/O event in San Francisco, it 
showed full-screen Maps with added Earth 
View, featuring 3D streets and buildings, plus 
the ability to zoom to the outer reaches of the 
atmosphere for live images of cloud coverage. 

OK, in all likelihood, this is not going to be 
used much outside of in-store and at-pub tech 
demos, but what is potentially very useful is 
the updated Street View, which now extends 
inside compatible buildings. These so far 
include Sheffield University and, er, that’s it. 
The transport database adds flights to the 
usual car, pedestrian and public transport 
options, at least in the USA, and if you remain 
signed in to Google, Maps will make greater 
use of your preferences, locations and Google+ 
Circles – you use them, right? Result: you get  
more personalised and useful results.
FREE, MAPS.GOOGLE.CO.UK, OUT NOW (INVITATION ONLY),  
UPDATED IOS AND ANDROID APPS DUE THIS SUMMER
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RadarNEWS BLIP AUSTRALIAN POLICE WARN OF “CATASTROPHIC” DANGERS OF 3D-PRINTED GUNS AFTER TEST FIRING

Galaxy S4 Nexus 16GB

It’s a Samsung Galaxy S4, but running  
pure Google Android 4.2, with Samsung’s 
features stripped out. Google says this 
means better battery life and boosted 
speed. But then it would, wouldn’t it?
$650, PLAY.GOOGLE.COM, OUT JUNE 26  

IN USA, UK DATE TBC

Google Play Music  
All Access
 
Imagine a service that offered access to 
millions of music tracks and albums for a 
monthly subscription. Sorry, what’s that? 
You have Spotify already? Oh…
$9.99/MONTH, PLAY.GOOGLE.COM,  

OUT NOW IN USA, UK TBC

Google+ 2.0
 
The social network is now visually more  
in line with its Google Now digital PA,  
with images, updates, links and videos  
on “cards” in columns, sized to match  
your device’s screen. There’s also now a 
dedicated Hangouts app for messages.
FREE, PLUS.GOOGLE.COM, OUT NOW

{ T H E  K I T }

Google I/O gets physical 

{ F O C U S }

Google’s image rights
As with most brands this year, photo sharing is a top priority for Page and 
co, which explains why they bought popular image editor Snapseed. The 
Google+ results are Auto Enhance, a set of semi-pro custom tools, and 

Auto Highlight (below), which picks your best snaps for social uploading.  
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NEWS BLIP STEPHEN KING REFUSES TO PUBLISH NEW NOVEL AS AN EBOOK Radar

Glastonbury,” says  
BBC radio and music 
controller Mark Friend. 
“We expect mobile  
and tablet viewing  
and listening to reach 
unprecedented levels.” 

Roaming cameras will 
follow BBC DJs around 

{ E X T R A }

BBC TO LIVE-STREAM THE HELL OUT OF GLASTO

The Beeb is to follow  
its app-happy Olympic 
success with a musical, 
digital TV leap: streaming 
six of the Glastonbury 
Festival’s many stages 
this summer, live. 

From June 28-30 it 
will beam more than 250 

hours of rockin’, dancin’ 
and Zane Lowe gurnin’ to 
PCs, phones, tablets and 
smart TVs alike. We’re 
already re-arranging our 
office to see all at once. 

“Not only is it the first 
truly digital Glastonbury, 
it’s the first mobile 

the festival, while iPlayer 
and Red-button services 
provide extensive 
catch-up. iPlayer Radio on 
iOS and Android will also 
have a dedicated hub. 

As a result, even  
the most inebriated and 
house-bound will be  

Up, up and away
 

A hybrid electric engine  
and a gas turbine offer one 
megawatt of lift power for 

vertical take-off and landing

Flat-pack plane  

The rotors are on 
retractable wings, making 
the TF-X compact enough  
to fit in your garage. Once 

airborne, the wheels retract 
while the rotors tilt forwards, 

turboprop style, then fold 
inwards once optimum air 

speed is achieved

Auto pilot  

Much of the flying, take-off 
and landing will be handled 

by autopilot. Terrafugia 
reckons you can master it 

all in about five hours
 

In case of emergency

Rest assured, a back-up 
system will be on hand 

should the TF-X hit 
difficulties: it’s called  

“a big parachute”

{ F O C U S } 
TF-X: will this 
concept fly?

able to keep tabs on this 
year’s diverse line-up, 
which includes Arctic 
Monkeys, The Rolling 
Stones, Dizzee Rascal, 
Nas, Portishead, Nick 
Cave, Crystal Castles 
and, er, Bruce Forsyth.
BBC.CO.UK/GLASTONBURY

CLOUD 
COMMUTER
We were promised flying cars. 
Terrafugia is closest to winging it…

Having already “created” – but not, strictly 
speaking, delivered – a half-plane/half-car/all 
$280,000 hybrid thing called the Transition, 
US experimental aviation firm Terrafugia  
has a new toy for us: the TF-X. 

Stripped of its forerunner’s runway 
requirements for getting off the ground, 
which effectively made it an aeroplane that 
you drove down the motorway, this new 
effort is more like the real, Blade Runner deal: 
a vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) craft 
that goes from tarmac to sky at the press of a 
button, from a take-off zone no bigger than 
30m in diameter. 

The TF-X, when/if built, will fly four 
passengers for 500 miles on twin, chopper-
style rotors and an electric hybrid engine. 
Terrafugia claims it’ll steer like a car, and 
be statistically safer, too, with much of the 
operation handled automatically. All you  
need is a footballer-sized bank account and,  
if the Transition is anything to go by, an  
ability to not hold your breath.
£TBC, TERRAFUGIA.COM, OUT 2025
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How to 3D-print newspaper headlines

 PRINT THE 
RAINBOW
All hail the world’s first full-colour 
3D desktop printer. Hooky Skittles 
blueprints at the ready…

THEIR CONTROVERSIAL TECH TOPPED 
T3’s Hot 100 for 2013. Now, 3D printers are 
being dragged out of their monochromatic 
past and into a stunning, full-colour future  
by New York-based outfit BotObjects. 

This ProDesk3D desktop printer works 
in much the same way as a standard 2D job, 
making your 3D creation according to the 
design on your favoured CAD software for 
PC and Mac. However, it also incorporates a 
proprietary, five-colour, polylactic acid (PLA) 
cartridge for blending any hue you require. 

Using a fused deposition modelling (FDM) 
process, it layers plastic by heating it and 
pushing it through an outpipe, with a second 
nozzle applying the desired colour blends. 
A digital screen at the base counts down the 
estimated printing time, and there’s USB and 
ethernet connectivity ’round the back.

Doubts have been raised about the ability 
of a startup to deliver such a big leap forward 
in 3D printing tech, but BotObjects is adamant 
the ProDesk3D will arrive this year, offering  
a 25-micron print resolution – that’s four times 
finer than MakerBot’s Replicator machines – 
and zippy, 175mm/s printing speed.  
$3,249, BOTOBJECTS.COM, OUT OCTOBER

 

NEWS BLIP NASA AWARDS $125,000 GRANT TO DEVELOP AND BUILD 3D FOOD PRINTER

LIBERATOR GUN

Defence Distributed’s piece 
is all plastic but for a solitary 
metal firing pin. Blueprint 
downloads went literally 
ballistic despite – or, likely, 
due to – government 
objection. Does appear prone 
to exploding, mind you.

CHUBBY CHAIR

After 54 prototypes, Dutch 
designer Dirk Van der Kooij 
has begun mass producing 
the first 3D-printed seat. It 
takes three hours to knock 
one up but to be fair, that’s no 
longer than it takes to erect 
an average Ikea flatpack.

REPLACEMENT JAW

An 83-year-old Dutch lady  
is the proud owner of the 
first 3D-printed mandible. 
Complete with screw-in 
teeth, the jaw is the first 
step towards full, Wolverine- 
style metal skeletons, at 
least in our minds.
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THE DAWN OF 5G?

WWW  FOR MORE NEWS GO TO T3.COM

 Radar NEWS BLIP APPLE HAS RELEASED A SLIMMED-DOWN, 16GB IPOD TOUCH FOR £199

Korean tech giant 
Samsung has caused a 
bit of a stir with an official 
blog post detailing its 
development of new 
antenna technology that 
“sits at the core of 5G 
mobile communications”. 
This before most of us in  

the UK have even got to 
grips with 4G. Sheesh.

Samsung is quoting 
some impressive 
5G-related numbers – 
data downloads at over 
1Gbps over two 
kilometres for starters; 
that means you could 

download a 4GB HD 
movie in 30 seconds.

Calling it 5G is a touch 
misleading, however,  
as there’s no official 
international standard 
and won’t be for some 
time. Indeed, even 
Samsung says the 

commercialisation  
of this tech is a good 
seven years away. 

In the meantime, 
Ofcom reckons 98 per 
cent of the UK can now 
receive olde-worlde 4G 
at about 6Mbps, 
although non-EE users 

must wait till later this 
summer to join in.

In short, that 4G 
mobile you just bought 
isn’t obsolete yet. Still, 
it’s good to see 
Samsung’s R&D and PR 
departments working in 
such perfect harmony…

Sqigle Earl
This crowd-funded, waterproof six-incher is  
like the Ray Mears of tablets: pink, hairy and fat. 
No, sorry, we mean rugged and outdoorsy. 
Prioritising function over form, it has a 1024x768 
e-ink display, Bluetooth and ANT+ for all your 
health-monitoring kit, analogue and digital 
radios, a thermometer, barometer, hygrometer 
(for air humidity) and anemometer (wind speed 
and direction). It also boasts a 3000mAh battery.  
$249, MEETEARL.COM, OUT WINTER

Allotropes Design Aurus 
Diamond Dual 10.1
Two screens are better than one; two full-HD, 
10.1-inch screens are even better. Running 
Android 4.2, this big, Acer Iconia-esque mother 
has a hefty 2TB of storage and 8GB of RAM to 
make sure that whatever you’re doing, whether 
it’s watching two films at once, spreadsheeting 
while downloading music or just pretending to 
be Tony Stark, you won’t struggle to do it.
FROM €399, ALLOTROPESDESIGN.COM, OUT WINTER

Synaptics Sensa
A proof of concept rather than something that 
shops will actually flog, this is a showpiece for 
Synaptics’ advanced pressure-sensing tech,  
which it hopes future slate makers will snap  
up. The display discerns, rather cleverly, the 
difference between a thumb pressing a virtual 
keyboard and a palm trying to hold the tablet. It 
also means the screen will flow text intelligently 
around your flailing digits. 
£TBC, SYNAPTICS.COM, DUE IN TABLETS FROM WINTER

TABLET 
TECH OF 
TOMORROW
Three fresh ideas looking to 
shake up the flat-black-’n’-
rectangular status quo. Need  
a specialist slate right now? 
Head to p112…
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{ R U M O U R S }

TECH CHATTER WIRED TO T3’S BULL-O-METER*

AMAZON READYING 
A COLOUR E-READER

The retail giant’s acquired 
Liquavista, a company that 
makes sunlight-readable, 
colour screens. All signs 
point to a Kindle Colour.

NEW SAMSUNG GALAXY 
S4 MODELS INCOMING  

Two newies have “leaked”: 
the dust- and waterproof 
Active, and Zoom, which will 
incorporate Fat Larry’s Band. 
No, alright, an optical zoom.

FIRST 4K LAPTOPS TO 
ARRIVE THIS YEAR

Samsung and Toshiba are 
rumoured to be readying 
ultra-HD models for 
release later this year. 
Pricing likely to be harsh.

SAMSUNG NEXUS 11 
TABLET IN THE PIPELINE

Web mutterings suggest 
Google wants the Korean 
company to take over from 
LG, crafting a Nexus with 
an eight-core processor.

APPLE iPAD MINI TO  
GAIN RETINA DISPLAY

Sources report that the 
next seven-incher will  
pack an iPad-matching 
Retina Display, because, 
well, of course it will.

AMAZON’S SMARTPHONE 
WILL BE 3D-IFIED

WSJ  claims retina-tracking 
will be added to Amazon’s 
rumoured blower, letting  
it trick you into seeing a 
“holographic” interface.
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ULTRABOOKS 
UPGRADED
Super-slim laptops make friends 
with touchscreens and versatility 
to wean you off those tablets…

Opt for the top-spec 
model and you’re treated 

to an Intel Core i5 
processor, 4GB RAM and 

a 120GB hard drive.
FROM £600, ACER.CO.UK, OUT NOW

Toshiba 
KiraBook

With stylish, metallic 
looks and a swish spec, 

this is the latest high-end 
stab at a Windows 

8-based MacBook slayer. 
Its 13.3-inch touchscreen 
is crisper than any other 

ultrabook, with a 
2560x1440 resolution 

(or 221ppi if you prefer). 
The chassis is formed 

from pressed magnesium 
alloy, keeping the weight 

down to 1.35kg, and it 
measures just 18mm at 
its thickest point. Inside 

things are similarly 
classy, with a 3.1GHz 

Core i7 processor, 8GB  
of RAM and a 256GB 

SSD. There’s also twin 
USB 3.0 ports and HDMI. 

The well-over-a-grand 
price completes the feel 

of opulent premiumocity.
£1,312, TOSHIBA.CO.UK,  

OUT AUTUMN

Samsung 
Ativ Book 5

This mid-price ultrabook 
has been updated, with  

a 14-inch, 1366x768 
touchscreen front and 
centre. Under the hood 

there’s a 1.8GHz i5 
processor, 4GB RAM and 
a 500GB hard drive, plus 

a second 24GB SSD to 
boot up Windows 8 in a 

trice. At 1.9kg it’s heavier 
than your average 

hybrid, but the extra 
power, plus the presence 
of three USB ports – two 
2.0 and one 3.0 – HDMI 
and custom-tuned JBL 
speakers justifies that  

to some extent.
£623, SAMSUNG.CO.UK, OUT JULY

Acer Aspire P3
On this Italian job, the 
11.6-inch, 1366x768 

touchscreen folds flat on 
top of the keys or can be 

detached completely, 
becoming a Windows 8 

tablet. The screen  
and keyboard are 

encased in a leather folio 
that holds the whole 

contraption together in  
a businesslike fashion. 





1
WIRELESS WONDER

Built-in Wi-Fi means the 
E-P5 can connect to your 
mobile for image uploads.

2 
SPEED DEMON

The mechanical shutter 
fires at 1/8000 second, on 
par with top-spec DSLRs.

3 
VINTAGE VISION

The metal ’n’ leather design 
is based on Olympus’ 

original PEN-F from 1963.

4
SENSORED!

The 16-meg TruePic VI Live 
MOS sensor is the same as 
in Olympus’ £1,000 OM-D.

5
TOTAL FOCUS

New autofocus tech cuts 
the time between shutter 

and exposure for more 
detail on speeding things.

6
SCREEN SIREN

The tiltable, three-inch 
touchscreen lets you grab 

snaps from awkward angles. 

7
CONTROL FREAK

Two dials and a switch 
adjust aperture, exposure 
and ISO swiftly and easily.

8
CONDITION: STABLE

Five-axis image stabilisation 
keeps matters blur-free, 

steady and “just so”.

9
HOT-SHOE VIEW 

Does Sir prefer an 
electronic viewfinder? The 
optional V4-F (£249) slots 

in to frame shots with 
1.48x magnification. 

10
CINEMA STYLE

You can shoot in 1080p at 
30fps with a 16:9 ratio.

£899 BODY ONLY, OLYMPUS.CO.UK, OUT JULY

10 REASONS TO BUY...
 OLYMPUS PEN E-P5
Beneath the stylish, retro veneer of the Japanese 
camera king’s latest micro four-thirds beats a heart  
of the purest, most cutting-edge tech. Press to play…  

WWW  FOR MORE NEWS GO TO T3.COM

 Radar NEWS BLIP YAHOO’S RELAUNCHED FLICKR WITH 1TB OF FREE STORAGE PER USER
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WWW  FOR MORE NEWS GO TO T3.COM

INNERGIE POCKETCELL DUO CONTAINS ENOUGH JUICE 

FOR SEVEN HOURS OF IPAD USE AND CAN CHARGE TWO 

DEVICES AT ONCE. £99, MYINNERGIE.COM

IRON MAN MARK VII P
ROTECTIVE CASE WITH LED 

LIGHT REFLECTOR FOR IPHONE 5 WE’VE NOTHING TO 

ADD TO THAT PRODUCT NAME. £33, SHOP.BRANDO.COM

QUIKSILVER MOLOKAI TIDE WATCH SURF’S UP! HOW 

DO WE KNOW? THIS WATCH CONTAINS TIDE DATA FOR 

200 SURF SPOTS. GNARLY. £180, QUICKSILVER.CO.UK

HIPPIH HIPKEY BLUETOOTH DONGLE AND APP. ALERTS 

YOU SHOULD YOU LEAVE YOUR TECH BEHIND IN A BAR 

AFTER SUPPING JUST A FEW ALES. £70, HIPPIH.COM

AURA LED SAFETY BELT MAKES CYCLISTS AND 

RUNNERS – AND RAVERS, WE DARE SAY – GLOW LIKE A 

SELLAFIELD RESIDENT. £25, AURACYCLESYSTEM.CO.UK

POWERTEL M6900 “FESTIVAL PHONE” WITH SEVEN-DAY 

BATTERY, SUPER-LOUD RINGTONE AND SOS FUNCTION, 

SHOULD IT GO “PETE TONG”. £60, HEARINGDIRECT.COM

UE BOOM BLUETOOTH SPEAKER PACKS IN A 15-HOUR 

RECHARGABLE BATTERY AND WATER-RESISTANT SKIN. 

PERFECT FOR SUMMER. £169, ULTIMATEEARS.COM

LOGITECH FABRICSKIN KEYBOARD WATERPROOF 

KEYS, THREE-MONTH BATTERY AND NEAR-MIRACULOUS, 

MAGNETIC IPAD RETENTION. £129, LOGITECH.COM
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STUFF 
Abandon the mass 
market and dance  
to tech’s more offbeat 
rhythms. Dance, we say!
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THE BUZZ
Telling tales, igniting debates and learning harsh lessons from the tech world every month

WHAT HAPPENED NEXT?
Updates on the tech stories that refuse to go quietly

WINDOWS’ START BUTTON

lt’s back, as part of the upcoming, free 
Windows 8.1 update, after some users found 

Windows 8 virtually impossible without it
 

EE’S 4G NETWORK

With 74 towns and cities across the UK now 
4G-enabled, that means 50 per cent of  

the population could get it, if they all 
simultaneously decided to sign up, that is

HEATHROW’S ONLINE ACCESS

The UK’s busiest airport is giving punters  
45 minutes of free web use at its terminals

YAHOO! MAIL 

The Classic inbox has been shut down, leaving 
only a version that scans your mail in order  

to target ads at you. Great work, guys!

SKY’S ANDROID ARMY

Murdoch’s apps have been removed from the 
Google Play store after an attack by hacking 

collective, the Syrian Electronic Army

LIBERTY RESERVE

The digital money service that allegedly 
laundered more that £4 billion has been shut 
down by Uncle Sam. Its owners and operators 

face copious amounts of cell time, natch

THE T3 
WINDEX
What’s going up and  
down in gadgetland

{ W I N N I N G }

{ F A I L I N G }

{ T A K E O V E R }

Yahoo! buys bloggers’ 
favourite Tumblr
Then: Founded in 2007  
by David Karp, Tumblr has 
grown to an audience of 100 
million bloggers. Despite 
interest from buyers, Karp 
was adamant he would not 
sell out, telling The Guardian 
in 2012 he would remain 
independent, growing ad 
revenue naturally.
Now: $1.1 billion has changed 
his mind, with Tumblr sold to 
Yahoo! CEO Marissa Mayer 
was quick to reassure users, 
promising “not to screw it up” 
and keeping Karp in charge  
of the site. Yet 72,000 bloggers 
exited Tumblr one hour 
after news of the sale broke 
– at least according to rival 
platform WordPress, that is.

{ P O L I T I C S }

Snoopers’ Charter 
back on the agenda
Then: The Communications 
Data Bill, aka the Snoopers’ 
Charter, aims to give police 
and security services access 
to certain details – duration, 
recipient, GPS location – of 
your emails, social network 
posts and browsing history 
without the need for a 
warrant. The plan was 
shelved earlier this year  
due to a split in the coalition.
Now: Fuelled by outrage over 
the Woolwich murder, the  
bill is back on the table, backed 
by former Home Secretaries 
Lord Reid and Alan Johnson. 
If the Lib Dems remain 
opposed, there’s a chance  
the Tories could pass the bill 
with support from Labour.

{ S O C I A L }

Facebook to clamp 
down on hate speech
Then: The Zuck and co were 
criticised for their handling 
of harmful and hateful 
content, having declared 
existing policies sufficient to 
deal with online bile, directed 
at women in particular. 
Now: An Everyday Sexism 
Project petition calling for 
a more proactive approach 
gained 250,000 signatures. 
Nissan and Nationwide pulled 
their ads. Lo and behold, 
Facebook has announced that, 
“We need to do better and we 
will”. Changes will include 
making content creators more 
accountable, faster removal 
of unpleasantness and more 
training for FB staff dealing 
with complaints.

RadarEmail T3@futurenet.com Tweet @t3dotcom Facebook /T3mag Letters T3 Magazine, 2 Balcombe Street, London, NW1 6NW I N B OX
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WHAT WE’VE LEARNED THIS MONTH

You can snap an  
interstellar selfie

Planetary Resources, the firm 
that plans to mine asteroids, 
has launched a Kickstarter 

page to fund its first orbiting 
telescope. $25 backing gets 

you a snap of your image 
broadcast in space.

#GuardianCoffee is a thing
Comment may be free in The 

Guardian, but a latte at its 
new coffee shop, in London’s 
Shoreditch, is not. There’s a 

tablet on every table, though, 
so you can enjoy your brew 
while being lectured about 
poverty by Polly Toynbee.

Samuel L. does social
To help promote the work 
of the Alzheimer’s Society, 
Hollywood royalty Samuel 
L. Jackson has promised to 

read out the comment on his 
Reddit thread with the most 
upvotes. Some 12,000 have 

been posted at time of press.

Thatcher is a ratings winner
823,000 people watched ex-PM 

Margaret Thatcher’s funeral 
parade through London live 

on BBC iPlayer, with a further 
163,000 viewing on catch-up 
later. That makes it the third 

most-viewed event ever shown 
live on the BBC service.

YOUR MAILS, TWEETS AND POSTS

Xbox One: the lover
The One is designed to look like 
high-end AV kit. Sony has a similar 
design on its recent 4K TVs and this 
would look great under that. For the 
casual gamer, which is Microsoft’s 
target audience, the Blu-ray drive 
removes one device from under 
your telly and the additional tie-in 
with Windows will remove the need 

Email T3@futurenet.com Tweet @t3dotcom Facebook /T3mag Letters T3 Magazine, 2 Balcombe Street, London, NW1 6NW Radar

SEND MAIL, WIN THIS
The Powerskin PoP’n 
case attaches, limpet- 
like, to the back of your 
smartphone for a 100 
per cent battery boost.
£52, POWERSKIN.CO.UK

I N B OX

to jump on to your PC for things. 
You may not like it for its looks, but 
the Xbox One will sell.
LLOYD NORRIS VIA FACEBOOK

Xbox One: the haters
T3, you saw the Xbox One before 
anyone else and you didn’t take 
the chance to put it out of its 
misery? Shame on you, letting it 
suffer in public. You could have 
ended its pain there and then. 
MICHAEL SHILLINGFORD VIA FACEBOOK

STAR LETTER...

Next step, the Mini 360?
It’s a shame the Xbox One isn’t 
backwards compatible, but the 
extra hardware needed to run old 
games costs money. There was 
a MS-commissioned experiment 
that created a 360 on a chip and, 
you never know, there may be a 
model with this in at some point. 
Or perhaps some sort of ultra-
cheap Mini 360 – Microsoft did 
mention that the future of the 
Xbox 360 will be unveiled at E3…
JAMES BURRIDGE VIA FACEBOOK

We’d be very surprised if the 360 
didn’t carry on alongside the One, 
James. In the meantime, we’ve got 
more Xbox coverage than you can 
shake a joypad at from p15. Have  
a Powerskin  PoP’n charger, too.

Looks horrendously dull and 
boring. Like a cross between a 
’70s cassette deck and a box file.
WILL JEWSON VIA FACEBOOK

Xbox isn’t doing so well, so MS 
branches out into the TV market 
in an attempt to establish a 
foothold in the living room. Unless 
there are some truly awesome 

exclusives I won’t be buying it.
XANDER DRACONIC VIA FACEBOOK

If pre-owned games access is 
linked to the cloud then that 
alienates those with no internet 
or poor connection speeds. 
Collections of 360 games will now 
be redundant, too, unless gamers 
retain the older console. If all this 
is confirmed it may well end up 
biting Microsoft on the a*se.
HUEY RUSSEL VIA FACEBOOK

Er… So retain the older console, 
then. And remember Sony’s PS4 
isn’t backwards-compatible either. 
For our guest columnist’s take on 
the Xbox backlash, head to p61…

Meanwhile, over  
at Nintendo HQ
Three new Sonic games coming 
exclusively to Wii U and 3DS? 

Lost World looked cool from the 
one picture I’ve seen. I hope Sega 
and Nintendo finally do a Sonic 
game justice in a 3D space.
JASON RADEBAUGH VIA FACEBOOK 

T3’s novel idea of a Nintendo-
built smartphone – head over to 
T3.com to view the render – 
wouldn’t be such a stupid move 
on Nintendo’s part. If it ported 
official games it could be a very 
smart move. Drop the DS and do 
it, Nintendo! I would even 
consider buying it.
BENJAMIN PUNA VIA FACEBOOK

Beating the pirates
Getting UK ISPs to block sites  
like Movies2K and Download4all 
is pointless, within 24 hours of 
torrent sites being blocked, a new 
proxy will appear. It’s useless.
DANNY STAMP VIA FACEBOOK

Patently ridiculous
I’m tired of Apple’s constant 
patent disputes with Samsung.  
If the iPhone was good enough,  
it wouldn’t need to try and stop 
other products. If Samsung was 
forced to stop selling its phones,  
I still wouldn’t buy the iPhone.
DINAR PATEL VIA FACEBOOK

1 2 3 4
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The T3 Gadget Awards 2013 are 
coming… Make your voice heard!

Vote for your 
favourite tech

In association with

THE AWARDS



Vote for your favourites and have the chance to win an iPad at…

T3.com/awards
Longlist voting closes, shortlist opens July 18 2013
Shortlist voting closes September 20 2013

Gadget of the Year
HTC One
Apple iPad Mini
Dell XPS 15
Samsung UE46F8000
KEF M500
Samsung NX300
Samsung Galaxy S4
Fitbit One
Sonos Playbar
Sky+ HD 2TB
GoPro HD Hero 3
Amazon Kindle Fire HD
Sony Bravia  
KD-55X9000A
Nintendo Wii U 
Premium
Cambridge Audio Minx 
Air 100

Tech Brand of the Year
HTC
Sony
Apple
Sony PlayStation
LG
Samsung
Google
Asus  
Sky  
Amazon  

T3 Design Award
HTC One
Ouya
Sony Xperia Z
Hasselblad Lunar
Apple iPad Mini
Samsung S9UHD 4K
KEF M500
Apple iMac
Canon PowerShot N
Philips DesignLine TV

TV of the Year
Samsung PS51F8500
Panasonic Viera ZT65
Samsung  
UE46F8000ST 
LG 55EM960V
Sony Bravia  
KD-55X9000A
LG 42LA690
Philips 42PFL6188S
Sony Bravia 84X9005
Loewe ID Connect 46
Toshiba 55WL863

Innovation of the Year
Razer Edge
Nvidia Project Shield
Google Glass
Nintendo Wii U
Samsung Galaxy 
Camera
Microsoft IllumiRoom
Oculus Rift
Pebble Watch
PaperTab
LG EA9800

Smartphone of the Year
Apple iPhone 5
HTC One
Google Nexus 4
Sony Xperia Z
Samsung Galaxy S4
Nokia Lumia 920
HTC One X+
BlackBerry Z10
Samsung Galaxy Note 2
BlackBerry Q10

Tablet of the Year
Apple iPad Mini
Amazon Kindle Fire HD
Gemini Joytab 9.7
Google Nexus 10
Apple iPad 4
Amazon Kindle Fire 
HD 8.9
Sony Xperia Tablet Z
HP Envy x2
Samsung Note 8.0
Microsoft Surface RT

Camera of the Year
Fujifilm X20
Sony Alpha A37
Olympus E-PL5
Panasonic DMC-LX7
Pentax K-5 II
Nikon S9300
Panasonic DMC-TZ40
Sony NEX-6
Samsung NX300
Canon EOS M

Headphones of the Year
Parrot Zik by Starck
Beats Executive
B&O H6
Marshall Monitor
Sennheiser CX 890I
KEF M500
Onkyo ES-HF300
Focal Spirit One
Sony XBA910
Urbanears Zinken

Computer of the Year
Dell XPS 15
Samsung Series 5 550P
Acer Aspire S5
Apple Macbook Air 
11-inch
Asus Zenbook UX32A
Medion Erazer X7832D
Chillblast Fusion 
Firestorm
PC Specialist Vanquish 
Eclipse 670 MkII
Apple iMac
Acer C7 Chromebook

Fitness Gadget  
of the Year
Nike+ Training Trainer
Adidas miCoach Pacer 
bundle
Fitbit One
Garmin Fenix
Speedo Aquabeat 2.0
Sony XBA-565
Monster iSport Victory
Pioneer SE-E721
Jawbone Up
Suunto Ambit

Digital Media Service 
of the Year
Sky+ HD
Facebook
Xbox Live
Spotify
Netflix
Blinkbox
Apple iTunes
BBC iPlayer
Now TV
Google Play

Car of the Year
Mini Coupe Cooper SD
BMW M135i
Renault Zoe
Peugeot 208 Feline  
THP 156
Skoda Citygo
Volvo S60 T6 Polestar
Vauxhall Adam
Audi A8
Mercedes A-Class
VW Up! 
Ford Kuga

App of the Year
Vine
Swype
Ford Applink Spotify
Mailbox
Waze
Ridiculous Fishing
Xbox SmartGlass
Google Maps
Traktor DJ
Moves

Entertainment Gadget 
of the Year
Sky+ HD 2TB
Sony PS3 Super Slim
Creative Labs 
Soundblaster Tactic  
3D Rage
Astell & Kern AK100
Apple iPod Touch
Nintendo Wii U 
Premium
Cambridge Audio Minx 
Air 100
Denon CEOL Piccolo
B&W A5
Sonos Playbar

T3 Tech Life Product  
of the Year
Hurom Pro Series 
Silver HU-400 juicer
GoCycle G2R
Philips Hue
Honda Miimo
Dyson AirBlade
Koubachi Plant Sensor
Vorwerk Kobold VR100
GoPro HD Hero 3
Kenwood kMix HB894
Colgate ProClinical 
A1500

Tech Moment of  
the Year
Felix Baumgartner’s 
space jump
Gangnam Style’s billion 
YouTube views
Curiosity Rover 
reaching Mars
Goal-line tech confirmed 
for Premier League
Obama’s “Four More 
Years” victory tweet is 
most retweeted ever
Discovery of Higgs 
boson “God particle”
PS4 announcement 
with no PS4
4G launch in UK
The Hobbit’s use of  
48fps frame rate – the 
first big movie to do so
Firing of the world’s 
first 3D-printed gun

The longlist 
nominees 2013
The biggest tech awards of the 
year are back. We need your vote 
to sort the winners from the rest

VOTE 
ONLINE AND

WIN AN
iPAD MINI!
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Number of files sent every 
second on WeTransfer.com. 

That’s 1.5 million per day

The average Brit has 
29 apps on their phone

 PAID FOR

 REGULARLY USED

 DORMANT

TRANSFER
DEADLINE

BAD TECH 
HABITSGAME ON. AND ON. AND ON…

PLASTIC FANTASTIC

BILLION BILLION

 (WETRANSFER)

 (SPORTS NEW MEDIA)

 (BBC)

 (ACTIVISION)

 

17  21 64

17%

Average number of 
friends Britons have 

on Facebook 

THE MMORPG HAS LOST 
40 MILLION PLAYERS  
IN THREE YEARS, WITH  
1.3 MILLION CANCELLING 
BETWEEN JANUARY AND 
MARCH THIS YEAR ALONE

£30,000,000
The amount parents are 
spending on accidental 

app and in-app purchases 
in the UK each year

In 2008 Best Buy bought a stake in a joint op with Carphone Warehouse  
for £1.1 billion. In 2013 it sold it back for £471 million. 

COST OF DOWNLOADING 
BLUEPRINTS

COST OF BUYING A 3D 
PRINTER WITH WHICH  

TO MAKE SAID GUN

100,000
NUMBER OF BLUEPRINTS 

DOWNLOADED BEFORE THEY 
WERE REMOVED

BUY 
2008

SELL 
2013

£1.1
BILLION

£471
MILLION

£5,800,000
The amount UK phone 

users have spent on apps 
they only use once 

(TESCO MOBILE)

THE MONTH IN NUMBERS
Info-fibre to unblock your knowledge colon 

NEWS BLIP MALWARE CAN NOW BE TRIGGERED BY SOUNDS AND LIGHT, STUDY CLAIMS
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£
BIL

£
MIL

(U.S. JUSTICE DEPARTMENT)

AMOUNT AN AMERICAN CRIME SYNDICATE STOLE FROM BANKS  
BY HACKING ATMS AND REMOVING WITHDRAWAL LIMITS

ABC wxy

2 9 0 0 0 0 0 0

APPY FACTS

(JUNIPER)

(BBC.CO.UK)

One in three people 
say they check emails  

while driving 

Percentage of Brits 
that admit to gaming 

on the toilet

of 25- to 34-year-old UK 
drivers admit to not using 

a hands-free kit whilst 
driving and phoning 

(USWITCH)

2012 2017
Game downloads on 
tablets and phones

Projected game 
downloads on tablets 

and phones

NOT QUITE BEST BUY

Defense Distributed unleashes  ‘Liberator’, the world’s first 3D printed gun, on internet

WORLD OF 
WARCRAFT 
SHRINKS

2
0

13

2
0

10

(MICROSOFT)

(TURTLE BEACH)

(GOCOMPARE.COM)





T3’s summer music highlights will include 
iTunes Festival at the Roundhouse – Justin 
Timberlake and Queens of the Stone Age 
covering all sides of crooning – and Latitude 
on Saturday, with Hot Chip and Kraftwerk  
“in 3D”, apparently. We’ve packed our specs…

One too many summer downpours sees  
T3 head into the nearest cinema to bask  
in special effects-drenched blockbusters 
instead. See p101 for the movies’ tech secrets. 
No, not that thing about the “ghost” behind  
the curtains in Three Men and a Baby…

It’s 60 years since the Queen’s coronation, gawd 
bless ’er, and with a festival from July 11-14, 
it’s like the Diamond Jubilee all over again…  
but with no extra bank holidays. Great. T3 
celebrates with a shower of rockets (p88)

NEWS BLIP WP8 OVERTAKES BB TO BECOME UK’S THIRD MOST POPULAR MOBILE OS

WHAT’S ON YOUR RADAR?
Revelation and speculation rule the nation, for the next 12 months and beyond…

{ T H E  H I G H S  A N D  L O W S  O F  T 3 ’ S  C O M I N G  M O N T H }

WWW  FOR MORE NEWS GO TO T3.COM

YEAH!

MEH!

 Radar I N C O M I N G

LATER?                           SOON                                NOW

Tech

Films

Games

LG Flexible OLED Phone 

The bendy phone is coming. 
Expect new paradigms and 
priciness. Late 2013

Batman: Arkham Origins

The bat’s back in his biggest 
adventure yet, with beefed up 
Detective Mode. October 25

Grand Theft Auto V

Rockstar’s vastest world yet, 
with a three-pronged, heist- 
heavy plot. September 17

Assassin’s Creed IV: 
Black Flag

Going from patriot to pirate, 
via parkour. November 1 

The Wonderful 101

Metal Gear Rising developer 
Platinum Games finally lets 
loose on Wii U. August 23

Rush

Chris “omnipresent” 
Hemsworth is… ’70s F1 playboy 
James Hunt! September 13

The Amazing Spiderman 2

Andrew Garfield’s Peter 
Parker takes on an electrified 
Jamie Foxx. April 18 2014

Cuban Fury

Roly-poly mirthster Nick Frost 
as, naturally enough, a salsa 
prodigy. January 10 2014

Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa

Like Die Hard, but set at North 
Norfolk Digital Radio. Vests may 
or may not feature. August 7

CES

Expect bigger TVs, bendy tech 
and lots more Windows 8 and 
Android kit. January 7-10 2014
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Sony PlayStation 4

Can it compete with the 
feature-rich Xbox One (p15)? 
We’ll know by… Late 2013
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WORDS DUNCAN BELL

BLACK & WHITE 
& SEEN ALL OVER
Ben Wheatley slayed us with 
Sightseers. Now he’s back on film. 
And TV. And Blu-ray. And VOD…

Steve waited 
patiently for his turn 
on Lethal Enforcers

T H E  C O N T E N T  F O R  Y O U R  K I T 

Play
This month… The PC’s heroes of war / Cloud Atlas’ fun fiasco /  
Pet Shop Boys’ Electric disco / Hipstamatic’s sharing scheme

T H E  E S S E N T I A L

“

BLACK & WHITE
& SEEN ALL OVER
Ben Wheatley slayed us with 
Sightseers. Now he’s back on film. 
And TV. And Blu-ray. And VOD…

Steve waited 
patiently for his turn 
on Lethal Enforcers

TT H E  C O N T E N T  F O R  Y O U R  K I T 

T H E  E S S E N T I A L

“It only cost £300,000, so there’s no risk 
really,” says director Ben Wheatley of new 
film A Field in England. “We were going 

to do it with our own money but then Film4 
came in. We wanted it to be more art house, 
as our next one, Freakshift, is like a science-
fiction action film. That’s going to be a much 
bigger budget – $15 million to $20 million.” 

Now, peruse the budgets for the films 
in T3’s FX blockbusters feature this month 
(p101) and you’ll realise that $20 million is 
actually sod all for a “sci-fi action film”. In 
Hollywood, it’d probably just about cover the 
cost of Christian Bale’s protein shakes.

But then Wheatley is not your standard 
director. The movies that have brought him a 
growing cult audience – Kill List and Sightseers 
– are a very English blend of well observed 
character details, broad, class-based comedy, 
bleakly beautiful cinematography, and body 
counts similar to that of the Crimean War. 
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G A M E S

Great yet accessible PC strategies are 
surprisingly rare, with most either 
based on horribly complex tabletop 

games or insanely competitive online arenas 
(hello StarCraft). Which is why the return 
of Company of Heroes’s Second World War 
firefights is a sight for Zerg-weary eyes.

This new campaign follows the 
tribulations of a Russian lieutenant in 1941, 
as Stalin’s armies fall back in the face of a 
German onslaught. You face endless running 
battles against horrible odds in hellish 
weather, with a handful of untrained troops; 
Enemy At The Gates is a clear touchstone. 

It’s the details that make it. Buildings can 
burn or collapse, soldiers freeze to death in 
blizzards, and damaged enemy tanks can 
sometimes be patched up for your side. Even 
watching a troupe of furry-hatted Ruskies 
plodding through thick snow is a treat. 

Missions are equally brutal, whether 
you’re gunning down your own fleeing 
troops or torching fields and houses as you 
retreat, and feel perfectly balanced between 
defeat and total defeat… until the Nazis 
reach Moscow, and you stop retreating and 
start charging back. It’s well worth the wait.
£30, COMPANYOFHEROES.COM/UK, OUT JUNE 25 ON PC

But why is T3 covering a black and white 
movie – actually shot on Red Epic and Canon 
C300 digicams, with the colour digitally 
stripped out later, since you asked – about a 
group of frequently hallucinating, English Civil 
War soldiers and magicians? 

One answer: it’s a fine film, cutting through 
its pervading atmosphere of claustrophobic, 
drug-wracked dread with 17th-century privvy 
humour. The other: sexy, sexy distribution. 

A Field in England – whose title doubles 
as its locations list in its entirety – will be 
released simultaneously at the cinema (“about 
12 screens”), on Blu-ray, video on demand and 
free-to-view television, all on the same day.

“We wanted the most number of people 
possible to be able to see it,” says Wheatley. 

“I don’t think there’s a risk of reducing the 
cinema or on-demand audience having it on 
TV. In fact, it increases it because more get 
to hear about the film. Two million people 
watched Kill List when it was on Channel 4.”

Wheatley says digital tech, from cameras 
to VOD, with its higher margins – “with DVD 
you’re making a percentage of a percentage 
of a percentage by the time it reaches 
shops” – to digital distribution to cinemas, is 
reinvigorating lower-budget movie-making. 

“This type of film hasn’t been made in this 
country for years but it’s coming back now 
because of the technology,” he adds. “It makes 
it financially doable. In a few years, the cost of 
distributing a digital film will be negligible.” 

The director is also not misty-eyed about 
the transition, as you’d expect from a man 
who shoots black and white on digital. “I 
think if we’d had to carry on with film-based 
distribution, this kind of smaller film would 
be dying out by now.”
A FIELD IN ENGLAND IS OUT JULY 5 THROUGH FILM4 AND PICTUREHOUSE

“THIS TYPE OF FILM IS 
COMING BACK BECAUSE 
THE TECH MAKES IT 
FINANCIALLY DOABLE”

Rugby Challenge 2: 
The Lions Tour Edition
PS3, X360
More than 100 teams make 
for a fine career mode,  
plus there’s four-on-four 
online multiplayer and 
international frolics galore.
£50, RUGBYCHALLENGE 

GAME.COM, OUT NOW

MotoGP 13
PC, PS3, X360, PS VITA
This bike-sim-cum-
physics-lesson is a rock 
hard test of your mettle 
and leathers. Tweak rides 
with 300 parameters, talk 
tactics, race the world. 
FROM £25, MOTOGPVIDEO 

GAME.COM, OUT JUNE 21

Game & Wario
WII U
Sport (skiing) and non- 
sport (er, stealing fruit) 
mini-games collide in 
Nintendo’s latest fast- 
paced, you’re-next party 
game for five players. 
£45, NINTENDO.CO.UK,  

OUT JUNE 28 

Ashes Cricket 2013
PC, PS3, X360, WII U
Detailed leather-on-willow 
sim where deteriorating 
pitches reinvigorate 
spinners and the Field 
Editor lets you plot 
victories like Ali Cook.
FROM £20, ASHESCRICKET2013.

COM, OUT JUNE 21

{ F O C U S }

Theatre of War is the new multiplayer 
and AI skirmish mode, with custom 
Allied and Axis armies facing off  
over the most famous battles of the 
Eastern front. DLC will be incoming… 

�

{ B E S T  O F  T H E  R E S T }

Sporty excursions for a summer indoors

“I’m pretty sure 
there’s a branch of 
Kathmandu round 
here somewhere”

Reece Shearsmith in 
A Field in England. 
“You’re my field  
now, Dave…”

COMPANY OF HEROES 2
Get your historically accurate battle on with a  
real-time, Second World War strategy classic

Play

r
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CLOUD ATLAS
The Wachowskis’ epic is mad. You can only applaud 
its ambition, even as you chortle at its failings…

 Over at pop-culture website AVclub.com, they have a theory 
that movies which flop can be divided into three categories: 
simple failures, “secret successes”, and fiascos. The latter are 

flicks that aim high, miss, plummet, and fall into a manure wagon, 
which then gets run over by a tram. They fail, but man is it fun to 
see. Cloud Atlas is a fiasco. An insanely ambitious attempt to bring 
together six stories across different timelines, the Wachowski 
siblings’ epic fail casts Tom Hanks, Ben Whishaw, Halle Berry  
and others of similar quality in all six timelines. To this end they’re 
doused in industrial quantities of latex make-up then dragged 
through an expensive dressing-up box. The results are sentimental, 
heavy-handed, ill-conceived but so car-crash watchable, the three-hour 
run time flies past, leaving you thinking, “What the hell was that?” 
£17 BLU-RAY, £14 HD DOWNLOAD, OUT JULY 1

 The last few albums from Neil Tennant 
and Chris Lowe have seen them mining 
a depleted seam of knowing irony and 

tinkly-bop synths. Electric, however, teams 
them with Stuart Price, who produced 
Madonna’s Confessions on a Dance Floor, and 
that’s where he drags them, with elongated 
track lengths, Italo-disco beats and, in some 
cases, a distinct lack of Tennant’s vocals. The 
result is the duo’s best work since Fundamental.
£11 CD, £8 MP3, OUT JULY 15

PET SHOP BOYS
Britain’s top synth-pop duo go  
back to the dancefloor on Electric

{ H D  M O M E N T }

Hugh Grant 
wearing so 

much “old, fat 
man” make-up, 
you think he’s 
come from a 
particularly 

elaborate Little 
Britain sketch

Arbitrage
BLU-RAY, HD DOWNLOAD
This cross between Wall 
Street and The Player is 
pretty good. Gere’s still 
doing his “acting” where 
he stands very still and 
looks quizzically into the 
middle distance. Yay!
£14 BD AND DL, OUT JULY 15

Foxy Brown
BLU-RAY
Director Jack Hill and  
star Pam Grier’s sleazy 
romp still stands as a high 
watermark of exploitation 
cinema, with gleefully 
dubious attitudes to race, 
gender and everything else.
£13 BD, OUT NOW

Maniac
BLU-RAY, HD DOWNLOAD
This remake stars Frodo 
Baggins as a deranged 
serial killer obsessed with 
mannequins and stabbing. 
Filmed entirely from 
Frodo’s point of view,  
it’s stupid but effective.
£12 BD, £14 DL, OUT JULY 1

{ B E S T  O F  T H E  R E S T }

Indie vs Disco: fight!

GIORGIO MORODER
Best of Electronic Disco
Deluxe reissue of the greatest hits  
of louche, European electro pioneer 
Moroder. Some of the roots of Daft 
Punk’s latest opus are right here.
£9 CD, £8 MP3, OUT NOW

HALF JAPANESE
Half Gentlemen/Not Beasts
The indie-est duo ever celebrate 
almost 40 years of obscurity with 
three discs of early, even-more-
lo-fi-than-usual home recordings. 
£21 CD, OUT JULY 1

EDITORS
The Weight Of Your Love
Tiring of sounding like Interpol, 
Editors now go for a bit of Echo and 
the Bunnymen-style epic sweep, with 
echoes of late-’80s U2 as well.
£11 CD, £10 MP3, OUT JULY 1

TERRY FARLEY PRESENTS…
Acid Rain
Rotund UK-house “face” Farley 
scoops up deep, soulful disco and 
wigged-out acid trance from late-’80s 
Chicago over no fewer than five CDs.
£14 CD, OUT JULY 8

{ B E S T  O F  T H E  R E S T }

City slickers, violent killers, foxy chicks, crap wizards

F I L M S M U S I C

A handy visual 
metaphor for Cloud 

Atlas itself. Watch 
out for that manure 

truck below!

 

Oz the Great and 
Powerful
BLU-RAY, HD DOWNLOAD
Director Sam Raimi throws 
everything at this and it 
looks great in places, but 
this Oz never becomes 
magical. The result is more, 
Oz the Long and Turgid.
£16 BD, £14 DL, OUT JULY 1
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App of the month

OGGL
Hipstamatic puts on its retro-look boots and stomps 
all over Instagram’s social photo-sharing turf

Play

When Facebook bought Instagram 
for a billion dollars it did two 
things: signified just how big a 

business photo sharing is, and created the 
opening for a rival. People dislike Facebook, 
in spite, or perhaps because, of their addiction 
to it, and Hipstamatic, the original retro filter 
app, is happy to exploit that backlash.  

“We went back to the drawing board 
and rethought how to take photos,” says 
Hipstamatic CEO Lucas Buck of new app 
Oggl. “We made it more social, though we 
never wanted to build a network.” Canny, 
then, that you can share pics with other 

social hubs – and yes, Instagram, too. After 
some basic image preset – food has its own 
setting, of course – you’re into the familiar 
game of mixing lenses and films. If you 
want to share, and desire more than the 
basic set of options, you’ll have to subscribe 
at £1.99 a quarter or £6.99 for the year. 

“We’ve gone for subscription because 
I never wanted to put ads next to people’s 
photos,” explains Buck. “Our community is 
smart enough to recognise that if the product 
is free, they’re probably the product.” 
APP FREE, SUB REQUIRED TO SHARE, OGGL.COM, OUT NOW ON IPHONE, 

IPAD AND IPOD TOUCH (IOS 6.0+), COMING SOON TO WINDOWS PHONE 8

WWW  FOR MORE NEWS GO TO T3.COM

{ I O S }

Apple’s latest little gems

CamMe
IOS 5.1+: IPAD, IPHONE, TOUCH
Snap self portraits from up to 3m 
away just by pointing your phone’s 
cam your way, then raising your hand. 
Hey presto: you look like a happy Nazi!
FREE, FACEBOOK.COM/CAMME

Yahoo! Weather
IOS 5.0+: IPAD, IPHONE, TOUCH
Get real-time forecasts, temperatures 
and wind maps, plus user-submitted 
photos direct from Flickr. You’ll never 
be inappropriately attired again.
FREE, YAHOO.COM

Impossible Road
IOS 5.1+: IPAD, IPHONE, TOUCH
Guide a ball down a rollercoaster track 
with no sides. You’re rewarded for 
breaking the rules and achieving the 
impossible – just don’t fall off.
£1.49, PIXELSONTOAST.COM

Traktor DJ for iPhone
IOS 6.0+: IPAD, IPHONE, TOUCH
With a three-band EQ, filters and  
a direct link to your iTunes library, this 
waveform-based mixer has all you 
need to DJ on the back of the bus.
£2.99, NATIVE-INSTRUMENTS.COM

Status Board
IOS 5.0+: IPAD
Feed important emails, tweets, 
weather updates and such into a slick, 
customisable display that looks like  
a big, interactive infographic.
£6.99, PANIC.COM

Skitch
IOS 5.0 +: IPAD, IPHONE, TOUCH
Amend a PDF or add a Skitch stamp 
to give a report the seal of approval or 
disapproval. It’s more organisational 
fun from the folk behind Evernote.
FREE, EVERNOTE.COM

Lego Batman: DC Super Heroes
IOS 5.1+: IPAD, IPHONE, TOUCH
The Dark Knight and DC pals’ brick 
bodies hit iOS, with real voiceovers for 
the first time. A happy Bane told T3, 
“Hwmffermmble mmmble fwwf!”
£2.99, VIDEOGAMES.LEGO.COM

THREE NEW  
SITES FOR  

MUSIC 
EXPLORERS

Getsoundwave.com
FOR DISCOVERERS
Currently in beta, this app 
surfs the social zeitgeist,  
if you will, tracking what 
everyone’s listening to in 
real-time via iOS and 
Android apps. You can then 
see what’s hot in NYC, Ibiza, 
or the home counties. 

Bundles.bittorent.com 
FOR SUPERFANS
BitTorrent has gone legit 
with a file-sharing service 
that offers free content. 
You can also unlock 
exclusive extras, with the 
artists deciding what you 
need to pay or what info 
you must divulge in return.

ThisIsMyJam.com 
FOR MINIMALISTS
A rather nostalgic opposite 
of over-sharing, this lets 
you tell the world about 
that one track you’ve had 
on repeat for days. Share 
your ear-worm with the 
world and it joins a radio 
station of others’ choices.

T3 are pleased to offer  
a full priced app every 
issue for no money at all. 
Up next is Commando 
Jack, Chillingo’s rather 
action-packed, 
intergalactic tower-
defence shooter. All  
iPad, iPhone and iPod 
Touch users rocking iOS 
4.3 and above, head  
here, download and  
get gaming…
BIT.LY/XZsxpO

A free premium  
app every month!

FREE
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Play

Having reanimated light-gun zombie-fest HotD 
successfully on the Wii and PS Move, Sega now brings  
its grindhouse japes to Android. Using touchscreen or 
accelerometer controls you take one of four foul-mouthed 
cast members through “Story” mode or more intensive 
“Survival”. In-app purchases unlock an additional level but 
there’s enough free zombie-blasting time to collect Ka$h 
and enjoy the short, B-movie horror ride. Motherf**kers! 
£3.90, SEGA.COM

App in-depth 

House of the Dead Overkill: 
The Lost Reels
ANDROID 2.3.3+

{ A N D R O I D }

Google’s pure gold 

GoComics
ANDROID 2.2+
Twenty years worth of scribbles, 
from Peanuts to Garfield, plus 
political doodles from Pulitzer 
Prize-winning satirical cartoonists.
FREE, GOCOMICS.COM

Weebly
ANDROID 2.2+
Make your own mobile or HTML 5 
website that can work across 
browsers, with site traffic stats  
to track your online dominance. 
FREE, WEEBLY.COM

Fixya
ANDROID 2.3.3+
Do you find it difficult to describe 
practical problems textually? Just 
record it and Fixya’s community  
of MacGyvers will sort you out.
FREE, FIXYA.COM

Tripomatic City Guides & Maps
ANDROID 2.2+
Pick your destination and key points 
of interest will be laid out for you on 
Google Maps, helping you jaunt from 
one groovy place to the next.
FREE, TRIPOMATIC.COM

Jiffy Time Tracker
ANDROID 4.0+
Your time is valuable, so don’t waste 
it. This app tracks how long you 
spend on certain tasks and displays 
it in a clean, pie-chart stylee.
 FREE, JIFFY.NU

1 3
42

FOUR
EBOOKS  
TO READ

The Quarry
IAIN BANKS
A reflection on impending 
mortality and its effects  
on those close to you, from 
friends with secrets, to 
loved ones looking for 
answers. This, tragically, is 
likely to be Banks’ last novel.
£9.49, OUT JUNE 20

Super Boys
BRAD RICCA
The story of Joe Shuster and 
Jerry Siegel, two childhood 
friends who created Mr ‘Man 
of Steel’ himself, Superman.
£14.44, OUT NOW

The Long War
TERRY PRATCHETT & 
STEPHEN BAXTER
A sequel to the bestselling 
sci-fi collaboration. Mankind 
has spread out across the 
new worlds of Long Earth, 
but a storm is brewing…
£9.91, OUT JUNE 20

The Bling Ring
NANCY JO SALES
Seven celeb-obsessed teens 
break into their idols’ houses 
while they walk the red carpet 
in the true story behind 
Sofia Coppola’s new film. 
£5.99, OUT NOW

{ W I N D O W S  P H O N E }

Live tile treasures
{ B L A C K B E R R Y }

’Berry good apps

PGA Tour
BLACKBERRY 10.0.0+
Z10- and Q10-owning golf fans are 
now treated to live scores, news and 
highlights from tournaments around 
the globe. “You’re the man!” etc.
FREE, PGATOUR.COM

Baconography
WINDOWS PHONE 8
Until an official Reddit app arrives  
this is one of the best ways to sample, 
browse and filter weird, wonderful  
and usually NSFW content.
FREE, GITHUB.COM

Chef’s Recipe
BLACKBERRY 10.0.0+
Search through popular recipes,  
add new dishes and share snaps  
of the gourmet results, thereby 
flaunting your culinary prowess.
£0.75, BLACKBERRYAPPWORLD.COM

TouchMountain
WINDOWS PHONE 7.5+
Like Nokia City Lens but for nature’s 
climbers rather than social ones. View 
info on every peak, with distances 
displayed via the magic of AR.
£2.29, TOUCHMOUNTAIN.COM

Tibbr
BLACKBERRY 10.0.0+
Social networking for business folk 
who have no time for Candy Crush. 
Communicate with work colleagues 
across the globe to get the job done.
FREE, TIBBR.COM

Wizard’s Choice 
WINDOWS PHONE 7.5+
This full trilogy, primed for lovers  
of Fighting Fantasy books, is a text 
adventure with added magic and, 
going by its icon, ill-positioned tattoos.
FREE, WINDOWSPHONE.COM

Web Splitter
BLACKBERRY 10.0.0+
Open two separate web pages at 
once. This fits them snugly on your 
screen, and you can adjust sizes  
if you want one more prominent.
£1.50, TZAPPS.WORDPRESS.COM

TripTraqqa
WINDOWS PHONE 7.5+
Tracks the distances you’ve travelled 
– by car, on foot, by air – and sends 
you a full email report, so that you  
can keep track of your mileage.
FREE, WINDOWSPHONE.COM

Skooday
BLACKBERRY 10.0.0+
Share, stream and discover music 
with Ex.fm support. It’s okay, Dad, 
this is, we are assured, all music that 
you can legally listen to via the web.
FREE, SANDBOX.IT

Vyclone
WINDOWS PHONE 8
Get your friends to help you film an 
event from every possible angle. This 
app will then stitch it all together  
into a nifty, three-minute video.
FREE, VYCLONE.COM

BUPA Health Finder
BLACKBERRY 6.0+
Seek help and info on medical woes  
and how the claims process works, 
then automatically add hospital 
appointments to your calendar.
FREE, BUPA.CO.UK

JamTiles
WINDOWS PHONE 8
Add up to six JamTiles to your home 
screen and this app will fill ’em with 
songs recommended by other users. 
You can share songs you like, too.
£0.79, LIQUIDDAFFODIL.COM

Dead Space
BLACKBERRY 10.0.0+
One of the best games to jump from 
console to mobile, this eerie, sci-fi 
shooter arrives on BB10 with ace 
graphics and haunting music.
£2, EA.COM

Tumblr 
WINDOWS PHONE 8
The blogging app has been optimised, 
ahead of its sale to Yahoo!, so you can 
now swipe through dashboards and 
view GIFs to your heart’s content.
FREE, TUMBLR.COM
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 L aunching a video game console is, and 
always has been, an act of corporate 
insanity. Those blinking plastic boxes 

cost many millions to research and develop, 
then millions more to launch and market, and 
then the manufacturers spend the next year 
losing up to $100 on every unit sold because 
they have to keep the price artificially low. 
Come on, who’d want to be in that racket?

Now, though, thanks to social media and 
forums like Reddit and NeoGaf, it’s getting 
worse, as every product announcement seems 
to herald a global sarcasm apocalypse. 

Take the Xbox One reveal in May. With 
one hour to extol the virtues of an incredibly 
complex consumer hardware proposition, 
the firm chose to focus on certain specific 
features: its ability to run live TV, some Kinect 
innovation – oh, and two of the biggest game 
franchises in the world, FIFA and Call of Duty.

Yet this wasn’t enough. Within seconds 
of the event’s start, Twitter was a bear pit of 
rage and derision. Why weren’t there more 
games? Where were the indie developers? 
And loudest of all: what about pre-owned 
sales? Seriously, at the grand announcement 
of a piece of next-gen hardware many years in 
the making, Microsoft was meant to spend 

{ I N S I G H T }

THE CRYING
GAME
With E3 showing off the next-gen 
consoles’ full wares, The Guardian’s 
games editor asks who’d launch one 
when snark is the only reaction?

AU G U ST 2 01 3 T3 61

{ T H I S  M O N T H }

Keith Stuart pities console makers
Mark Prigg switches off his tech 

Duncan Bell sees a new world order
Peter Firth uncovers bio criminals

Edited by Matt Hill

ILLUSTRATION RYAN GILLETT

Opinion
TALKING TECH WITH T3’S EXPERT ALLIES

KEITH STUART



precious time telling the world’s press 
how they could trade in their used games? But 
within the self-righteous cacophony of the 
internet, this somehow made sense.

Twitter is essentially a sweatshop of snark. 
Everything about its format, from the limited 
word count to the notion of “followers”, 
encourages users to become passive conduits 
of mass negative emotion. It doesn’t take long 
for a message to transmute from “That Xbox 
One event was disappointing” to “Microsoft is 
Satan and wants to destroy gaming”.  

Games designer and academic Ian Bogost 
puts it simply: “Console reveals have become 
something akin to bad dates or awkward 
television. It’s as if they exist solely to give 
us something to complain about – as if we 
needed more of that on the internet.”

The same thing happened after the 
PlayStation 4 event in February. This time, 
plenty of games were shown, but it was the 
lack of an actual machine on display that 
maddened web commentators – even though 
Sony has a history of announcing its consoles 
before showing them. Indeed, the original PS 
was revealed to the world via a press release 
sent out in a mid-week lull, and it limped on 

to the shelves with eight games, six of which 
were instantly forgettable. Yet the gaming 
community was beside itself with excitement. 

Now, though, it’s all about inexplicable fury 
and attention-grabbing put-downs. There’s 
not much Microsoft and Sony can do to 
change it, either, because these events aren’t 
actually for gamers at all, they’re aimed at 
investors and mainstream consumers. 

“The gaming industry is at a crossroads 
and it’s causing tension,” explains analyst 
James McQuivey. “Hardcore gamers are 
sensing that gaming is expanding to include 
people that do not fit their preconceived or 
historical notion of what gaming is about. 
Essentially, their culture is under fire.”

Yet as E3, that bloody Colosseum of 
unreasonable gamer expectation, has 
further proven, video-game tech is now far 
too complicated to explain in sound bites. 
Thankfully, outside the social-media vortex, 
there are people who actually still want to be 
excited by shiny new things. And it is because 
of them that this corporate insanity continues.  
Keith is The Guardian’s games commissioning 
editor and runs alt-E3 event ETooLondon.com

 Tech addiction may be slowly but 
surely taking over the UK, but in 
San Francisco it’s already reached 

epidemic levels. Every restaurant is a blur of 
smartphone-toting hipsters and every coffee 
shop is overflowing with more hardware 
than Currys; people reading the day’s news 
on tablets, laptop-carrying latte sippers, 
they’re everywhere and unavoidable.

The city’s dwellers are obsessed with 
keeping in touch and sharing everything, 
from what they’re eating to genuinely 
interesting info like when they last went to 
the supermarket. To make it worse, Google 
Glass is now a relatively common sight, so 
even when phones are in bags, people are 
still jacked into the digital world. How  
dull we’ve all become in person. 

There is a cure, though. A lesser-known 
trend in Silicon Valley, and one beginning to 
gain popularity, is the great tech turn off. An 
increasing number of start-up founders, app 
developers and other tech-savvy folk are 
disconnecting from the web and claiming 
their weekends back. Taking tech-free days, 
they concentrate on other aspects of life – 
family, fresh air, regular human interactions, 
that sort of old-fashioned stuff.

It’s the tech elite that are leading the 
charge away, too, with Pinterest founder Evan 
Sharp at the movement’s forefront. He and his 
wife came up with a hardcore approach to the 
problem of tech overexposure: go on a long 
drive together until phone signal disappears, 
then get out and walk.

“At least once a month my wife and I jump 
in our car and drive until mobile service 
drops off and spend the weekend engaged 
with all things analogue,” he recently told 
The New York Times. “We read, we walk all 
over the California hills, we cook, we meet 
people who don’t work in technology.”

Hiking and cycling seem to be the 
Valley’s main non-tech obsessions and offer 
a perfect excuse to switch off. After all, 
we’re lucky enough to have the incredible 
trails of Marin, where mountain biking was 
invented, and the rolling roads of the Pacific 
Coast Highway for a smoother ride. 

However, perhaps due to the obsessive 
personality traits shared by many in the 
industry, these excursions are meticulously 
planned, with many firms having their 
own cycling teams. Both Google and Apple 
boast huge, well-equipped gyms on campus 
– although, frankly, I still struggle not to 
snigger when I see a treadmill desk.

Yet this focus on looking after your 
body as well as your mind is part of the 
way the tech-geek stereotype has changed. 
Increasingly that includes an emphasis 
on the importance of spending time away 
from technology, too. Perhaps it’s time the 
UK joined the big switch off – synchronise 
satnavs for the Outer Hebrides… Now.
Mark is technology editor for the Daily Mail

{ S I L I C O N }

THE BIG 
SWITCH OFF
A change is afoot in the world’s 
most tech-obsessed city, as people 
choose to go gadget cold turkey. 
Well, for one day a week at least…

EVERY CONSOLE 
LAUNCH NOW SEEMS 
TO HERALD A GLOBAL 
SARCASM APOCALYPSE

�
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{ G E T  I N V O L V E D }

HAVE YOUR SAY…

Could you go a whole day without 
taking your phone out of your pocket? 
Leave it at home this weekend, we dare 
you, then update us on how you get on. 
It’s a T3 social experiment.

As part of our drive to get even 
more of your views into the hallowed 
pages of T3, we’ve set up a brand  
new hub at T3.com/opinion for you  
to comment. You can also remark, as 
ever, on facebook.com/t3mag and  
“on the Twitter” @t3dotcom…

MARK PRIGG
Opinion





Opinion

The next wave of cyber crimes will be 
committed using a microscope and 
a Petri dish. Yes, that’s right, science 

is getting shady as the latest technological 
revolution, biohacking, is put to nefarious use.

“The big change in biology is that it’s now 
an information technology,” Marc Goodman, 
founder of the Institute for Future Crime 
and senior advisor to Interpol, told me on his 
recent trip to London. “Once you understand 
the coding system of life, you can hack it.”

While Moore’s law is the theoretical rule 
that computer processing power doubles 
every two years, there’s a similar situation 
happening in synthetic biology, except that 
nobody’s named it yet, and the acceleration 
is five times faster. This means that the tools 
to start biohacking at home are coming down 
in price, enabling amateur biologists to split 
cells, read DNA and mess with the code that 
creates life. This freedom, unsurprisingly, has 
its dangers and the potential for misuse. 

“Terrorists and criminals are going to 
be able to mass-produce viruses,” warns 
Goodman. “Codes for deadly pathogens are 
available in medical journals, so criminals can 
replicate them and hack their DNA to make 
them more transmittable to humans.” 

Bio-weapons are an extreme example, but 
spamming, phishing, spoofing and piracy will 
increasingly be done using DNA instead of 
data, meaning there is a biocrime equivalent 
for almost every cyber attack invented.

“The best way to neutralise these tactics is 
by using our experience of dealing with cyber 
crime,” explains Goodman. “Yet policy often 
lags behind innovation, so we are playing 
catch up.” The never-ending game of cops and 
robbers plays on, but in the next generation of 
crime, it looks like biohackers have the edge. 
Peter writes for LS:N Global, the news network 
for tech trend agency The Future Laboratory

{ T R U T H }

NEW TECH 
ORDER
The men who run technology firms 
have dreams way beyond creating 
more smartphones. Deep down, 
they’d like to rule the world…

 What was the high point of Google 
I/O (see p24) for you? The new 
Maps or the company’s latest, 

doomed attempt to “get into music”, maybe? 
For me, it was the bits of Larry Page’s 
96-hour-long speech where he started 
sounding like the leader of a scary cult.

Mr Page has the misfortune to suffer 
from a medical complaint that has left him 
with a voice like a James Bond villain, but 
if he just said things like, “I love this 3D 
feature in Maps,” it wouldn’t matter. 

The problem is, he has a tendency to say 
sentences like, “There’s many, many exciting 
and important things we can do, but they’re 
illegal.” He also tends to refer to needing 
to educate law-makers to make them 
understand the new tech revolution that’s 
changing the world, in a way that can, out  
of context, sound a bit sinister. 

Of course, Page’s persona, like his partner 
Sergey Brin, is of a big ol’ tech puppy dog – 
Sean Parker with a less punchable face. Any 
slightly iffy utterings can be put down to the 
unbounded enthusiasm you tend to have 
when you’re a young genius billionaire. 

But then there’s the other member of 
the Google power trio, Eric Schmidt. Asked 
recently by a UK Select Committee why 
Google pays bugger-all tax, he replied, “We 
empower billions of pounds of start-ups 
through our advertising network and so 
forth… So from our perspective… you have to 
look at it in totality.” Which is an awfully long 
way of saying, “F**k you, it’s because we can.” 

Joking aside, in my opinion, Google’s  
top brass hold genuine, utopian ideals. They 
feel they know better than governments  
and they see a world beyond nation states. 
The latter goes for all other tech giants, from 
Apple with its labyrinthine, international  
tax affairs, to Facebook with its employment 

of lobbyists, to Huawei, which is considered 
by many to be an arm of the People’s 
Liberation Army of China. 

Tech companies across the board engage 
in lawful tax evasion and reduce people’s 
privacy. However, here’s the thing: by and 
large, most people greet this behaviour with 
a shrug; it’s a price worth paying for all the 
techy goodies, the maps and the music. 

At I/O, Larry Page also said this: “We 
don’t want to change the world. But maybe 
we can set aside a part of the world.” The 
implication? He wants a Burroughsian 
interzone, where everything is permitted. 

Clearly this ain’t gonna happen. But it’s 
a fascinating idea that conjures all sorts of 
future visions. A micro-world split between 
tech giants, perhaps warring, perhaps co-
operating. New belief systems to rival the 
world’s existing ones. I don’t think Google 
would make a better job of running a state, 
a country, the world. Maybe the question is, 
would it necessarily make a worse one?
Duncan hosts the T3 Podcast most Fridays
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{ G E T  I N V O L V E D }

HAVE YOUR SAY…

Would tech companies make a  
better job of running the world than 
governments? Are you such a fanboy 
that you’d go to war for your brand? 
Would you visit A&E in a hospital run 
by Google? Or are you delighted with 
Nick Clegg and David Cameron? 

For god’s sake, while you still can, 
let us know your thoughts at T3.com/
opinion, Facebook.com/t3mag and  
@t3dotcom on Twitter. Comments may 
also end up on the T3 Podcast. Or not.

PETER FIRTHDUNCAN BELL

{ F U T U R E }

HAZARD: 
BIO-SPAM!
DNA crime is the new tech threat 
according to Interpol. Could 
phishing and piracy attacks 
happen to YOUR genes next? 
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CAR 2.0

SAY_HELLO_TO_YOUR_

FUTURE_RIDES_
T3 HOTWIRES THE MOST HIGH-TECH INNOVATIONS  
IN MOTORING AND HITS THE STREET IN A TRAIL OF 
FIRE. WHERE WE’RE GOING, YOU DON’T NEED ROADS. 
WELL, ACTUALLY, YOU DO... 

BMW_i8_

This Tron-esque, aluminium and 
polycarbonate eco-Bimmer nuzzles twin, 
139hp leccy motors alongside a 1.5-litre turbo. 
Result: 0-62mph in under five seconds, a 
limited top speed of 160mph, but 80mpg.
£100,000, BMW.CO.UK, DUE 2014

“KITT FROM KNIGHT RIDER HAS BECOME A REALITY.”
RUPERT STADLER,CHAIRMAN, AUDI
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“THE FUTURE IS ARRIVING SOONER THAN YOU THINK. THE FIRST
HYDROGEN TOYOTA IS JUST TWO YEARS AWAY. BUT WE’RE NOT
JUST BETTING ON ONE TECHNOLOGY. PETROL, ELECTRIC, HYBRID
– THEY’RE ALL PART OF OUR PLAN.”  NIK PEARSON, TOYOTA

Engines, batteries, automation, 
connectivity, apps: car makers are 
ripping up the rule book and coming 
up with smarter, more efficient, more 

digital vehicles. The result: Car 2.0. 
You can already buy cars capable of driving 

themselves, cars smart enough to know the 
difference between pedestrians and vehicles, 
cars with internet connections and app support, 
even cars that you can control remotely. 

So what comes next? Think robots, think 
shape-shifting materials. Think an end to the 
testing chore that is parking: ultrasound sensors 
will soon do it for you, while you go shopping.

T3 has bent the ears of the world’s top car 
boffins, to bring you the hottest auto-tech of 
today and a preview of what’ll be packed into the 
rides of tomorrow. Time to hit the road…
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1/ SELF-DRIVING_CARS_
CAR 2.0

TODAY_

Self-driving cars are no longer the next big thing. 
They’re here. Mercedes, Toyota, Vauxhall and others 
offer cars with advanced park-assist tech, while the 
latest intelligent cruise-control systems, as in the 
Mercedes E-Class, can temporarily take over most 
driving duties, including accelerating, braking and 
keeping you in lane – ie: steering.

TOMORROW_

From BMW to Bentley, everyone wants to make a fully autonomous car. Serial 
disruptor Google’s having a go too, with a self-driver that’s clocked up 400,000 
miles without an accident, while Oxford University researchers are working to make 
the tech available in a unit that costs £100. A connected car needs to know where it 
is, but it also needs to be aware of the location of other vehicles and infrastructure. 
That means the way we build cities may have to change to accommodate them.

“IF WE DO NOTHING, WE FACE THE PROSPECT OF ‘GLOBAL GRIDLOCK’, A NEVER-ENDING TRAFFIC JAM THAT WASTES
TIME, ENERGY AND RESOURCES. NOW IS THE TIME TO BE LOOKING AT VEHICLES THE SAME WAY WE LOOK AT
SMARTPHONES, LAPTOPS AND TABLETS; AS PIECES OF A MUCH BIGGER, RICHER NETWORK.”  BILL FORD JR, CEO, FORD 

2/ FUEL_
TODAY_

Range anxiety may be a first-world problem par excellence but the 
fact is, it’s putting the brakes on early adoption of electric vehicles 
(EVs). Peppy new entrants such as Renault’s excellent, surprisingly 
affordable Zoe EV could start to buck that trend, but thanks to 
efficiency leaps and hybrid tech, petrol and diesel engines will 
remain the biggest sellers for the foreseeable – the cars posing with 
our model throughout this feature are all hybrids.

TOMORROW_

HONDA_NSX_
Many scientists doubt the ability of batteries to ever deal with long distances; they simply 

Powered by a petrol V6 and two electric motors, the NSX don’t have the energy density for long-haul driving, thanks to pesky issues relating to 
will zip you around on a hybrid, all-wheel-drive system. chemistry and physics. Hydrogen fuel cells have long been seen as the best long-term bet, and 
Alternatively, employ the electric motors for torque Honda has a fuel-cell car – the FCX Clarity – available for lease in some territories, though 
vectoring on the front wheels, pepping up the handling. not the UK. It does 240 miles on a full tank of hydrogen. Honda reckons wider production 
£150,000+, HONDA.CO.UK, DUE 2015 could begin in 2018. Toyota plans a production version of its FCV-R concept for 2015.
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3/ SAFETY_
TODAY_

Safe cars used to come in big, expensive packages. Today, even Skoda’s titchy, 
sub-£8,000 Citigo has a brake-assist function that detects and avoids 
collisions up to 30kph. Move upmarket and Mercedes’ new E-Class can scan 
the road for hazards up to 500 metres ahead, and alerts you should you drift 
out of lane. The European New Car Assessment Programme demands that, 
from 2014, a car must have at least one assistance system to receive a five-star 
rating. From 2016, comprehensive pedestrian safety systems will be mandatory.

TOMORROW_

Ford and others are working on car-to-car comms, 
with web-linked vehicles warning each other of 
crater-sized potholes or traffic snarl-ups they’ve just 
hit. It’s another step towards fully autonomous cars. 
Meanwhile, Intel is researching a sophisticated 
headlighting system that can “see through” rain, 
making night-drives through downpours safer.

“THE NEXT MERCEDES-BENZ S-CLASS WON’T 
JUST HAVE EYES AT THE FRONT. IT WILL HAVE 
360-DEGREE, ALL-ROUND VISION.” 
PROFESSOR DOCTOR THOMAS WEBER, 
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT, MERCEDES-BENZ

4/ APPS_
TODAY_

The in-car app explosion is upon us. Some systems, 
including Mini Connected, are all about smartphone 
syncing. Others, such as Peugeot Apps and Vauxhall’s 
IntelliLink, are natively app-enabled, with Renault’s 
R-Link being Android-based. BMW has an app for 
unlocking your car remotely, while Ford’s AppLink can 
navigate you to shops with live coupon deals.

TOMORROW_

Ford recently held an AppLink hackathon with Google that threw up ideas 
including playlists and navigation driven by your friends’ favourites on 
Facebook. Vauxhall’s parent company GM is plotting apps driven by an 
“intention engine”. It’ll know the car needs refuelling before you do, giving you a 
poke when you happen to be passing the cheapest petrol station in town.

“WITH THE NEW AUDIBLE AUDIO BOOK APP, IT KNOWS
THE EXACT PAGE YOU WERE ON WITH YOUR ELECTRONIC
READER, SUCH AS A KINDLE, AND CONTINUES FROM
THERE. WHEN YOU END LISTENING IN YOUR BMW, 
IT SYNCS THAT BACK TO YOUR DIGITAL 
READER THROUGH THE CLOUD.” 
ERIC SARGENT, TECHNOLOGY MANAGER, BMW
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CAR 2.0

KIA_PROVO_

This muscular urban pocket rocket has a 
200hp petrol engine, 44hp electric motor, 
dual-clutch transmission and an all-LCD 
interior. That could be enough to put this ahead 
of the competition – Mini and Fiat, beware…
£17,500+, KIA.CO.UK, DUE 2015
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5/ DESIGN_
TODAY_

LED driving lights sure do stand out in 
your rear-view mirror, but it’s actually 
safety and efficiency that are doing 
most to shape the look and feel of cars 
today. Snouts are shaped to be 
relatively soft in the event of a 
pedestrian impact, and efficient aero is 
crucial. The new Merc CLA saloon is 
the most wind-cheating production car 
ever, at least according to Mercedes.

TOMORROW_

Paint-jobs could become a thing of the past as your car 
becomes more like a smartphone home page on wheels. The 
body of Toyota’s Fun-Vii concept is one big touchscreen, letting 
you display any colour, image or message you fancy. Again, fully- 
automated cars will bring about a sea-change, with “heritage” 
conventions such as forward-facing seats and even four wheels 
going out the window. Developments in 3D printing could also 
lead to radical new shapes and more personalised detailing.

“STEREOLITHOGRAPHY AND RAPID 
PROTOTYPING WILL SOON BE VIABLE FOR 
USE ON PRODUCTION CARS. SUDDENLY, 
THERE WILL BE A REVOLUTION IN SHAPES; 
THE FREEDOM OF FORMS WILL BE AMAZING.” 
GILLES VIDAL, DESIGN DIRECTOR, PEUGEOT

VOLKSWAGEN_XL1_

VW’s “one-litre” concept is simple: a car that’ll go 100km 
on just that. Such madly parsimonious fuel consumption 

is made possible by super-slippery aero, a sub-800kg 
weight and the finest diesel-electric hybrid gubbins.

£50,000, VOLKSWAGEN.CO.UK, DUE 2013
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CAR 2.0

TODAY_

With insane traffic levels on our roads today and gadgets infiltrating 
the cabin, driver distraction could become a major problem. One 
solution from Lexus, among others, is to use a fighter-jet-style 
heads-up display, with drive information projected onto your 
windscreen. For similar reasons, some brands including Chevrolet, 
Honda and Mercedes, are looking at integrating support for  
Apple’s Siri voice control into their latest models.

“MANY COMMUTERS FACE A DAILY DRIVING DILEMMA, NEVER
KNOWING FOR SURE WHICH OF THEIR REGULAR ROUTES WILL BE
THE FASTEST. OUR COMMUTER CONCEPT WILL ERADICATE
UNCERTAINTY SO DRIVERS CAN MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS.” 
CORINNE VIGREUX, MANAGING DIRECTOR, TOMTOM CONSUMER 

6/ COCKPIT_

TOMORROW_

The quest for lower emissions will soon throw up clever cabin features for saving energy. 
BMW is working on infra-red heating panels for its “i” range of electric cars, while Peugeot 
wants to introduce fully recyclable interiors. Ford design director, J Mays, reckons voice and 
gesture controls could eventually mean no more physical buttons and switches, radically 
changing car interiors. Researchers at Ford also reckon adaptable nano materials will make 
for cabins that can reconfigure on the fly, allowing you to maximise cabin space.
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“FOR YOUNG PEOPLE, THE IDEA OF THE CAR AS A STATUS SYMBOL IS ON ITS WAY OUT. 
THEY EXPECT CARS TO BE CONNECTED TO THE WIDER WORLD, LIKE AN IPAD ON WHEELS.”
RUPERT STADLER, CHAIRMAN, AUDI

7/ CONNECTIVITY_

TOMORROW_

TODAY_

Even entry-level hatchbacks, such as Kia’s Picanto, 
now pack Bluetooth, USB and iPhone connectivity as 
standard on some models. Meanwhile, Audi will keep 
all your devices connected on the move with in-car 
Wi-Fi. BMW should soon be bringing 4G internet 
connectivity to several models in the UK – it already 
does so in the US and Europe…

The future of car connectivity is all about what you do with it. That starts with 
things like the car communicating its location and seamless navigation that 
combines in-car with on-foot. As Ford’s Evos concept recently showed, pretty soon 
we’ll also be talking context-aware and cloud-connected cars that sync with your 
diary and social networks and know where you’re going and who you’re meeting 
even before you jump on board.

“SPOTIFY BRINGS YOU THE RIGHT MUSIC FOR EVERY MOMENT; ON YOUR COMPUTER, 
YOUR MOBILE, YOUR TABLET… AND SOON ALSO IN YOUR FORD VEHICLE.” 
PASCAL DE MUL, HEAD OF HARDWARE PARTNERSHIPS, SPOTIFY

9/ ENTERTAINMENT_

TOMORROW_

TODAY_

Range Rover’s Evoque is optionally available with 
Meridian’s awesome Trifield sound processing tech, 
while VW Touareg owners can opt for a 12-speaker 
Dynaudio setup, tuned specifically for off-road rides. 
Jaguar’s party trick, meanwhile, is a two-way screen 
that serves up movies to the front-seat passenger but 
allows the driver to view maps at the same time.

Get ready for… Laser movie projectors as head lights! The recent Mercedes GLA 
concept is equipped with just that, letting you paint navigation cues on the road 
ahead as well as showing content from Mercedes’ COMAND entertainment 
platform. Just find a nice clean wall at your local multi-storey for instant, drive-in 
fun. Easy, in-car streaming of cloud-based music, movies and TVs will be with us 
just as soon as the 4G mobile infrastructure is all in place.

TOMORROW_

The EU targets demand a 35 per cent drop in average new 
car emissions between 2015 and 2020. If that’s to be 
achieved, conventional combustion engines and hybrids will 
need to improve, helped by predictive power management 
that optimises for road conditions – EVs are likely to remain 
a niche market. Further ahead, self-driving cars in 
aero-efficient “train” formations could also help cut CO2.

8/ EMISSIONS_
TODAY_

Pure electrics, such as the Nissan Leaf, take top prize 
with zero emissions via the exhaust – although obviously 
that ignores grid emissions. Big saloons, such as BMW’s 
520d Efficient Dynamics, are now capable of sub-120g/
km CO2, which is better than small hatches of just a few 
years ago. It’s thanks to features such as start-stop tech, 
high-tech gearboxes and active aero design.

“IN EUROPE, POLITICIANS ARE CALLING FOR A FLEET AVERAGE OF 95 GRAMS CO2 PER KILOMETRE 
IN 2020. THIS TARGET CANNOT BE MET WITHOUT THE USE OF ALTERNATIVE DRIVE TECHNOLOGY.”
DOCTOR NORBERT REITHOFER, CHAIRMAN BMW
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CAR 2.0

Model driving Jaguar 
F-Type. Review on p96…

FINALLY...
THE NEXT 25 
YEARS OF 
MOTORING, 
ACCORDING TO 
BILL FORD JR,
EXECUTIVE 
CHAIRMAN, FORD
(AND GREAT-
GRANDSON OF 
HENRY FORD)

 
2013-2017
 
_ In-car mobile comms  
and driver interfaces  
that proactively alert 
drivers to traffic jams  
and accidents

_ Car-to-car warning 
systems and intelligent 
speed control

_ Systems arrive for 
autonomous parking and 
driving in slow traffic

 
2017 – 2025
 
_ Limited, semi-
autonomous driving and 
vehicle “trains”

_ Improved car-to-car 
interaction through 
increased vehicle  
sensors reduces  
accidents and aids 
autonomous motorway 
lane changing/exiting

_ Vehicle-to-cloud comms 
enable alternative 
transport options when 
congestion is unavoidable 
and advance reservation 
of parking spaces

_ Cars are plugged  
into integrated  
transport networks

_ More one-, two- and 
three-passenger  
city vehicles
 
 
2025+
 
_ Pedestrian, bicycle,  
private car, commercial 
and public transport 
traffic all connected to a 
single network, saving 
time, lowering emissions 
and improving safety

_ Smart vehicles capable  
of fully autonomous 
navigation, increased 
“auto pilot” duration and 
fully autonomous parking 
and storage
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LOOKS SLICK

The sleek, solid anodised aluminium 
unibody, also in black, is a classic bit of 
stylishly modern German engineering

SETS UP EFFORTLESSLY

Got an NFC-enabled smartphone? Then 
with a single tap, you can connect to  
the Speaker 2go and start listening

CONNECTS WITH ANYTHING

Apt-X Bluetooth allows you to send 
high-fidelity wireless audio up to ten 
metres from just about any device

SOUNDS THE BUSINESS 

Best-in-class sonic performance and 
power mean the music on your phone, 
tablet or PC has never sounded better

Loewe’s Speaker 2go:  
effortless style, simple setup, 

easy like Sunday morning 



T3 PROMOTION

Loewe Speaker 2go: great audio, 
impeccable design, wireless connectivity 
WITH APT-X BLUETOOTH AND NFC 
connectivity, top-drawer audio, eye-catching 
design and a battery life suited to long 
summer days, the Loewe Speaker 2go raises 
the bar for portable, wireless speakers.

At 204x105x51mm, it’s a compact, 
lightweight addition to your sonic arsenal, but 
its 40W total music power puts lesser speakers 
to shame. A 20W woofer with space-saving 
bass reflex tube provides power to match the 
precision of twin, 10W mid/treble drivers.

The Apt-X Bluetooth means that Speaker 
2go offers high-quality audio from the widest 
possible range of devices – everything short 
of your toaster has Bluetooth these days. 
The other built-in wireless tech, near-field 
communication (NFC), means you need only 
tap the Speaker 2go with your compatible 
phone or tablet to set up. You can save up to 
five Bluetooth devices for auto-connection, 
with a wireless range of 10 metres.  

Loewe is known for the classy look of its 
kit, and the Speaker 2go is no exception. The 

anodised aluminium frame, flush-mounted 
touch controls and subtle detailing give it 
a classic, European modernist look, while 
the premium materials also help muster up 
premium sound. As well as the silver shown 
here, it’s also available in black. 

Another classy design flourish is the  
mechanised base, which pings out with a 
press on the top of the Speaker 2go, elevating 
it to 7.5 degrees – the optimum angle for 
pristine sound distribution. 

A USB power output lets you recharge 
your mobile device, and there’s also a 3.5mm 
line in, plus an integrated mic with automatic 
echo cancellation so you can use the Speaker 
2go as a hands-free system for mobile calls.  
If you’re taking Loewe’s future icon into 
another room, or the garden, a brace of 
lithium-polymer batteries will give you up  
to eight hours of fully wireless listening. 

Now all you need is sunshine and friends, 
and you’re ready to rock, classily.
£269, LOEWE.TV

FEELS GOOD 
SOUNDS GOOD 
LOOKS GOOD 2

For the ultimate in sonic design, see www.loewe.tv
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is everywhere

Read the reaction to the 
week’s most talked about 

technology stories

Download now on any device



 RIDE LIKE 
CAVENDISH
The nearest thing to Cav’s Tour  
de France bike you can buy, 
complete with electronic gears

YOUR MONTHLY EXISTENCE ENHANCER

Manx pocket rocket Mark Cavendish is the 
greatest sprint cyclist ever to hail from these 
shores, and a red hot favourite for the overall 
points classification win in 2013’s Tour de 
France, starting on June 29. For that he’ll be 
riding a Specialized Venge S-Works with 
SRAM shifters. But that’s pretty much sold 

out, so go one better than Cav and grab a 
Specialized Venge Expert Di2. As well as 
carbon everything for incredible stiffness and 
lightness, stealth-like aerodynamics and 
internal cable routing, this model’s got 
Shimano’s Di2 electronic shifters – far more 
satisfyingly techy. £4,200, specialized.co.uk

This month...

HOW TO
DRAG-RACE, LOB, ENJOY 

CRICKET MORE P84

OBSESSION: 
FREE RIDING

MOUNTAIN BIKING, BUT 
JUMPIER AND DIRTIER P85

UPGR ADE
SUPER-LIGHT, 

WATERPROOF JACKETS 
FOR UK “SUMMER” P86

TEST
HEY, FAT BOY! BODY 

MONITORS HERE! P87

TECH DAD
WE’VE GOT A ROCKET. 

THREE OF ’EM, IN FACT P88

PULSE
PITCH AND PUTT YOUR 

WAY TO GOLF GLORY P90

HOME
B&O’S SURROUND SOUND, 

ELECTROLUX’S SCI-FI 
KITCHENETTE P93

DRIVE
TWIZY GETS MADDER, 

JAGUAR GETS EVEN 
(BETTER) P96
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MORE TOUR-STYLE RIDES YOU CAN BUY

CHRIS FROOME RIDES: PINARELLO DOGMA 65.1 THINK 2
YOU RIDE: PINARELLO FP DUE, £2,350, HALFORDS.COM   
ANDY SCHLECK RIDES TREK MADONE 6.9 SSL 
YOU RIDE: TREK MADONE 5.9 H2, £3,800, EVANS.COM
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TECHQUATION
Stay entertained as England take on Australia at “the cricket”t

HIT THE PERFECT LOB
Want an alternative to Stick Tennis for iOS? 

Nick Weal, Davis Cup coach at the Lawn Tennis 
Association, goes way over our head

1/ Use a defensive lob to buy time when you’re out 
of position – hit it as high and deep as possible. The 

racquet should be open-faced, as it’s a slice shot.
2/ Disguise an attacking lob by not opening the 
face too early. Make it look like you’re playing a 

passing shot, but flick it at the last minute.
3/ Come over the top of the ball, and increase the 
racquet head speed to add top-spin and make it 

drop quicker, and hence harder to return.
4/ Hitting an attacking lob across court will give 
you more room, making it an easier shot to play.

5/ Aim to lob about twice the height of your 
opponent to keep it out of their reach.

DOWNLOAD DUBIOUS APPS 
WITHOUT JAILBREAKING 

YOUR iPHONE
A Chinese app store lets you get unoffical 

spftware without invalidating your warranty
 

1/ Move to China. Or alternatively, set up a proxy 
server and pretend to be there.

2/ Download the KuaiYong desktop software 
(kuaiyong.com), or head to 7659.com for the web 

version of the App Store.
3/ Learn Chinese to find your way around. An 
English version for Windows is coming soon 

though, apparently.
4/ Snaffle free apps for multiple iOS devices, as 

the App Store is tricked into thinking the same app 
is being distributed over and over with the same 
license ID. That’s why no jailbreaking is needed.

5/ Apple can remotely kill apps on your device, so 
don’t enter your Apple ID at any point.

6/ Once downloaded, apps are installed 
automatically on your iOS device. 

7/ Alternatively, just pay for apps like a normal 
person, you big tightwad crook.

DRIVE A DR AG R ACER
Jason Phelps, “Funny Car” racer for Shockwave (shockwaveracing.co.uk), floors it

1/ Hold the car on the brake on the starting grid, and keep your foot off the clutch – or it’ll break your leg when 
you hit the throttle. You can’t stall as there’s so much torque.

2/ Hit the throttle the second you see an amber light. It’s only thousandths of a second before the green, but 
those thousandths of a second will make you look a right mug.

3/ Be aggressive and guide the car by constantly steering. It’s sensory overload, just an explosion of 
horsepower – from 2,500 rpm in idle to 8,000 rpm in 0.15 seconds. 

4/ Don’t worry when you hear a massive bang, it’s just the chassis accelerating into the body.
5/ Touch the brake at top speeds and it’ll lift the back of the car off the ground – so don’t do that. However, at 

slower speeds, it’ll straighten the car out. 
6/ Pull the cord to activate the parachute and you’ll be hit by seven Gs, compared to five at the start.  

My suggestion would be to brace yourself…

 
I TRIED THIS! 
Duncan Bell, Operations Editor

BLINKBOX ON YOUR TV, USING THE 
PS3’S BROWSER, IS ROCKIN’. 
STREAMING IS LESS RELIABLE THAN 
NETFLIX BUT BY NO MEANS BAD, AND 
THE CHOICE OF FILMS HAS WIDER 
APPEAL, WITH EVERYTHING FROM 
THE HOBBIT AND LES MISÉRABLES 
TO BARBARA AND SHADOW DANCER. 
NOT SO GOOD: HIGH-ISH PRICES, NO 
HD, NO PS3 APP, A DIRE IPAD ONE, 
AND THE XBOX ONE REQUIRES LIVE 
GOLD. EVEN SO, GOOD STUFF…

Now owned by Tesco, this VOD service is creeping up on 
Netflix and Lovefilm with a wealth of TV box sets and big-
release films, including many available on the same day as 
their Blu-ray release. There’s no subscription, but costs for 

movies and shows are hardly give-away cheap.
Typical pricing: movies £3.49 to rent, £10.99 to buy, TV 

shows £1.89 per episode or £14.99 per series to buy

POWER-UP OF 
THE MONTH

Blinkbox

TOOL OF THE MONTH

STIHL MS 460-R
This chainsaw is used by emergency services to cut people out of cars, buzzing 

through metal like a samurai sword through lard. A cutting-depth limiter means 
your rescuee doesn’t get a haircut in the process.  £1,272, stihl.co.uk

Live Cricket Score
Yep, live cricket scores, 

c/o cricitch.com
Free, Android

Mophie Juice Pak Air
Nearly doubles your iPhone 5’s 
charge, so handy for ’nuff overs.

£90, mophie.com

Tom Cecil hip flask
Take a cheeky yet stylish 

nip, should the action flag.
£300, tomcecil.co.uk

Ashes winner 
That’s what you’ll be, 
even if England isn’t. 

Owzat, umpire?
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1/ TSG Evolution 
helmet “I’ve used this all 
my life and I’m still alive, 
so it must be good.” £20, 
evanscycles.com
2/ NS Majesty Park 
(frame only – see Sam’s 
website for full bike 
setup) “I use this because 
it’s small and very light 
but still takes 26-inch 
wheels. It’s made of steel 
and super strong for big 
jumps. £414, ns-bikes.com
3/ Teva Links Mid “I 
can’t ride without this 
shoe, which has amazing 

ankle support – I love Mid 
shoes specifically because 
they add more protection 
to the ankle – and a strong 
sole. £90, teva.co.uk 
4/ NS Sam Pilgrim 
Signature grips “I use 
these for obvious reasons,  
but they are super comfy 
and cool looking.”  
£4.50, ns-bikes.com
5/ Halo Chaos 26-inch 
dirt jump wheels 
“These are strong, light 
and obviously, a very 
important part of the 
bike.” £125, halorims.com

1/ TSG E l ti/ ankle support I love Mid

#23
MOUNTAIN BIKE STUNTS
It’s time to head downhill fast, get muddy and risk the intactness  
of your limbs. We’ll provide the pro tips, kit and places to let rip; you 
bring the serious injury insurance. Now let’s off-road. Wooh!

WHAT YOU’LL NEED…

OBSESSION
BECOME THE KING OF...

�

GET ROLLING
Expert advice from Sam Pilgrim, Britain’s 

top pro MTB freerider, sampilgrim.co.uk

1/ You buy cheap, you buy twice. Don’t steam 
into Halfords and get a £100 special; you’ve 
got to empty your wallet a little – I’d suggest 

around £600 for bike and basic kit. 

2/ Wear protection! I use kneepads, shin 
guards, ankle braces and a helmet every time  
I ride. At the very least wear a helmet; that is 

100 per cent the most important item.

3/ Once you’re getting a feel for MTB it’s time 
to man up, take your fingers off the brakes and 

keep them off. Keep your eyes forward and 
suss out your incoming terrain. 

 
4/ If you’re into dirt jumping like me, you 

need to lower your seat to get it out of the way 
for tricks. Pump up the suspension to help 

maintain speed through jumps and pump your 
tyres to 50-80 psi – the harder the tyre, the 

faster you roll. The rest is up to you…
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PILGRIM’S  
PLACES TO RIDE
WOODWARD WEST, 
CALIFORNIA HAS 
ALL SORTS OF STYLES TO 
RIDE FROM DIRT TO CONCRETE  
TO INDOORS.
WHISTLER IN CANADA IS CRAZY 
WITH ENDLESS DOWNHILL TRAILS 
FOR ALL LEVELS SUPER SCARY 
DIRT JUMPS, A SKATE PARK AND 
RAD PARTYING. 
THE FRENCH ALPS OFFER SOME EPIC 
DOWNHILL AND FREERIDING. THE 
CHAIR LIFTS MEAN YOU DON’T HAVE 
TO WALK BACK UP, TOO… 
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TECHlifeGet into drag. Grab big air
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SENZ UMBRELLA MINI
STILL IN ANTICIPATION OF  
SUMMER PRECIPITATION? THIS 
TINY BROLLY IS JUST 260G SO 
DEAD EASY TO CARRY, BAG UP  
OR STORE AWAY AND SPROINGS 
UP INTO A STEALTH-SHAPED 
FORM THAT WON’T BLOW INSIDE 
OUT IN WINDS UP TO 50MPH – 
THAT’S GUARANTEED FOR TWO 
YEARS. IT’S ALSO UV 
PROTECTIVE, AND COMES IN 
RED, BLUE, PINK OR BLACK. 
£40, SENZUMBRELLAS.COM

1/ Adidas Supernova 
Gore With reflective 
detailing and miCoach 
compatibility this is 
proper training gear, 
but it also works as 
streetwear and is 
waterproof enough for 
summer showers. £85, 
adidas.co.uk

2/ Ghost Whisperer 
3/ Ghost Whisperer 
Down The world’s 
lightest jacket with 
a hood (59g) and 
the world’s lightest 
puffa jacket (205g) 
respectively. The Ghost 
Whisperer folds down 
into its 6x5cm pocket 
when not required, 
features the same 
ripstop fabric as used in 
Mountain Hardware’s 
bespoke kit for alpine 
athletes and offers 
breathable protection 
from wind and rain. Its 
Down brother is even 
more sci-fi in appearance, 
with waterproofing built 
into each individual fibre 
of down. £130, £250, 
mountainhardwear.com

4/ Helly Hansen Odin 
Fastpack Winner of 
the Norwegian Design 

Council’s Award for 
Design Excellence, this 
offers Helly’s pro-grade 
weather protection in  
a jacket that’s just 240g. 
£240, hellyhansen.com

5/ North Face Pursuit 
Designed for walking, 
this has a bit of stretch to 
the fabric, an adjustable 
hood, pit zips and other 
technical features. It’s 
also very wearable, in 
typical North Face style. 
£140, uk.northface.com

6/ Bergans Helium 
Winning the prize for the 
most dubious-sounding 
tech-fabric on this page, 
the Helium is made 
with “Dermizax”, which 
sounds like a cream for 
eczema. At 350g, it’s 
one for the more testing 
summer day out but 
still breathable, with 
underarm zips. £140, 
bergans.com

7/ Nike Cyclone This 
lightweight, water-
resistant running jacket 
offers hi-viz detailing and 
“Dri-fit” for breathability. 
Wins extra points from us 
for its classic 1980s look, 
too. £80, nike.com/gb

REIGN 
OVER R AIN
Beat summer showers with our 
pick of the best street-sharp, 
ultra-light waterproofs
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UPGRADE
FIX UP,

LOOK SMART
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ASY TO CARRY, BAG UP 
RE AWAY AND SPROINGS

O A STEALTH-SHAPED 
HAT WON’T BLOW INSIDE 
WINDS UP TO 50MPH – 
GUARANTEED FOR TWO 
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the Helium is made 
with “Dermizax”, which 
sounds like a cream for 
eczema. At 350g, it’s 
one for the more testing 
summer day out but 
still breathable, with 
underarm zips. £140, 
bergans.com

7/ NikNike Ce Cyclycloneone This
lightweight, water-
resistant running jacket 
offers hi-viz detailing and 
“Dri-fit” for breathability. 
Wins extra points from us
for its classic 1980s look, 
too. £80, nike.com/gb
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WORDS PETE DREYER *MONITOR READINGS WERE COMPARED TO DATA FROM THE STATE-OF-THE-ART BODPOD AT THE BRITISH COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE, BCOM.AC.UK

TECHlifeLighter jackets. Lighter you?

TESTLIFE GEAR ON TECH TRIAL

Fitbit Aria Keeping fuss to a minimum, the 
best looking monitor on test offers weight, BMI 
and body-fat data. Hook it into your Wi-Fi and 
it’ll upload said data straight to Fitbit whenever 
you hit the scales, letting you track and share 
your weight-loss/gain, should that be your bag.
Accuracy 3/5, overall 4/5, £100, fitbit.com/uk

Withings Smart Body Analyzer Displays 
the same info as the Aria, plus resting heart 
rate and local air quality, though both 
readings seemed a tad variable. Easily set up 
with your Android/iOS device, it updates via 
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. Accuracy 4/5, overall 
4/5, £154, withings.com

Salter 9106 Analyzer Scale This hefty glass 
slab works out your body water and bone mass 
percentages as well as the usual weight, body 
fat and BMI readings. Like most Salter stuff it’s 
rather dowdy, but also effective and a bargain.
Accuracy 4/5, overall 4/5, 
£27, salterhousewares.com

Tanita BC-601 Impressive tech allows this 
“Segmental Body Composition Monitor” to 
determine the fat content of your individual 
limbs, and your core, extrapolating data from 
bone density to metabolic age. Arguably that’s 
more cool than useful, however. 
Accuracy 5/5, overall 4/5, £150, tanita.com

Fitbit One for Fitbit Aria,  
£80, fitbit.com/uk

Ki Fit armband for Withings Smart 
Body Analyzer, £128, kiperformance.co.uk

Jawbone Up! for Withings Smart Body 
Analyzer, £100, jawbone.com/up

ACCESSORIES 
Gym buddies for your body monitor

BODY MONITORS
The days of standing on a creaky slab of beige plastic and 
watching the needle wobble between 10 and 15 stone are 
over. These super-scales provide details on your weight and 
fat; we checked them for accuracy*, features and sexiness 

Kirstie Tew, 
performance scientist at  
kiperformance.co.uk, chews over  
some popular weight-loss schemes…  

PALEO DIET: FOODS THAT WOULD HAVE 
BEEN HUNTED, FISHED OR GATHERED 
BY OUR ANCESTORS.
KIRSTIE SAYS: THIS PLAN IS DOMINATED 
BY MEAT, INCREASING YOUR SATURATED 
FAT INTAKE AND HENCE YOUR RISK OF 
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES.
5:2 DIET: EAT NORMALLY FOR FIVE DAYS 
A WEEK; “FAST” ON THE OTHER TWO, 
RESTRICTING YOURSELF TO 600KCALS. 
KIRSTIE SAYS: THERE IS NO PUBLISHED 
EVIDENCE SUPPORTING THE 5:2 DIET, AND 
LITTLE IS KNOWN ABOUT THE POSSIBLE 
SIDE-EFFECTS OF FASTING.
THE DUKAN DIET: INCLUDES 100 
FOODS, OF WHICH 72 ARE ANIMAL-
BASED AND CAN BE EATEN FROM THE 
START, AND 28 PLANT-BASED ONES TO 
BE EATEN FROM “PHASE 2” ONWARDS.
KIRSTIE SAYS: BOTH THE BRITISH 
DIETETICS ASSOCIATION AND THE 
FRENCH FOOD AGENCY HAVE 
QUESTIONED THE SAFETY OF THIS DIET.

WEIGHT-LOSS IS ABOUT BALANCE; 
ACCURATELY MONITOR A CALORIE DEFICIT 
OF 550-1100KCAL PER DAY, THROUGH 
EATING LESS AND BURNING MORE 
CALORIES, AND YOU WILL LOSE WEIGHT.

e
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WORDS DEREK ADAMS

THE TECH
Eliminator Start Set: mission data

1/ Ready to launch
The Eliminator rocket comes with a launch pad 
and rod, battery-powered, push-button launch 

controller, a strip of motor igniters, pack of 
three D12 motors and wadding to prevent the 

parachute from being consumed by flames.

2/ Space thrusters
Disposable, solid-fuel engines propel the 

Eliminator to its 450mph top speed. Motors 
come in various power bands and cost around 
a tenner for three. A big “E” motor will fire the 

Eliminator to a whopping 425 metres.

3/ Mission control
You don’t need much space to fly the 

Eliminator, a football field will do, but avoid 
launching in windy conditions or – heaven 

forefend – anywhere near an airport. Rocket 
scientists under the age of 12 should be 

accompanied by an adult.

Making rocket science seem quite literally like child’s play, the Eliminator is nothing 
but a 31-inch cardboard tube with a plastic nose cone… until you press the big, red 
button. Ready to launch from a suitably deserted area, it’ll hit heights of up to 425 
metres, and speeds of up to 450mph, before deploying a parachute to fall safely to 
Earth. Want an even cheaper mission to the skies? The Rascal and Hijinks duo set 
will soon turn your offspring into cherubic missile enthusiasts, like Kim Jong-un of 
North Korea. Eliminator £60, Rascal and Hijinks pack £32, modelrockets.co.uk

Dear Tech Dad,
I’m looking for an electronic keyboard for 
my son to practice fourth grade piano on. 
Preferably rather quietly, until he’s 
reached at least eighth grade… 
BILL/HARTLEPOOL
Try Yamaha’s Silent Piano B1. It’s a proper 
upright piano, with weighted keys, hammers 
and strings. Press a button and a partition 
drops between the hammers and strings to 
allow your child to practice in silence using 
headphones. £3,977, uk.yamaha.com

Dear Tech Dad,
Not all restaurants supply highchairs. Are 
there any portable ones available?
JUDY/OXFORD
The Totseat is a useful harness that slips over 
the back of most chairs. It securely holds kids 
between eight months and two-and-a-half 
years. It’s washable, too. £24, totseat.com

Dear Tech Dad,
I want my kids to get active, but don’t 
want them cycling on the streets. Any fun 
exercise they can do within eyeshot?
JOSH/BRIGHTON
A trampoline’s the way to go. Not one of those 
dinky things with a handlebar, but a full-on, 
eight-foot, garden swallowing monster from 
Plum (starting at £199, plumproducts.com). 
It’ll soon get your young ones into shape and, 
if you’re under 75kg, you can also join in.

I’LL ONLY TELL YOU ONCE!
With decades of gadget experience, Tech Dad has 

the solutions to all your pedagogic mithering

TECH DAD SELECTS
More ways to reach for the skies…

Airburst Mighty Missile
Pump, pump, pump 

it up, then watch this 
compressed air-powered 

missile soar. A bit. £30, 
sciencemuseumshop.co.uk

Playmobil 123 
Moon Rocket

This model soars solely 
on the wings of your 
kids’ imaginations.
£6, playmobil.co.uk

BUILD A ROCKET, BOYS
And girls, obviously. These junior scuds are ready for lift-off…
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TECH DADIT’S FOR THE KIDS, HONEST





PULSE
TECH PUT THROUGH

ITS PACES

ABOVE PAR TECH
So your long game is a disaster? Oh, and your pitching, chipping  
and putting too? Maybe tech can make you king of the swingers…
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MASTER URBAN GOLF
WITH PHILIPPE MISSEMER (19MTROU.
COM) AND ROBERT PETERSON 
(LASERGLOWGOLF.COM) 

EQUIPMENT
PM: GENERALLY WE PLAY WITH ONE 
OR TWO CLUBS, 7-9 IRON AND/OR 
SAND WEDGE – OLD CLUBS WILL DO 
THE TRICK ON ASPHALT.
RP: MANY PLAYERS USE TENNIS 
BALLS, BUT WE USE THE 
ALMOSTGOLF BALL. IT’S A LIMITED 
DISTANCE BALL, INJECTED WITH CO2 
THAT GOES ABOUT 100 YARDS BUT 
DOESN’T BREAK THINGS.
 
RULES AND SCORING: 
ROB: IN L.A. WE PLAY CROSSGOLF, 
WHICH IS MORE SUBURBAN. 
STREETS AND SIDEWALKS ARE OUT 
OF BOUNDS; YOU HAVE TO LAND ON 
THE GRASS. NO HITTING NEAR 
PEDESTRIANS AND VEHICLES – IF 
YOU LAND CLOSE ENOUGH FOR 
ANYONE TO NOTICE, YOU LOSE A 
STROKE. SAME FOR LANDING OUT OF 
BOUNDS, AND TWO FOR CHEATING!
PM: IN PARISIAN STREETGOLF, 
STREETS ARE FAIRWAYS, 
EVERYTHING IS A TARGET AND 
PRETTY MUCH ANYTHING GOES, AS 
LONG AS IT’S SAFE. IT’S MORE 
ABOUT HAVING FUN AND MAKING 
THE SPORT ACCESSIBLE TO PEOPLE.

DRESS CODE 
RP: WE’VE MOVED AWAY FROM JUST 
A BUNCH OF FASHION VICTIMS 
STRUTTING AROUND MAKING FUN OF 
GOLF. WEAR WHATEVER YOU LIKE!

EVE
PRE
LON
ABO
THE

DRE
RP: 
A BU
STR
GOL

g
s…

WORDS PETE DREYER 
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TECHlifeFore!

1/ Balls! The Titleist 
Pro V1x is the most 
popular orb on the PGA 
Tour, but only the fastest 
swings will unlock 
the energy stored in 
its core. Intermediate 
golfers are best off 
with a Bridgestone 
E6 or Srixon AD333, 
both of which are more 
responsive to slower 
swings. If you’re a total 
novice, Wilson’s Smart-
Core offers plenty of 
distance off the tee and 
a soft feel around the 
greens. Titleist £40 per 
dozen, Srixon £16 per 
dozen, Bridgestone £20 
per dozen, Wilson £10  
per dozen, all available 
from direct-golf.co.uk

2/ SkyCaddie SGXw
Accurate to under a 
metre, SkyCaddie has 
annually-updated maps 
for around 30,000 golf 
courses, including 
3,300 in the UK and 
Ireland. This range-
topping model gives you 
front, middle, and back 
distances to the green.
£300, skygolf.com

3/ Let’s putt (left to 
right): Ping’s Nome 355 
is a classic, mallet-style 
putter, with satisfyingly 
weighty, tungsten and 
aluminium head, and an 
adjustable shaft. Belly 
putters are banished 
from the pro realm but 
TaylorMade’s Daddy 
Long Legs mimics 
the benefits of one, 
replacing the anchor 
with a counterweight, 
to make the club 60 per 
cent more stable. The 
Odyssey Versa 1 is a 
far more traditional, 
blade-head putter – its 
only “features” are 
outstanding build and a 
paint-job that helps you 
line up your shot. Finally, 
Nike’s Drone looks like 
something Cosmo G 
Spacely would use at the 
Orbit City Invitational, 
with weighted wing 
tips preventing the club 
turning on impact. Ping 
£179, ping.com, TaylorMade 
£159, taylormade.com, 
Odyssey £119, odysseygolf.
com, Nike £120, nike.com

4/ GolfSense This 
wizardry clips to your 
glove and monitors the 
acceleration, velocity and 
position of your swing 
over 1,000 times per 
second, beaming the info 
to your iDevice of choice 
for analysis over a pint. 
£85, golfsense.me

5/ Evolve Golf Epoch 
Cutting-edge tee reduces 
friction, eliminating 
unwanted ball-spin. Has 
won more than 120 PGA 
titles in a decade. £4.50 
for 50, evolvegolf.com

6/ Motocaddy S3 Pro 
A colour screen, USB 
charging and PIN code 
lock make this self-
propelled golf bag a must. 
It also tells you how far 
you’ve travelled, then 
folds up small enough 
to fit in your hatchback. 
£399, motocaddy.com

7/ Callaway Razr Fit 
Xtreme With ultra-
light composite used in 
the driver head, the Fit 
generates lightning fast 
club and ball speeds. 
Combine that with 
Optifit tech, which lets 
you adjust the angle of 
your driver face to alter 
your trajectory, and this 
will have you putting up 
monster numbers off the 
tee. £289, callawaygolf.com

8/ Full Swing golf sim 
Combines man’s two 
great loves: golf and telly. 
Hit your tee shot into 
the projector curtain in 
front, and two infra-red 
sensors ascertain the 
speed and spin of your 
shot before showing its 
trajectory on screen. 
Hit a rough lie, and your 
hitting surface actually 
changes. From £40,000, 
indoorgolf.co.uk

9/ Tiger Woods PGA 
Tour 14 on Xbox Kinect 
Somewhat cheaper 
alternative to the above. 
Game £28, easports.com, 
Xbox 360 and Kinect from 
£160, xbox.com/uk

10/ Cordings Firley 
herringbone plus fours 
I say! British tweed, fully 
adjustable at side and 
calf. You’re ahead before 
you even tee off in these. 
£175, cordings.co.uk

11/ Lyle & Scott Argyle 
socks Pair with the above 
to further bedazzle rivals. 
£13, lyleandscott.com

12/ J Lindeberg Rubi 
BD If your socks and plus 
fours are the party, up top 
is all business with this 
smart polo shirt, in many 
hues. £65, jlindeberg.com

13/ Ecco Tour Hybrid 
Waterproof. Supremely 
comfortable. Breathable. 
Tough. Pretty damn 
natty, too. £160, ecco.com





2/ Halo Cooltouch barbecue
£475, halocooltouch.com

The look of its gizmos can go so far over the top as to fall into a category closer to modern art 
than design, but with the BeoLab 14, Bang & Olufsen has got it right. Yes, in a certain light the 
satellites, even with their tasteful choice of grill-cover colours and subtly angled heads, could be 
said to resemble shaving mirrors. And okay, the 280W sub is a bit like a tribal drum that’s been 
reimagined by the art director on Prometheus. But both have a simple elegance of form that’s 
unobtrusive yet effective, while the system will work with any telly – again, B&O has learned 
from past follies here – is typically easy to set up and sounds just dandy. £2,495, bang-olufsen.com

BANG FOR 
YOUR BUCK
B&O’s surround-sound debut 
offers style, power, resemblance 
to shaving accessories

OBJETS D’ART
This month, tart up your dining 

room, patio and office with the aid 

of these crisply designed things

1/ Base table by Jorre van Ast for Arco 
£3,870, scp.co.uk

3/ Lifta desk organiser 
 $95, madebycardinal.com
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TECHlifeB&O’s all-round sound

BETTER LIVING THROUGH TECH

HOME
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TESTS FOR YOUR  
SURROUND SOUND 

THE GODFATHER THE 2008 
RESTORATION IS A FEAST FOR 
EYES AND EARS ALIKE
INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS 
LIKE BEING FLAILED WITH A 
BASEBALL BAT, AURALLY
LES MISÉRABLES A CLOSE-
MIC’D, LIVE-RECORDED SONIC 
ASSAULT. SPECIALLY REMIXED 
FOR THE BEOLAB 14, ACTUALLY 
TRON 2 DIRE FILM, BUT DAFT 
PUNK’S SCORE AND THE FX 
PAPER OVER SOME CRACKS



1/ Electrolux Grand 
Cuisine Give Electrolux 
a large amount of space 
and cash and it’ll drop in 
induction zones, a sous 
vide, blast freezer, searing 
hob, combi oven and – 
for the traditionalists 
– gas hob, range cooker 
and a stand mixer. It’ll 
also provide a top chef 
called Paolo to come 
round to demo it, and 
cook something for you. 
Yes, really. Hey presto: 
you can now create food 
that’s more flavourful, 
in a manner more suited 
to your jet-set lifestyle. 
From £78,000, electrolux.
com/professional

2/ SousVide Supreme 
Demi and Zip Vacuum 
Sealer Shrink-wrap 
and slow-cook to get 
amazing flavours, alien 
textures and essentially 
rule out the possibility of 
overcooking. Sous vide is 
a pal to protein but also 
great for denser veg – see 
Home Improvement. 
Cooker £249, sealer £60, 
sousvidesupreme.com

3/ Sage by Heston 
Blumenthal Hot from 
the shaved, auburn bonce 
of Heston, this is a range 
of really well-tooled 
kitchen tech. Clockwise 
from top: citrus press, 
“nutri-juicer” and best of 
all, the tea maker, which 
raises and lowers your 
infusion using bloody 
magnets into exactly the 
right temperature water 
to steep it “correctly”. 
All £199, lakeland.co.uk, 
johnlewis.com

4/ Molecular utensils 
Create edible art, using 
science – and these 
specialised bits of kit. 
From left: ultra-sensitive 
scales for weighing 
agar agar and the like; 
spherification spoon 
“for lifting caviar balls 
out of a calcium bath” 
(obvs), dosing spatula for 
accurate measurement 
of powdered ingredients 
and plating tweezers 
for ultimate precision/
ludicrous fussiness. From 
£3, all at souschef.co.uk

5/ Excalibur five-tray 
dehydrator Create 
your own jerky; dry veg 
into healthy “crisps”; 
open your own prune 
shop. All these things 
become possible with a 
dehydrator, and this is 
the Rolls Royce of such 
things, with a consistent 
air flow and a timer for 
precise dryage. £275, 
excaliburdehydrator.com

6/ Molecule-R 
R-Evolution Tastefully 
packaged kitchen-
science kits with all you 
need to get molecular 
– or “Molecule-R”, if 
you will. The cuisine 
pack includes food 
syringes, spoons, silicone 
tubes and ingredients 
from sodium alginate 
to xanthan gum. The 
mixologist’s one contains 
much the same, but with 
different recipes. In no 
time you’ll be rustling 
up chocolate spaghetti, 
booze bubbles that burst 
in your mouth and more. 
£49 each, molecule-r.com

SCIENTIFIC 
CUISINE
Get creative with a sci-fi kitchen, 
molecular gastronomy kit and 
some red-hot Blumenthal gadge

GROOMING CHORES
Trim your man garden, expunge nasal hair and 

remove hard skin from your feet. Then Hoover  

up the mound of DNA you’ve just created on  

the floor, there’s a good chap… 

1/ Philips BodyGroom TT2040/32 
£47, philips.co.uk
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BETTER LIVING THROUGH TECHHOME

IMAGE COURTESY OF ELECTROLUX

3/ Micro Pedi Man
£35, micropedi.co.uk

2/ Panasonic wet/dry trimmer  
with vacuum £25, panasonic.co.uk

dyG



HOME IMPROVEMENT #20:  
SOUS VIDE: IT’S NOT JUST FOR MEAT…

Work water-bath magic on the humble root veg, fennel

AU G U ST 2 01 3 T3 9 5

1/ Cut your fennel in half and vac-pack it while your sous vide preheats to 80ºC – that’s 
pretty damn hot for a sous vide. 2/ Cook for about an hour. Or two hours. Or seven. It’s  

pretty much impossible to overcook this particular veg using this technique as it’s quite firm. 
But we’d say an hour to 90 minutes is about right. 3/ Cut each half into two to three slices and 

sear on a super-hot griddle for a minute each side for max flavour. Bon appetit…

TECHlifeGastro-boffin’s kitchen

1 hr



1/ Bath

F-ING BRILLIANT 
Fifty years on from the iconic E-Type, at last there’s a worthy successor.  
A classic drive topped off with a techy, touchscreen flourish, our front-cover  
co-star is the most desirable sports car this side of six figures…

ROUTE MASTER
A trip from Bath to Cheddar Gorge in 

Somerset was the perfect touring route to 

taste the full tang of the F-Type’s tarmac-

hugging tenacity. Summer squalls put a 

damp end to driving top-down, but as the 

F’s folding top can be raised at speeds up 

to 30mph, that was no reason to stop…
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PRICE OF TEST CAR £67,740
TOP SPEED 161MPH
0-62 5.1 SECONDS
ENGINE 2,995CC V6, 
SUPERCHARGED
GEARBOX 8-SPEED AUTOMATIC
POWER 340BHP 
TORQUE 332LB/FT
FUEL CONSUMPTION 31.4MPG
CARBON EMISSIONS 209G/KM
WEIGHT 1,614KG

iiii

DRIVE
TECH TO 

TAKE YOU 

PLACES

2/ Cheddar Gorge



To look at the new F-Type Jag is to want to 
drive it. Now, buckle up and brace yourself for 
an onslaught of superlatives. 

The fun starts with the base, 340hp 
supercharged V6. Next up is a tweaked 
version of same, this time cranking out 380hp. 
Topping it all off is a 5.0-litre supercharged 
V8, good for around 500hp and so torquey it 
would come in handy should the Earth stop 
spinning on its axis.

We drove the entry-level V6 but if we 
didn’t know about the other choices, we’d 
never want for more. It’s as crisp and zingy as 
fresh lime juice and it flings the F-Type to 
60mph in just 5.1 seconds. 

Then there’s the noise. God, the noise. The 
soundtrack through the fat twin pipes is an 
outrageous, intoxicating mix of track-bred 
howls, pops and crackles, though the optional 
Active Exhaust means you can flick it into 
stealth mode at your whim. Perfect.

Then there’s the chassis. Again, an active 
option is available, in the form of the Adaptive 
Dynamics’ adjustable dampers, but even with 
the standard passive setup, this is just a delight: 
adjustable and just the right side of firm 
compliance. Tuck into a corner for the first time 
and you just know you’re going to be friends. 
Press on and it telegraphs its limits with the 

warmth and bonhomie of an old chum. 
Granted, the eight-speed torque converter 

gearbox isn’t as crisp as the best of the 
dual-clutch brigade, and despite a lot of clever, 
weight-saving tech, the F occasionally feels 
every one of its 1,600-odd kilograms. Overall, 
though, the experience is triumphant. 

Inside, Jaguar has mixed the materials 
deftly. Leather, classy plastics and aluminium 
accents abound. The layout is bang-on, too – 
intimate and driver-focussed yet roomy, while 
the dash bristles with just the right quantity 
of satisfyingly tactile switches. You get quick 
access to key functions without the baffling 
profusion of buttons that blights some interiors.

Even better, the F-Type remembers your 
preferences. Like driving in more responsive 
Dynamic mode? You don’t have to select it 
every time you fire up. It’s in those little 
details – the pitch-perfect cabin and stress-
free configuration – that the F-Type elevates 
itself from very good to purely awesome. 
FROM £58,520, JAGUAR.CO.UK

THEN THERE’S THE 
NOISE… A TRACK-
BRED MIX OF HOWLS,  
POPS AND CRACKLES

THREE TO 
TEST DRIVE

Hot wheels for  
summer drives

1/ Ford Fiesta ST 
Beats the Renault Sport 
and Peugeot 208 GTI to 
be the pick of the new 
hot hatches. Priced to 
sell, with a zingy turbo 
and standard SYNC kit.

£16,995, FORD.CO.UK

3/ VW Golf GTI 
It’s nearly 40 years since 
the first Golf GTI. In that 
time, 108hp has become 
230hp and fuel economy 

is up from 28mpg to 
47mpg.  That’s progress!

£25,845, VOLKSWAGEN.CO.UK

2/ Range Rover Sport 
Supercharged 

Sportiness done Range 
Rover style, this is still 

nigh-on two tonnes – but 
hey, that is 400kg lighter 

than it was before. 
£81,500, LANDROVER.COM

THE TECH 
INSIDE

1/ Let us rock
The “optional” Meridian 
Trifield audio system is 
obligatory really, adding 

770W of thump with epic 
clarity and atmospherics.

2/ Mood machine
Throttle response, 
steering feel, even 
exhaust note and 

suspension stiffness: 
the F-Type’s battery of 
console controls puts 

you in full control.

3/ Touchy tabby
Jag’s eight-inch 

touchscreen centre-
console clobber comes 

as standard. With 
Configurable Dynamics, 
this is where you fix the 
chassis settings. There’s 
also a G-Force meter – 

essential, of course…
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A 17hp electric buggy with all the racing prowess of a milk float isn’t 
exactly the obvious choice for an F1 tie-in, but that’s what’s happened 
with the Renault Twizy F1. The entire KERS pack has been lifted from 
Kimi Raikkonen’s Renault-powered F1 racer – battery, 80hp electric 
motor, the lot. The result is a six-fold increase in power and enough 
performance to keep the mighty Renault Megane RS 265 honest. The 
look? It’s “distinctive”, let’s say… £TBC, renault.co.uk/twizy

WELL, IT’S 
DIFFERENT…
RenaultSport’s maniac mechanics 
cut-and-shut a KERS-powered F1 
car and… an all-electric Twizy

DRIVE
TECH TO 

TAKE YOU 

PLACES

iCAR, THEREFORE I AM
Volkswagen unveils an iPhone-optimised Beetle 

1/ First up, the iBeetle has a built-in iPhone 5 dock on the dash. iPhone 
integration starts with Maps – oh dear – and hands-free calls.

2/ Unique apps include an eco-driving trainer and Spotify streaming.
3/ The Reader app provides text-to-speech to keep you abreast of 

messages and social-network developments.
4/ The aluminium interior trim echoes Apple’s beloved design tropes.

£TBC, volkswagen.co.uk

Silverstone or bust!

1/ KERS
Standing for Kinetic Energy Recovery System, 
this lithium-ion-powered, 36,000rpm electric 
motor unloads its energy in a single, 13-second 

hit, not unlike a nitro in a racing game or  
KITT from Knight Rider’s “turbo boost”.

2/ Aero, aero, it’s good to be back
With a huge front splitter, single-seater side 

pods and a comically enormous rear wing, the 
Twizy F1 looks as aerodynamic as a futuristic 

golf cart can look. The finishing flourish is  
a carbon rear diffuser, which could be 

described as overkill, given the 68mph top 
speed, but alright, we’ll just go with it…

3/ Wheely nice
Inside, a race-car-style, button-festooned 
steering wheel serves up a pair of KERS 

operating modes. Recovery has the KERS 
motor mopping up spare energy every time 
you’re on the anchors. Toggle Boost toasts 
those turbodiesel hatchbacks with instant, 

press-to-pass performance.
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JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT BLOCKBUSTERS  
WERE GETTING A BIT “MEH”

T 3  F I L M S  P R E S E N T S

T3 AUGUST 2013
AVAILABLE IN PRINT AND ON TABLET

GUILLERMO 
DEL TORO  

PETER
JACKSON  

STEVEN
SODERBERGH  

RIDLEY
SCOTT  

DAVID
FINCHER   

WORDS JOSH WOODFIN       ILLUSTRATION JOE WILSON

KILLER TECH 
STRIKES BACK

THE SUMMER BLOCKBUSTER SEASON IS HERE, WITH MILLIONS OF DOLLARS AND THOUSANDS OF MAN-HOURS EXPENDED SO  
WE CAN WATCH THE WORLD BURN – THEN BE SAVED – IN EVER MORE VIVID DETAIL. AS CUTTING-EDGE TECH HELPS FILMMAKERS 

MAKE FANTASY INCREASINGLY SEEM LIKE REALITY, T3 INVESTIGATES EXACTLY WHERE MOVIES WILL BOLDLY GO NEXT…



The Red Epic. 
Here’s the 
maths:  
5120 x 2700 
resolution  
= $25,000

Prometheus 
utilises green 
screen and the 
most realistic 
goldfish bowls 
ever placed on 
an actor’s head

work a good story helps, as does a believable 
character or two, but what a director really 
needs is effects that totally immerse the 
audience and don’t break the illusion, leaving 
punters shouting, “Hang on, there’s no such 
thing as 20-storey-tall lizards!” That means 
stunningly realised creatures and beautiful 
cinematography on an unprecedented scale. 
Stand back, ma’am; this is a job for tech…

             LIGHTS, ULTRA-HD CAMERA, ACTION!

Forget 3D gimmickry – to create sci-fi epics  
on the scale of Pacific Rim, Star Trek: Into 
Darkness and Elysium, what’s imperative for 
directors is to gather as much visual info as 
possible. In the past, they did this using rich, 
sumptuous, 35mm, large-format celluloid 
film. Colours popped and the depth of  
field was deep enough to swim in, but it’s 
expensive and also limited in many ways. 

One company recognised this and, more 
crucially, that high definition – 1920x1080, 
which more or less matches the pixel density 
of 35mm – was not an adequate substitute. 
Enter Red Digital Cinema. On announcing its 
first camera, the Red One, in 2006, this little 
Californian company effectively kick-started 
a new era of blockbuster filmmaking.

Red delivered a 4K, ultra-HD resolution  
of 4096x2160 in a digital camera that was 
portable, customisable and, at just $17,500 
dollars for the body, considerably cheaper 
than traditional film cameras. Until then, 
even mega-productions tended to rent 35mm 
cameras rather than owning them outright. 
Unsurprisingly, Hollywood’s ears pricked up. 

The magician behind this technological 
leap is Jim Jannard. Having made his fortune 
as the founder of sunglasses giant Oakley,  
he’s clearly a man obsessed with the way the 

= $25,000

LARGE BUILDINGS, BEWARE: YOU’RE IN 
FOR A SUMMER OF HELL. BLOCKBUSTER 
MAKERS HAVE THEIR SIGHTS SET ON YOU 
THIS YEAR. SH*T IS GOING TO GET REAL… 

While big-screen directors don’t lack 
creativity when it comes to blowing things 
up, it’s only tech that makes their lunatic 
visions feasible. And every year, the level of 
spectacle available to Hollywood’s finest gets 
greater as visual effects (VFX) get smarter. 

Having made Hellboy and Pan’s Labyrinth, 
Mexican director Guillermo del Toro is no 
stranger to the fantastical, but his latest opus, 
Pacific Rim, raises the bar – a unique set of 
technical problems were created in the process. 

A $200 million love letter to Toho Studios’ 
Japanese monster movies, such as Godzilla, 
Mothra and King Ghidorah: Giant Monsters 
All-Out Attack, Del Toro’s new romp is about 
giant beings – “Kaiju” to friends – that 
emerge from a portal at the rim of, yes, the 
Pacific. Mankind must defend itself so, after 
re-watching ’80s B-movie classic Robot Jox,  
it sets about creating giant, piloted robots – 
“Jaeger” – to give the beasts a shoeing. Del 
Toro’s problem: scale. Kaiju and Jaeger are  
big enough to make Optimus Prime look like 
the child’s toy that it actually is. 

“We created sets that were huge,” Del Toro 
says. “We wanted a sense of reality. So we 
created parts of the robots as sets, but even 
those parts were so big that the largest sound 
stage in North America couldn’t hold more than 
the feet. You think when you get a big budget it 
gets easier, but it doesn’t. If you want to make 
it look as big as possible, it gets complicated.”

Indeed. Sure, for a modern blockbuster to 
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world looks. Before Red, digital cameras 
existed in cinema, and were improving all the 
time, but Jannard casually stepped over them.

“The goal was to find a replacement for 
motion-picture film acquisition in a digital 
world,” says Red co-founder Ted Schilowitz. 
“The first order of duty was to find a sensor 
that existed that we could use for the cameras. 
and when it didn’t we had to build one 
ourselves. We had to drive the technology.” 

Today, with models capable of filming up 
to 6K resolution – that’s a pixel count nine 
times that of HD – Red has patrons including 

Peter Jackson, David Fincher and Steven 
Soderbergh. It’s the leading force in digital 
cinema tech and potentially the pall-bearer 
for commercial filmmaking on actual film. 

“I saw immediately, at least from a physical 
standpoint, this is what I had been looking 
for,” says Soderbergh of his first hands-on 
experience. “What I wasn’t prepared for was 
the image, which I really couldn’t get over 
when I saw it. I don’t know how they did it, 
they certainly won’t tell me. I’ve had friends 
say, ‘I don’t know how they’re getting all this 
information down in one frame.’ I say, ‘What 
difference does it make?’ It’s magic.”

For us, the audience, the benefit is the same. 
Even if we don’t have the trained eyes of an 

auteur – even, indeed, if we generally count 
ourselves happy with multiplex image quality 
if there isn’t a hair in frame – we discern on a 
subconscious level that it looks better. 

Del Toro and his cinematographer 
Guillermo Navarro used the 5K Red Epic 
camera on Pacific Rim to make their monsters 
look as real as possible. “You get much more 
information on it,” says Del Toro. “Colours are 
very saturated in a way that was very useful 
for this movie. The Red gave us the image 
closest to what we wanted.”

“If you’re going to replace film, this is a 
perfectly good image to go with,” agrees  
Peter Jackson of this new digital benchmark, 
having used 60 Red Epic cameras to film his 
48fps The Hobbit. “The amount of detail and 
information that we can get, it’s going to be 
like using 65mm and 70mm film, like the days 
of Lawrence of Arabia and Doctor Zhivago. 
Films like that were shot on 70mm because 
they were epic and people wanted the detail.” 

Jackson’s sentiment is echoed by 
Schilowitz: “We want to bring back that 
sweeping, epic cinematography that was in 
danger of being lost until we came along.” 

             THE MIGHT OF MATHS

Stay for the end credits of Lord of the Rings: 
The Return of the King and you’ll be there  
for a little over nine minutes as hundreds of 
names scroll past, from actors and producers 
to carpenters and caterers. 

Also in the mix you’ll find an army of 
mysterious titles including digital leads, 
compositors, C4 Coding technical directors, 
render wranglers, shader writers, texture 
artists and hundreds more. These are the 
people that make blockbusters happen. They 
make the buildings crumble and the capes 

RED MAKES CAMERAS THAT CAN 
SHOOT UP TO NINE TIMES THE 
RESOLUTION OF HD. IT’S 
POTENTIALLY THE PALL-BEARER FOR 
FILM-MAKING ON ACTUAL FILM

“YOU THINK WHEN YOU GET A BIG 
BUDGET IT GETS EASIER, BUT IT  
DOESN’T. IF YOU WANT TO MAKE A  
MOVIE LOOK AS BIG AS POSSIBLE, 
IT GETS COMPLICATED”

�

BLOCKBUSTERS!

TECH TO  
THE FUTURE 
THE INNOVATIONS 
BEHIND THE NEXT WAVE 
OF SCREEN VISIONS

ROBOT CAMERAMEN
 

For Alfonso Cuarón’s upcoming 
sci-fi epic Gravity, VFX experts 
Bot & Dolly employed six-axis, 
motion-control robots like those 
used in the automotive industries 
to create unique and fluid shots. 
Result: an uncanny zero-G “feel”.

ANIMATED ATOMS 
 

IBM boffins have created the 
world’s smallest animation. A  
Boy and his Atom (above) is a 
242-frame stop-motion short 
created by animating individual 
atoms with a huge microscope 
operating at -268º Celsius.

NUMBER CRUNCHERS 
 

Since 2003, Epagoix has been 
developing a “neural network” to 
analyse movie scripts to see if 
they’ll do big business. Meanwhile, 
TV executives are using metrics 
gleaned from Twitter to decide 
who the next big stars are.

START-UP STUDIOS
 

Amazon recently joined Netflix 
and Lovefilm in the content  
biz with a slew of TV drama  
and comedy projects to upset  
the broadcasting apple cart. With 
its financial clout, the studios 
should be paying attention…

E 

ST
Amazon r
and Lovefilm
biz with a slew o
and comedy projects
the broadcasting apple 
its financial clout, the studio
should be paying attention…
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HORSE IN MOTION
 1887

If Edward Muybridge 
had never taken this 
sequence of a horse in 
full gallop, we probably 
would have never had 
Battleship. So yeah, 
cheers for that, Eddie… 

KING KONG 
 1933

Long before Andy Serkis 
donned a ping-pong-
ball-covered, mo-cap 
suit, Willis O’Brien  
was creating thrilling 
stop-motion to bring 
the great ape to life.

SNOW WHITE AND THE 
SEVEN DWARFS 

 1937
Walt Disney’s 
83-minute, hand-drawn 
masterpiece made  
the world sit up 
and take animation 
seriously as an art form.

JASON AND THE 
ARGONAUTS 

 1963
Showcases the 
incredible skill of the 
late VFX godfather Ray 
Harryhausen, especially 
in the famous fighting- 
skeletons scene. 

SUPERMAN 
 1978 

One of the first movies 
to use a computer-
animated title 
sequence, no less. This 
summer’s Man of Steel 
shows how far things 
have come since. Or not.

Choppy, 
digitally 
created  
seas ahead  
in Ang Lee’s  
Life of Pi

bend or break, and do things with them. So if 
you have a house made of bricks that needs to 
collapse, you’d make these very complicated 
simulations where each brick was colliding 
with all the other bricks, and that gets you so 
far. But if you want to do something bigger, in 
order to get that looking realistic, you have to 
model how things will break accurately. 

“In the computer, we would glue them back 
together and then run a simulation where the 
pieces would come off and collide against each 
other. The problem with this approach is that it 
takes a lot of effort and a lot of time, which is 
the one thing we don’t have. When the release 
date of a film is set, the clock starts ticking.” 

Creating a vaguely realistic random act  
of destruction takes a lot of work and 
organisation, which is where Kali comes in. 

“What Kali represents,” continues Stein,  
“is a new class of effects software that allows 
you to treat the object [that you want to 
destroy] as a whole piece as you would in the 
real world. You can then give it a bunch of 
properties that make it respond to forces,  
just as it would in the real world.” 

             INFORMATION OVERLOAD

Each VFX company now creates its own 
bespoke apps to solve problems, and Kali  
is just one of the tools MPC has built  
to help directors achieve their visions.  
Another is Furtility, which is used to create 
photorealistic hair, fur, feathers, vegetation, 
and other fibres, from clothing to ropes. 

Then there’s ALICE, or Artificial  
Life Crowd Engine if you want to be formal.  
A tool that lets artists manage crowd behaviour, 
it was hugely important in the upcoming 
adaptation of World War Z, which required 
both large crowds of panicked humans and 

“We buy software and most of the time it 
works out of the box, but sometimes we have 
to write something that works with it to allow 
our artists to do what they need to do.”

For Prometheus, MPC’s team used a 
purpose-built tool to achieve the level of 

detail required called Kali, which was named 
after the Hindu god of destruction and had 
originally been created for Sucker Punch.

“In the beginning of doing effects work it 
was a lot of dust,” says Stein of his early days in 
VFX. “You’d have little objects in the computer 
that represent particles of dust. Then, when 
PCs became powerful enough, we started to do 
water. Then we had rigid body simulations, 
which is where you take objects that can’t 

flutter. They make the unreal real and it’s  
all down to maths. Hard maths.

In Prometheus, Ridley Scott’s epic return to 
the Alien universe, there’s a sequence in which 
two huge spaceships collide in mid-air; your 
eyes struggle to take in the information as one 
seems to be consumed by the other. It’s truly 
apocalyptic and frighteningly real. To achieve 
this, Scott turned to MPC (Moving Picture 
Company), a global VFX firm with credits 
including Life of Pi and Man of Steel. 

MPC’s artists, animators and technicians 
built digital models that accurately mimicked 
the unpredictable behaviour of two exploding 
star ships. They knew where debris would 
fall and they knew how it would turn in  
the air. To control every aspect of this 
uncontrollable event, they had to go custom. 

In an upstairs room of the company’s 
London offices, Michael Stein and his team 
sit surrounded by white boards covered  
in equations. Stein is the global head of 
software for MPC. His job: to solve problems. 

“We create software that allows our artists to 
create the visuals you see on screen,” says Stein. 

�

“EVERYBODY KNOWS WHAT A HUMAN 
LOOKS LIKE, SO MAKING A HUMAN 
CHARACTER INVOLVES AN INCREDIBLE 
LEVEL OF DETAIL TO MAKE IT SEEM REAL”

 FX RATED!
FIVE FILMS THAT CHANGED CINEMA’S TECH PERSPECTIVE
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BLOCKBUSTERS!

even larger herds of fast-moving zombies. All 
of this work, the hours and hours of complex 
coding, is to one end: to stop us, the audience, 
snorting in derision. Ironically, that’s more  
of a problem with CGI humans than with 
flesh-eating, supernatural zombies. 

“Creatures will always be easier to create 
than humans,” says Oscar-nominated VFX 
supervisor Nicolas Aithadi. “CG artists have 
more freedom when dealing with things that 
don’t exist, they can look any way we want 
them to look, but everybody knows what a 
human looks like. It’s imprinted in our brains. 
Every detail and subtlety is subconsciously 
recognisable, so making a human character 
involves an incredible level of detail if you 
want an audience to believe it’s real. 

“Our teams build characters from the 
inside out, creating the skeleton, joints, 
muscles, and blemishes. They spend a great 
deal of time looking at reference material 
such as photographs from anatomy books. 
This process allows us to create more 
believable characters, which, in turn, helps 
the audience buy into the story.”

With so many digital components,  
a key part of the battle to create a summer 
blockbuster is how to handle all that data, and 
share it around the world – it’s rare that a sole 
VFX house will handle a film on its own. 

MPC, known for its skills in crowd work and 
destruction, may work with character experts 
such as Gollum’s creator, New Zealand’s WETA 
Digital. In fact, hundreds of people may need 
to work on a single shot and, eventually, it all 
has to be combined into the finished product. 

The data overload involved in this final 
process – “rendering” – is one thing that reins 
in the creativity of blockbuster directors. The 
mind is infinite but today’s computers are  
not and, at present, the industry relies on 
sinister-sounding “render farms”: huge banks 
of powerful servers that whirr away, 24 hours 
a day, turning all that data from animators 
and artists into finished video, often under 
excruciatingly tight deadlines. 

“Doing effects rendering is hugely data- 
heavy,” sighs Tim Webber, VFX supervisor at 
Framestore, which worked on Iron Man 3, The 
Dark Knight and many other blockbusters. “It 
can take hundreds of gigabytes to create one 
frame of video. The rendering usually happens 
towards the end of a film, so you suddenly 
find you have to do an awful lot in one go.”

The kind of computing horsepower 

required for this does not come cheap; a  
large render farm, such as the one used by 
Industrial Light and Magic, can cost millions 
of dollars a year just for the electricity bill. 

The answer, not unusually these days,  
lies in the cloud. Soon, third-party render 
farms will process data off-site, potentially 
saving vast amounts of money and time. New 
start-up RenderWurks announced in April 
that it will be opening a facility hosting 5,280 
servers, with 42,200 CPU cores, offering 105 
Terahertz of processing power. 

Cloud rendering has the potential to 
change VFX, and with it the filmmaking 
industry, forever. “In an ideal world,” says 
MPC’s Aithadi, “we would be creating all of 
these very complex and data heavy tasks in 
real time, which would allow us to perfect  
the artistic side of our work.”

             DESTINATION IMMERSION

Whether it’s piracy, the rise of new content 
providers such as Netflix and YouTube, or 
“auteurs” from Bret Easton Ellis to Zach Braff 
crowd-funding their next projects, there are 
plenty of reasons to proclaim the death of 
old-style filmmaking. However, Hollywood 
still has an ace up its hand-made, Italian 
sleeve, and that remains the blockbuster. For  
the foreseeable future, at least, “tent-pole”, 
VFX-heavy films remain not just popular, but 
the sole preserve of traditional movie studios 
– nobody else has the necessary resources. 

The process of creating a realistic, 
immersive world takes a lot of time, money, 
brainpower and skill. Hollywood’s technical 
and creative communities will continue to 
innovate and to realise the visions of directors 
and writers – and that doesn’t only mean 
mile-high robots fighting Stygian beasts. 

“There are effects we do which are very 
prominent,” concludes Stein, “but at the end 
of the day, when you look at it, all Ang Lee is 
trying to do with Life of Pi is tell a story. What 
he doesn’t want is for the audience to be taken 
out of that story because they’re distracted by, 
or even focused on, a tiger.

“All of the extra work [we do] is to add just 
enough realism, to bridge more of that gap, for 
it to be considered a real tiger. I used to do cloth 
and hair simulations, and unlike explosions or 
storms, you don’t want the audience to notice 
what you’ve done. If they just accept that its 
real hair, then you’ve done your job.”

THE BWANA DEVIL
 1952

Tagline: “The Miracle of an Age!!! 
A LION in your lap! A LOVER in 
your arms!” Pretty compelling. 

FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III
 1982

Like an awkward dancer, this film 
only has one move: take a sharp 
thing, point at audience. Repeat.

SHARK NIGHT 3D
 2011

Teens holidaying, lake, sharks, 
something, something,  
slow-mo bikini shots, The End. 

JOHN CARTER 
 2012

$250 million wasn’t enough to 
remedy incomprehensible plot 
and unremitting bombast. 

ONE DIRECTION: THIS IS US
 2013

Bellowing Topman mannequins in 
stereoscopic glory, directed by 
Morgan Spurlock. Wait, what?

“IT CAN TAKE HUNDREDS OF GIGABYTES TO CREATE 
ONE FRAME OF VIDEO. IT’S HUGELY DATA-INTENSIVE”

Age!!! A
ER in 

ling. 

his film
sharp 
epeat.

THE WORST 
3D FILMS  
IN HISTORY
PROVING LESS IS MORE 
IN DIMENSIONAL TERMS
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Return to 
the Surface 

MICROSOFT’S SURFACE PRO AIMS  
TO BOOST WINDOWS 8’S APPEAL.  
DOES ITS BEEFED-UP SPEC MAKE  

IT THE PERFECT HYBRID TABLET? 
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Suunto Ambit 2 HR p114 
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  Sexy desktop PCs p126
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After the “mixed” reception to the 
Surface RT last year, Microsoft’s 
been under pressure to deliver a 
full-blooded Surface Pro; a 
Windows 8 hybrid to overtake 
rivals such as the HP Envy X2, 
Asus Vivobook and Samsung ATIV 
Smart PC. With an Intel Core i 
processor it puts the performance 
of a laptop in the body of a tablet, 
but is this the device that’ll finally 
boost Windows 8 tablet sales?

If you’re familiar with the original Surface RT, 
the appearance of the newer Surface Pro won’t 
come as any kind of shock, featuring as it does 
the same sharp-edged design, as if it’s been 
chiselled from a single lump of black slate. 

On closer inspection, however, there are 
notable differences, the most obvious being 
its added heft. The powerful 1.7GHz Intel Core 
i processor – the same you’ll find in most mid-
range ultrabooks – and new, 10.6-inch screen 
means, despite a chassis that’s compact at 
just 275x173x13mm, the Pro weighs 907g. 
That’s almost a third heavier than the iPad 4. 
The pricing, from £799, is also more laptop-
esque than tablet-like.

T3’s benchmark 
tests showed there’s no 
sacrifice in grunt, though. 
You’re easily able to run 
demanding programs such 
as Photoshop; rendering is 
fast and applying filters and 
making edits is as swift as 
on most laptops. Backing up 
this impressive processor 
is 4GB of RAM and a 64 or 
128GB hard drive. 

Not surprisingly, there’s 
no dedicated graphics 
chip on board, so instead 
pixel-shifting duties are 
left to the Intel HD 4000 
graphics, integrated into 
the processor. We managed 
to get Sim City running 
smoothly on it, albeit at the 
lowest visual settings.

One of the Surface 
Pro’s main selling points 
is its ability to run full-fat 
Windows 8 software, from 
the aforementioned Sim 
City and Photoshop, to 
Adobe Creative Cloud and 
Microsoft Office 2013, as well 
as standard apps such as 
Spotify or iPlayer desktop. 
It’s that power that puts 
the Surface Pro in a more 
serious, business-ready 

HEIGHT 211mm
WIDTH 378mm

 DEPTH 52.6mm
WEIGHT 907g

4

1
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{SPECIFICATION}

OS Windows 8
PROCESSOR/RAM 1.7GHz 

Intel Core i5/4GB
STORAGE 64GB or 128GB 

SCREEN 10.6-inch, 
1920x1080

FRONT CAM 1.2-meg/720p
REAR CAM 1.2-meg/720p
CONNECTIONS N Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.0, USB 3.0, 
microSDXC, DisplayPort
QUOTED BATTERY LIFE 

Five hours

{DIMENSIONS}



WWW FOR MORE REVIEWS GO TO T3.COM

�

league than the iPad or Android tablets. Yes, 
iOS is jam-packed with the latest and greatest 
apps, but if you want to use Outlook 2013, this 
is your only tablet option. 

However, given the weight and cost of the 
thing, and its relatively poor keyboard, we 
question whether it’s a true laptop alternative. 

The Pro also can’t match the iPad when 
it comes to tablet-specific, non-work apps. 
The Windows Store is yet to catch up with 
Apple’s App Store or Google Play, so if you had 
designs on playing Real Racing 3 or Football 
Manager Handheld you’ll be disappointed, at 
least for the time being.

The other main boost to the Surface Pro 
is a 10.6-inch, 1920x1080, full-HD screen, 
upgraded from the RT’s mediocre 1344x768 
panel. The display isn’t especially vibrant, but 
the detail is lovely and makes apps and web 
pages look fantastically crisp. Movies and 
games also look good but there’s a certain 
paleness to the screen, which is especially 
noticeable if you’re used to the quality of top-
notch AMOLED displays, such as those found 
on the Galaxy S4 and HTC One, or the iPad’s 
Retina Display.

Touchscreen accuracy falls short of the 
iPad 4, meaning it’s harder to select on-screen 
options, especially when using web browsers, 
be it Internet Explorer 10 or Chrome. We  
also had issues selecting options when 
zoomed in. That’s a serious problem 
considering that the Pro’s high-resolution 
display makes anything viewed using the 
traditional Windows interface microscopic.

One of the less critical, but niggling issues 
with the Surface Pro is its kickstand. Sit it on 
a desk and there are no concerns, but place it 
on a lap or bed and it becomes unstable. 

That’s not the only problem with 
using the Surface Pro on the go, either. 
Optional keyboard attachments fall below 
expectations. The non-tactile TouchCover is 
likely to leave you thoroughly underwhelmed, 
while even the more expensive TypeCover 
(£109), with its physical keys, is useless on 
anything but a hard surface, with the keys 
regularly failing to register presses. Anyone 
planning to ditch their traditional laptop and 
adopt the Pro’s hybrid way of life will find its 
non-desk functionality a real negative.

Microsoft has included a stylus featuring 
licensed Wacom technology. It offers 1,024 
levels of pressure, putting it in the same 
league as the Samsung Galaxy Note 2’s S-Pen. 
It’s great for those who want to get creative 
or use specific business apps, but we found 
it was too fiddly to fully replace the keyboard. 
A neat trick, however, is that it clips onto the 
same magnetic contacts as the power cable, 
keeping everything tidy.

Battery life is a mixed bag on the Surface 

{DETAILS}

1

KICKSTAND
Being able to prop your 
Surface up at any given 
moment is great, but it 

doesn’t work so well  
on your lap…

2

KEYBOARD
Comes in two optional 

flavours – Touch and Type 
– that magnetically attach 
to the tablet and double as 

screen covers

3

SCREEN
The 10.6-inch, full-HD 

screen makes Windows 8’s 
Metro interface look slick, 
but its pale hue makes it 
better for work than play

4

STYLUS
The Surface Pro has a 
Wacom stylus joined 
magnetically to its 

charging port – nifty

2

3
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Pro. Due to its power-sucking Intel 
processor it was always likely to fall below  
the iPad or Surface RT’s ten-hour battery 
lives. In fact, the Surface Pro claims just five 
hours, and we managed to exhaust it in just 
three with a spot of heavy web use, Skype-ing, 
surfing and general working. With a lengthy 

three-hour charging time, this isn’t a device 
that allows you to stray far from a plug socket.

With the Surface Pro, Microsoft has 
produced a well-specced dual-use device,  
but one with a few too many usability gripes  
to recommend unequivocally. The addition 
of a laptop-quality processor impresses and 
a full-HD display allows it to compete with 
similar Windows 8 hybrids, but poor battery 
life and questionable keyboards let it down. 
Result: the Surface Pro is good, but not good 
enough, and Windows 8 is still waiting for its 
first “hero” product…
64GB £719, 128GB £799, MICROSOFTSTORE.COM

WITH LAPTOP-WORTHY 
SPEC THE SURFACE PRO  
IS GOOD, BUT NOT THE 
HIT WINDOWS 8 NEEDS

LOVE Full-HD screen and Intel Core i5 processor. 
Clean, industrial-looking design. Handy stylus
HATE Heavy. Difficult to use on uneven surfaces. 
Limited battery life. Poor official keyboards
T3 SAYS A Windows 8 tablet boasting ultrabook-
worthy spec. It wants you to ditch your laptop, 
but poor usability means we can’t advise that

�

WWW FOR MORE REVIEWS GO TO T3.COM

It’s not easy to work out what Microsoft’s up to with the Surface Pro. It’s too 
over-powered, overpriced and overweight to take on Android or iOS tablets, 
but offers few obvious advantages over a Win 8 laptop. It’s an impressive 
exercise in making power portable, and Windows business users with cash to 
spare will doubtless be intrigued, but as a mainstream device? Doubtful.

{THE FINAL WORD}

LIBBY PLUMMER, REVIEWS EDITOR

{KILLER FEATURES}

THE SURFACE’S PRO TOUCHES…

1 
MULTISCREEN APPS
When you run an app in 
Windows 8 you can snap 
them to be viewed 
side-by-side. It’s handy for 
comparing websites, or 
keeping your inbox in a 
corner of the screen while 
you work on documents, 
surf the web or play Angry 
Birds. The multitasking 
possibilities are endless.

2
FULL-FAT WINDOWS 8
Forget Windows RT, Surface 
Pro runs x86 Windows 8, 
just like on full-fledged 
laptops and desktops. Pro 
apps such as Photoshop or 
Office 2013 work just fine, 
as do PC games. Just 
about. Veer away from the 
graphically intensive and 
the Pro will run pretty 
much anything, indeed.

3
WINDOWS STORE
Microsoft’s app store is in 
its infancy, but starting to 
gain traction. Favourites 
such as Skype and 
Facebook are present, and 
reworked for the Surface’s 
tablet-friendly UI as well as 
taking advantage of Win 
8’s baked-in sharing and 
multitasking. More variety 
wouldn’t go amiss, mind.

{RIVALS}

WINDOWS 8 HYBRIDS TAKE ON THE IPAD

 
MICROSOFT 
SURFACE PRO

MICROSOFT
SURFACE RT

APPLE 
iPAD 4

PRICE/URL FROM £719, 

MICROSOFTSTORE.COM

£400, 

MICROSOFTSTORE.COM

FROM £399,  

APPLE.COM/UK

PROCESSOR A 1.7Ghz Core i5 processor 
means you can run Windows 8 
undiluted – no RT skimping.

The Surface RT’s Tegra 3 
processor matches most 
Android tabs for performance.

Apple’s A6X processor 
delivers incredible 
performance on the move.

STORAGE Surface Pro comes with 
64GB, or for £80 extra,  
a big 128GB of storage.

There’s 32GB and 64GB 
iterations, with 16GB and 
45GB usable storage.

The Apple iPad 4 is now 
available with 128GB storage, 
costing £639 without 3G.

WEIGHT At 900g, the Surface Pro is  
far more cumbersome than 
most normal tablets.

At 680g the Surface RT  has 
iPad-like portability, unlike its 
more powerful sibling.

At 650g, the iPad 4 is just 
about light enough to be 
usable for most of us.

APP STORE The Windows Store isn’t at 
full capacity yet, although 
most of the leading apps now 
have Metro-ready versions. 

Without the oomph to handle 
full Win 8 apps, the RT’s 
pickings from the Windows 
Store are sparse indeed.

The best app store in the 
business is easy to navigate 
and packed to the rafters 
with appy treats.

KEYBOARD Doubling as a cover it looks 
good, but can fail to register 
some key touches.

The tailor-made ‘boards  
aren’t too accurate, but you 
can use others via Bluetooth.

No “official” keyboard, but  
a good touchscreen one  
and Bluetooth to add others. 

T3 VERDICT The most high-spec Win 8 
hybrid yet still can’t convince 
us to ditch laptops and tabs.

The limited OS and empty 
app store leave this pretty 
hard to recommend.

Despite not matching the 
Pro’s spec, this remains the  
tablet numero uno.

RATING
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The Surface Pro’s pop-out 
kickstand is a tad unstable





01 
THE ONE WITH 

STAMINA

02

THE  
BUSINESS ONE

SALES OF TABLETS ARE BOOMING, WITH 
consistent quality and greater diversity pulling 
in punters who are bored with laptops. Big 
tabs, small tabs, ones you can hold up to your 
ear and use like a giant phone; bland is out, 
and today’s slates are full of innovative tech 
surprises. Apple’s iPad range is still the boss, 
but which of these five rivals, each with its own 
USP, is getting closest to seizing its throne?

TO TAKE ON THE iPAD, WINDOWS  
8 AND ANDROID SLATES ARE 
STEPPING IN TO INTERESTING 
NICHES. WHICH ONE SUITS YOU?

Tablets with 
powers… 

WORDS JAMES STABLES PHOTOGRAPHY PIXELEYES

02 THE BUSINESS ONE

HP ENVY X2
£699, HP.COM

Microsoft’s keyboard-
and Windows 8-toting 
Surface is reviewed on 
p101. At the same time, 
HP’s having a pop at 
something similar with 
the Envy x2. This 11.6-inch 
tablet weighs the same 
as an iPad 4, though add 
its keyboard dock and 
heft leaps to 1.4kg. You 
get full-fat Windows 8, 
not the tablet-specific 
RT, running seamlessly 
on a 1.8GHz Intel Atom 

processor with 2GB 
RAM, and there’s also 
64GB of storage. 

Alas, with a 1366x768 
resolution that’s no 
match for Apple’s Retina 
Display, an understocked 
app Marketplace and 
high price, this is unlikely 
to win hearts or minds.
T3 SAYS A decent  
but overpriced Win 8 
tablet-cum-laptop 

Unlike the more 
expensive Envy x2, this 
offers the tablet-ready, 
cut-price Windows RT 
operating system. It’s 
otherwise a pretty 
bog-standard, ten-inch 
affair, which weighs 1.3kg 
with its (optional) dock 
attached. The keyboard 
is cramped, with the feel 
of a cheap netbook, but 
there’s one ace up the 
Dell’s sleeve: a battery 
that offers 18 hours of 

heavy use, with the 
keyboard dock. 

The only problem is, 
those 18 hours are 
blighted by a 1.5GHz 
processor that struggles 
to keep up and a dearth 
of apps, though you do 
get Office 2013. Overall, 
then: worthy but dull. 
T3 SAYS Basic tablet 
hybrid that’s willing to 
put in the long hours

01 THE ONE WITH STAMINA 

DELL XPS 10
FROM £299 (£409 WITH KEYBOARD DOCK), DELL.COM
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03 
THE CREATIVE 

ONE

05

THE TOUGH 
ONE

04

THE TALKATIVE 
ONE

TEST
WINNER

05 THE TOUGH ONE 

SONY XPERIA TABLET Z 
£399, SONY.CO.UK

Sony’s previous Tablet S 
stood out – but not 
necessarily in a good way 
– with its distinctive 
wedge shape. The new 
Tablet Z is slimmer and 
much sexier. Just 6.9mm 
thick and 500g – 160g 
lighter than the iPad 4. 
It’s also well specced, 
with a 1.5GHz quadcore 
chip, 16GB of expandable 
storage, and a 10.1-inch, 
1920x1200 display that’s 
smooth, although 

colours are pale and 
websites tend to look a 
little off-white.

Like the Xperia Z 
smartphone, this tab is 
also water-resistant and 
dust-proof. Does it justify 
being £80 pricier than 
the Google Nexus 10? 
We’ll leave that to you.
T3 SAYS Wiry and 
tough, this is a real 
Android contender

WWW FOR MORE TABLET REVIEWS GO TO T3.COM OR P133

04 THE TALKATIVE ONE  

ASUS FONEPAD
£179, ASUS.COM

It’s an Android tablet that 
makes calls – proper calls, 
not over-the-web Skype 
chats. That’s arguably 
useful, although not all 
that useful as we all have 
phones, and its seven- 
inch, 1280x800 screen is 
sharp, while the metal 
back has a premium feel. 

That aside, the 
Fonepad is faintly 
unappealing, with only a 
1.2GHz Intel Atom 
dualcore processor 

offering less grunt than 
most smartphones, and 
no 4G. Asus has tried to 
bridge the gap between 
the smartphone and 
tablet markets, but 
delivered an unwieldy 
phone and an 
underpowered tablet 
rolled into one. 
T3 SAYS This phablet 
makes phone calls… but 
we’re not picking up

{CONTENT}

HIDDEN GEMS AT GOOGLE PLAY

THE RAID
Two hours of relentless, gun-fu action and exploding fridges.
LEMMY
Motörhead’s bewhiskered frontman shares his thoughts. 
DELIVERANCE
Squeal piggy! Unsettling 70s classic is available to download.
THE GODFATHER
Coppola’s long journey into America’s dark heart.
FIRE IN BABYLON
A history of Jamaican cricket with a superb reggae score.
WHAT RICHARD DID
Like We Need to Talk About Kevin but somewhat better.

03  THE CREATIVE ONE 

SAMSUNG GALAXY NOTE 8.0
£339, SAMSUNG.COM/UK

Taking on the iPad Mini in 
the eight-inch arena, 
Samsung’s latest boasts 
its now-mature-and-slick 
TouchWiz Android 
overlay. You also get the 
Note range’s S-Pen 
stylus for writing, 
doodling and otherwise 
interacting, plus a bunch 
of creative apps, all 
running smoothly on a 
1.6GHz quadcore, with 
16GB storage – 
expandable via microSD. 

The 1280x800 display 
isn’t the sharpest, but it’s 
got a lovely warmth that 
is great for video and 
photos. However, a poor 
keyboard and plasticky 
build leave the Note 8.0 
feeling rather overpriced 
compared to Apple’s 
£269 iPad Mini 16GB.
T3 SAYS Compact and 
fun, but the S-Pen isn’t 
worth the extra cost
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LOVE Rugged styling. Accurate, fast GPS. 
Customisation via apps makes it endlessly versatile
HATE Epic price. Weedy battery. Complexity
T3 SAYS New, improved, adventurer’s essential 

LOVE Excellent sound quality with oodles of detail and power. 
Memory foam boosts comfort, quells sound leakage. Classic looks
HATE Not what you’d call a bargain. Occasional headband slippage
T3 SAYS Accomplished audio + high-end materials + restrained 
design = cans worthy of a £250 price tag

The follow up to  
the original Ambit 
adds even more 
functionality and 
alludes to Suunto’s 
dive-instrument 
heritage (by which  
we mean it’s heavier).

The same core tech – 
GPS mapping as well as 
more traditional watch-side 
tools – is present and correct, and though the 
design won’t be to everyone’s taste, GPS with 
up to 100 waypoints and navigational aids still 
makes this the pro’s choice. 

The Ambit 2 HR locks on to GPS at speed 
on the move, logging both lateral movement 
and ascent accurately. The very fine dot-
matrix screen works well, flipping between 
black on white and vice versa, making it suited 
to all sorts of light conditions. There’s more 
depth to the cycling and swimming functions 
now too, with support for ANT+, bike power 
meters and multiple pods, plus stroke rate, 
pace, time and distance in the water.     

The growing sophistication of Suunto’s 
Moves PC software and its app store make 
customising this to your sportive requirements 
a doddle. Battery life isn’t amazing, but it’s 
not bad – reduce the GPS interval frequency 
to once a minute and you’ll get an expedition-
friendly 50 hours. Like its predecessor, the 
Ambit 2 is a pricey, niche-y product, but for 
explorers and triathletes, it’s all but essential.

The first set of cans from 
renowned hi-fi brand KEF 
ignores the distractions of 
noise cancelling and wireless 
control, instead focusing on 
the essentials: style and sound.

The black, leather-effect pads cushion 
your ears with pillow-soft memory foam 
and the precision-milled, brushed aluminium body 
is the height of comfort and cool, making even the  
B&W P5s look a little down-at-heel. 

The build is lightweight and the cable is tangle-
resistant, and while the cans are pretty big, the adjustable 
headband and multi-directional “smart hinge”, which 
conforms to the shape of your ears, mean there’s never 
any issues over fit. The hinge also allows the M500s to fold 
up, packing neatly away into the supplied carry case.

You’d expect nothing less than superb sound quality at 
this price from this manufacturer and the M500s deliver in 
spades. The 40mm drivers pump out a rich and rewarding 
sound across the board, with a healthy amount of bass 
and well-defined top notes. There’s practically no sound 
leakage either, thanks to the mounds of memory foam.

The KEF M500s are better than good, they’re great. 
They sound better than a pair of high-end Beats by Dr Dre, 
and also look much less ridiculous when worn by a 
not-terribly-gangsta, 40-something in a suit, while the 
luxury build and peerless audio mean you don’t miss 
flashier features. KEF’s been slow to join the cans market, 
but with the M500 it’s made one hell of an entrance.

{SPECIFICATIONS}
IMPEDANCE 32 Ohms
FREQUENCY RANGE 

20-20,000 Hz
CORD LENGTH 1.3m

WEIGHT  208g

SUUNTO AMBIT 2 HR 
SAPPHIRE VERSION REVIEWED £410, OTHER MODELS FROM £320, SUUNTO.COM

KEF M500
£250, KEF.COM

FOR THE 
EXTENDED 
REVIEW 
HEAD TO 
T3.COM 

FOR THE 
EXTENDED 
REVIEW 
HEAD TO 
T3.COM 

WORDS CHRIS HASLAM AND MARK MAYNE

{SPECIFICATIONS}
DISPLAY 1.97-inch, 128x128

CONNECTIVITY  
USB, ANT+, GPS

FEATURES Altimeter, 
chronograph, compass, 
temperature, heart rate 

monitor, barometer
BATTERY LIFE Up to 50 

hours of GPS tracking
WEIGHT 92g
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Focus  
on quality
THESE TOP-OF-THE-RANGE 
COMPACTS WIPE THE FLOOR WITH 
SMARTPHONE CAMERAS. IT’S 
TIME TO CLASS UP YOUR PHOTOS…

Sales of point-and-shoots have 
fallen as smartphone cameras 
have been improving at lightning 
pace, but these “compacts” are 
an altogether more serious 
proposition. They offer DSLR-like 
picture quality and features, but 
fit (just about) in a (large) pocket.

With broad focal ranges and bright 
apertures, these premium compacts produce 
reliably great shots every time. Maximum 
effect from minimum effort is key here, with 
extra pro-style features, including hot shoes for 
upgrading with flashes and viewfinders. They 
also all happen to look the business. But which 
one deserves a place in your carry-on? �

NIKON 
COOLPIX A

£820

OLYMPUS 
STYLUS XZ-2

£350

PANASONIC 
LUMIX DMC-LX7

£340

SONY 
CYBER-SHOT 
DSC-RX100

£450

Premium compacts

FUJIFILM 
X20 

£450
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{CONTENDERS}

Five compact 
cams; which one’s 
the hot shot?

R A T E D
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{DIMENSIONS}
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4
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1
SCREEN

The three-inch LCD is the 
crispest on test

2
CONTROLS

Tiny buttons causing you 
stress? Use the lens ring to 

flick through settings

3
LENS

A 28-100mm lens with 3.6x 
zoom is brightened by a 
f/1.8 maximum aperture

4
BUILD

Toughened, lightweight 
aluminium body 

HEIGHT 58mm 
WIDTH 101mm 
DEPTH 36mm
WEIGHT 213g

Still shots sparkle, with 
pin-sharp detail and real 
depth. In terms of video 
quality the RX100 is no 
slouch either, shooting 
smooth, top quality footage 
at up to 50fps, with stereo 
audio added thanks to 
microphones on the top 
plate. Be careful how you 
place your fingers when 
shooting, though, it’s all too 
easy to muffle the mics.

Without a hot shoe, 
the RX100 lacks the 
upgradeability of other 
cameras on test, but it has 
everything you need built 
in: a fantastic lens, pop-up 
flash, zoom and auto modes that don’t require 
a vast knowledge of photography to achieve 
great results. It’s a no-hassle holiday cam.

LOVE Larger-than-average sensor. Solid, compact 
build. Nifty lens ring
HATE No hotshoe. Awkwardly positioned microphone 
and small, cramped buttons 
T3 SAYS Everything you need to take pro-style 
photos without accessories/much skill

SONY CYBER-SHOT DSC-RX100
£450, SONY.CO.UK

{DETAILS}

Easy-to-master quality compact 
serves up high-end results

This aluminium-bodied, 20.2-megapixel cam 
is notable for its large, one-inch sensor – that’s 
four times the size of the 1/2.3-inch variety 
found in the majority of compacts. When 
twinned with the bright, f/1.8 aperture lens it 
creates DSLR-like effects. The RX100 offers 
a modest Carl Zeiss 3.6x optical zoom, with 
focal range equivalent to a wide 28-100mm. 
The ISO range goes up to 25,600, giving 
reasonable results in low-light conditions.

Tucked on to the slim body, the controls 
and buttons are tiny and awkward to operate. 
Don’t despair, you do get a lens ring. Twist it to 
manually control focus, or switch to Program 
mode and use it to adjust aperture and shutter 
speed. It also works as a way to flick through 
effects and filters, including miniature, 
watercolour, illustration, toy camera and pop 
art, which can be applied before you press the 
shutter. A video button on top makes it easy to 
switch to recording 1080p footage.

Both stills and video are framed and 
reviewed via the pristine, 1.2million k-dot 
three-inch display. There’s no viewfinder and, 
with no hot shoe, no opportunity to add one. 
You do get a flash that pops up when required 
like a miniature periscope.

{SPECIFICATION}
DISPLAY 3.0-inch, 

1228k-dot LCD
SENSOR 20.2-megapixel, 
13.2x8.8mm Exmor CMOS

LENS 28-100mm
ZOOM 3.6x

VIDEO 1080p at 50fps 
ISO RANGE 125-25,600

CONNECTIVITY USB, 
microUSB, HDMI, HDMI mini

BATTERY LIFE 330 shots 

{ACCESSORISE}

Manfrotto 
StilePlus 
Diva 15

All these cams will slip into 
a pocket, but if you need 

more protection, this 
10-inch bag has padded 

compartments for a cam, 
tablet and smartphone.

£40, MANFROTTO.CO.UK



�

1
SCREEN

No viewfinder here, but the 
three-inch LCD claims 100 
per cent frame coverage

2
CONTROLS

Plenty of easy to master 
dials and function buttons 

3
LENS

No zoom. You’re restricted 
to shooting at a wide angle 
28mm in 35mm film terms

4
BUILD

Magnesium alloy top plate 
and sleek overall look

LOVE The world’s smallest compact camera to 
incorporate an APS-C sensor
HATE Madly expensive. Fixed lens limits its creative 
potential. Relatively short battery life
T3 SAYS A compact cam with a DSLR sensor and 
price-tag, but little of the versatility

Proper DSLR spec squeezed into 
a compact, but it’ll cost ya…

Firstly, the inescapable truth: the Nikon 
Coolpix A is double the price of every other 
cam on test. That said, it is the only one to 
feature an APS-C sensor, the same large 
sensor found on digital SLRs. It’s the smallest 
cam ever to include one and produces 
16.2-megapixel shots with impeccable detail, 
right to the corner of the frame. 

Despite costing more than many DSLRs, 
the Nikon A’s lens cannot be swapped. It’s a 
fixed 28mm equivalent in 35mm terms, 
offering an f/2.8 aperture and no zoom. It is 
excellent for shooting wide-angle landscapes 
and group shots, but some might find its 
versatility lacking. You do get a hot shoe on 
the magnesium alloy top plate for adding an 
external flashgun – a pop-up flash is built-in 
– viewfinder or GPS unit, though.

Low-light shots are handled well, with ISO 
reaching to 25,600. You will still experience 
purple fringing, though. It’s a common 
problem with compacts, but not one you’d 
expect to experience after spending a grand. 

A wide range of dials, scroll wheels and 
dedicated function buttons put control at 
your fingertips and you can choose to focus 
manually via a front lens ring. 

NIKON COOLPIX A
£820, NIKON.CO.UK

{SPECIFICATION}
DISPLAY 3.0-inch, 

921k-dots LCD
SENSOR 16.2-megapixel, 

CMOS
LENS Fixed 18.5mm

ZOOM f/2.8
VIDEO 1080p at 30fps 

ISO RANGE 100-25,600
CONNECTIVITY USB 2.0, 

HDMI mini, hot shoe
BATTERY LIFE 230 shots

{DIMENSIONS}

HEIGHT 111mm 
WIDTH 64mm 
DEPTH 40mm
WEIGHT 299g

{DETAILS}

Video is the regulation 
1080p at 30fps. Perfectly 
adequate, but there are 
cams on test that boast 
faster frame rates. The 
addition of stereo audio is a 
welcome touch.

Apart from pre-optimised 
shooting modes, including 
settings for autumn colours 
and blossom, which nod to 
the many effects and filters 
of smartphone apps, the 
Coolpix A is largely gimmick 
free. What you’re paying for 
here is premium build 
quality, compact dimensions 
and that APS-C sensor. It’s a 
great camera, but the 
benefits of that sensor aren’t so great as to 
tempt most punters to part with Nikon’s 
£1,000 RRP or even the £800+ online price.

Premium compacts
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{ACCESSORISE}

Nikon WU-1a 
dongle

The Coolpix A has no time 
for high-tech fripperies, 
concentraing instead on 

image quality, but you can 
add Wi-Fi abilities by 

plugging this in via USB.
£60, NIKON.CO.UK

R A T E D
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to focus properly, only to find 
that it had been switched 
into manual mode.

There’s a dedicated 
record button to begin 
shooting 1080p at up to 
30fps. Stereo mics are 
embedded in the top plate 
and deliver decent sound. 
There is a hot shoe for 
adding other accessories, 
such as the viewfinder, right.

If you like the classic look 
and feel of the Olympus 
PENs, but don’t have the 
desire to collect extra lenses, 
from telephoto to pancake 
and beyond, the Stylus XZ-2 
is an attractive, well-priced 
option. Its solid picture 
performance and old-school, leather-clad 
style are sure to win it fans.

LOVE Bright lens. Detailed, fringing-free pics. Tiltable 
touchscreen LCD. Filters and effects
HATE Too easy to accidentally switch between manual 
and auto settings
T3 SAYS Reliable image quality, a competitive 
price and a tried and tested look

{DIMENSIONS}

{SPECIFICATION}
DISPLAY 3-inch, 920k-dot 

touchscreen LCD
SENSOR 12-megapixel 

1/1.7-inch CMOS
LENS 28-112mm

ZOOM 4x
VIDEO 1080p at 30fps 

ISO RANGE 100-12,800
CONNECTIVITY USB 2.0, 

HDMI mini, hot shoe, wireless 
transfer via FlashAir card
BATTERY LIFE 310 shots

Stylus by name, stylish by nature, 
the XZ-2 is one cool compact

The XZ-2 feels like a distilled version of the 
Olympus PEN compact system cams. It puts 
the TruePic V1 engine, usually reserved for the 
£1,000 Olympus OM-D, to good use. It’s also 
the only camera on test with a touchscreen, 
which makes flicking through shooting 
options and settings a breeze – just tap to fire 
the shutter. It’s also tiltable, so useful when 
taking shots at unorthodox angles.

The 12-megapixel, 1/1.7-inch back-lit CMOS 
is brighter and bigger than the average 
compact cam sensor and delivers bags of 
detail. Even with the lens on the maximum 
wide-angle setting, shots were consistently 
sharp and the 4x optical zoom allows you to 
get closer to the action. Pixel fringing is kept to 
an absolute minimum.

The XZ-2 will delight those that appreciate 
a “hands-on” approach, with a twist of the lens 
ring capable of adjusting aperture, shutter 
speed and focus. Alternatively you can switch 
to auto mode, just flick the lever on the 
faceplate from digital to analogue. Be careful, 
though, the lever is awkwardly placed making 
it easy to change settings when fetching the 
cam out of your pocket. We regularly found 
ourselves puzzling over why the XZ-2 refused 

HEIGHT 113mm 
WIDTH 65mm 
DEPTH 64mm
WEIGHT 346g

{DETAILS}

{ACCESSORISE}

Olympus VF-3
A tiltable touchscreen LCD 
is great, but sometimes a 

proper viewfinder is 
required. Slot this one into 
the XZ-2’s vacant hot shoe.

£179, OLYMPUS.CO.UK

1
SCREEN

A tiltable touchscreen LCD 
makes for easy operation

 
2

CONTROLS
Twist lens ring to control 
zoom, aperture or shutter 

speed. Or just stick to auto

3
LENS

A bright f/2.5 even at 
maximum zoom delivers 

top detail and colour

4
BUILD

Attractive and reliable, 
with leather handgrip

OLYMPUS STYLUS XZ-2
£350, OLYMPUS.CO.UK

Premium compactsR A T E D
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{SPECIFICATION}
DISPLAY 3-inch, 

920k-dot LCD
SENSOR 10.1-megapixel 

1/1.7-inch CMOS
LENS Fixed 18.5mm

ZOOM 4x
VIDEO 1080p at 50fps 
ISO RANGE 80-12,800

CONNECTIVITY USB 2.0, 
HDMI mini, AV

BATTERY LIFE 330 shots 

�

as well as stills; a nice touch, 
as is the prominent video 
record button on the top 
plate, which helps you quickly 
and easily switch to filming 
full-HD video at up to 50fps.

Properly compact and 
solidly crafted from metal, 
there’s a lot to like about the 
LX7. It is, however, one of the 
oldest compact cams on test 
and misses out on some of 
the extra features added to 
the Fujifilm X20 and Sony 
RX100 – from digitally 
enhanced viewfinders to an 
excess of megapixels. 

That said, if you’re 
principally interested in 
pristine image quality and compact 
dimensions, at its current online price the LX7 
is actually a bit of a steal…

LOVE Brightest/fastest lens on test. Relatively 
lightweight design. Digital effects for still and vids
HATE Ten-megapixel resolution seems stunted 
compared to its newer rivals
T3 SAYS A reliable compact and good VFM, even 
if newer rivals are more feature-laden

{DIMENSIONS} Still a fine choice despite being 
the old-timer on test

All of the cameras here offer fantastic lenses 
and above-average picture quality and the 
LX7 is no exception to this rule. Its 3.8x optical 
zoom is useful, and can be digitally extended 
to 7.5x with minimal loss of detail, but it’s the 
bright f/1.4 maximum aperture lens, 
produced by Leica, that really impresses, 
allowing you to mimic DSLR-like graduated 
focus effects and bokeh. The huge ISO range 
of 80-12,800 makes it a good option for 
low-light shots, too.

That said, having a 1/1.7-inch sensor, the 
same as the Olympus XZ-2, laden with just 
10.1 megapixels makes the LX7 seem a little 
behind the curve –the Sony RX100 offers 
double that resolution. 

In lieu of a built-in viewfinder – there is a 
hot shoe for adding one – stills and 1080p 
videos are composed using the three-inch, 
920k-dot LCD. Again emphasis is placed on 
tha ability to manually switch settings, with 
the zoom, aperture and aspect ratio settings 
all adjustable with a twist of the lens ring. 
Available aspect ratios include 1:1, for 
retro-look square photos, alongside the more 
commonplace 4:3, 3:2 and 16:9. 

Digital filter effects can be applied to videos 

HEIGHT 110mm 
WIDTH 67mm 
DEPTH 45mm
WEIGHT 298g

{DETAILS}

1
SCREEN

Compose shots using the 
clear, three-inch LCD

2
CONTROLS

A shooting mode dial, 
video record button and 

twistable lens ring

3
LENS

This bright Leica-made 
lens has an ultra-wide 

24-90mm range

4
BUILD

Hardy metal build and 
sleek look, with hot shoe

{ACCESSORISE}

Panasonic VF1
Add this optical viewfinder 
to the hot shoe to aid the 
framing. Alternatively you 
can get the electronic VF2 

for an extra £30.
£198, PANASONIC.CO.UK

PANASONIC LUMIX DMC-LX7
£340, PANASONIC.CO.UK

Premium compactsR A T E D
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with a built-in viewfinder, and 
a digital one at that. It layers 
real-time shooting settings 
over your framed shot. 

Not just adept at stills, 
the X20 also shoots a mean 
1080p video at up to 60fps, 
adding stereo sound to 
the mix, too. As the lens is 
adjusted by hand, it’s easy to 
zoom whilst filming without 
the noise of an auto zoom. 
Hint: frame your video 
using the 2.8-inch LCD, as 
it displays a cinematic 16:9 
ratio image whereas the 
viewfinder only sees in 4:3. 

The Sony RX100’s picture 
quality just pips this one’s, 
but when it comes to value for money and 
smart, photographer-friendly features, the 
X20 is tough to beat.

LOVE Optical viewfinder. Premium leather and metal 
design. Speedy image processor. Great pics/vids
HATE Smaller sensor and fewer megapixels than 
some of its rivals
T3 SAYS 60s styling and noughties technology 
combine in this modern classic

{DIMENSIONS}

{SPECIFICATION}
DISPLAY 2.8-inch, 

460k-dots LCD
SENSOR 12-megapixel, 

2/3-inch X-Trans CMOS II 
LENS 28-112mm

ZOOM 4x 
VIDEO 1080p at 60fps 

ISO RANGE 100-12,800
CONNECTIVITY USB 2.0, 

HDMI mini, hot shoe
BATTERY LIFE 270 shots

The optimum blend of ease of use 
and manual tweakability

This leather-clad X10 upgrade’s retro-styled 
exterior disguises a wealth of high-tech 
features. Old-fashioned good looks and 
modern tech are especially well blended here, 
from the new 12-megapixel, 2/3-inch X-Trans 
CMOS II sensor to the EXR processor that 
delivers split-second autofocusing. 

It’s speedier than its forebear and images 
have the right to call themselves DSLR-quality. 
A bright f/2 maximum aperture means you’re 
able to take flattering shots with a shallow 
depth of field and, although the X20 might 
benefit from a neutral density filter to deal 
with tricky exposures a bit more evenly, in 
clearer conditions its shots are pristine.

The design and busy button layout – plenty 
of manual controls to mess about with here 
– is similar to Fujifilm’s X-series compact 
system cams. The X20’s 4x optical zoom 
provides a 28-112mm focal range in 35mm 
film terms. Adjusting the focus involves 
physically turning the lens barrel; there’s no 
zoom lever for automatic operation. You’ll also 
need to twist the lens anti-clockwise to switch 
the camera on – there’s no on/off button.
Although initially befuddling this can be a 
time-saver. This is also the only camera on test 

HEIGHT 117mm 
WIDTH 69mm 
DEPTH 57mm
WEIGHT 353g

SCREEN
The 2.8-inch LCD is great, 
but the Advanced Optical 
Viewfinder is the star here 

2
CONTROLS

The Function button gives 
one-press access to 

commonly-used settings

3
LENS

This is a wide-angle 
28-112mm do-it-all lens

4
BUILD

Metal and leather for that 
photo journalist aesthetic

1

{DETAILS}

FUJIFILM X20
£450, FUJIFILM.CO.UK

{ACCESSORISE}

Fujifilm 
MIC-ST1 

The X20 delivers above 
average stereo sound, 

boost it further by adding 
this stonking boom mic to 

the hot shoe. 
£100, FUJIFILM.COM

TEST
WINNER

1

2

4

3
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1
Fujifilm’s X20 almost 
matches the much pricier 
Leica X2 for build quality 
and leather-effect look.

2
The only cam on test 
with a built-in viewfinder. 
It adds real-time settings 
info for informed shots.

3
Operate the 4x optical 
zoom with a twist of the 
lens ring – this also turns 

the X20 on in double-
quick time.

4
As well as the viewfinder, 
there’s also a 2.8-inch 
LCD which can display a 
16:9 ratio image, ideal for 
framing videos.

5
Speaking of video, you 
can shoot in 1080p up to 
60fps. The result is 
creamily smooth footage 
with added stereo audio.

6
The 12-megapixel CMOS 
II sensor delivers images 
with clarity and low noise.

7
Improved autofocus 
means blink and you’ll 
miss it. Spitting noise as 
the shutter fires is ace.

8
A vacant hot shoe on the 
top plate means there’s 
scope for adding extras, 
from mics to flashguns.

{REASONS}

Why the 
Fujifilm X20 is 
our hot shot…

This is a test of the best and the brightest. 
There’s no filler here, all of these cameras are 
at the top of their game, delivering shots that 
challenge the supremacy of digital SLRs. With 
such quality on show, we have to get picky to 
differentiate the good from the must-buys. 

That said, winner of this compact cam 
supertest - the Fujifilm X20 – manages to 
blend classic style and modern features – 
digital viewfinder and a killer sensor – in a 
properly pocketable package. Skillful.

Next up is the Sony RX100, taking 
20.2-meg shots that sing with detail. It’s a 
traditional compact, no viewfinder or hot shoe, 
but for pro-style shots without the hassle it’s a 
great choice. As is the Olympus Stylus XZ-2, 
which adds a tiltable touchscreen LCD to its 
leather-clad good looks and capable sensor.

The camera with the premium price tag, 
Nikon’s Coolpix A, costs more than most 
DSLRs, at £1,000, but it does pack a DSLR-
sized sensor into its compact frame. 
Alternatively there’s the Panasonic LX7, which 
thanks to online deals is a premium compact 
at a great price. The choice is yours...

{FINAL WORD}

THE CONDENSED GUIDE TO 
PREMIUM COMPACTS…

NIKON COOLPIX S31
Colourful snapper, 
waterproof to 5m and 
shockproof to 1.2m, with a 
10-meg sensor and easy-
to-clutch-and-use design.
£85, NIKON.CO.UK

PANASONIC DMC-SZ3
Slim point-and-shoot 
packs a wide-angle Leica 
lens with 10x zoom. An 
array of filters and Creative 
Panorama are also aboard.
£119, PANASONIC.CO.UK

FUJIFILM FINEPIX T500
A sleek body, 12x optical 
zoom, 16-meg stills and 
720p video make this 
a great choice for its 
100-notes RRP.
£100, FUJFILM.EU/UK

SONY DSC-WX60
With 16.2 megs and a Carl 
Zeiss 8x zoom lens, this pint-
size snapper packs a punch 
without the salty price tag 
of a high-end model. 
£149, SONY.CO.UK

{FOCUS}

Our premium selection a little rich for your tastes? Try these…

Premium compacts R A T E D

SPEC
SHOT

MAKE AND MODEL

SONY CYBER-SHOT 
DSC-RX100

NIKON  
COOLPIX A

OLYMPUS  
ST YLUS XZ-2

PANASONIC LUMIX 
DMC-LX7

FUJIFILM  
X20 

PRICE £450 £820 £350 £340 £450

WEBSITE SONY.CO.UK NIKON.CO.UK OLYMPUS.CO.UK PANASONIC.CO.UK FUJIFILM.CO.UK

DISPLAY 3-inch, 
1228k-dot LCD

3-inch, 
921k-dots LCD

3-inch, 920k-dot 
touchscreen LCD

3-inch, 
920k-dot LCD

2.8-inch, 
460k-dots LCD

SENSOR 20.2-megapixel 13.2x8.8mm 
Exmor CMOS

16.2-megapixel CMOS 12-megapixel 1/1.7-inch 
CMOS

10.1-megapixel 1/1.7-inch 
CMOS

12-megapixel 2/3-inch 
X-Trans CMOS II 

LENS 28-100mm Fixed 18.5mm  28-112mm Fixed 18.5mm  28-112mm

ZOOM 3.6x f/2.8 4x 4x 4x

VIDEO 1080p at 50fps 1080p at 30fps 1080p at 30fps 1080p at 50fps  1080p at 60fps

ISO RANGE 125-25,600 100-25,600 100-12,800 80-12,800 100-12,800

CONNECTIVITY USB, microUSB, HDMI, 
HDMI mini

 USB 2.0, HDMI mini, 
hot shoe

USB 2.0, HDMI mini, 
hot shoe, wireless transfer 
via FlashAir card

USB 2.0, HDMI mini, AV USB 2.0, HDMI mini, hot shoe

BATTERY LIFE 330 shots 230 shots 310 shots  330 shots 270 shots

LOVE Larger than average sensor. 
Solid, compact build. Nifty 
lens ring

The world’s smallest 
compact camera to 
incorporate an APS-C sensor

Bright lens. Detailed, 
fringing-free pics. Tiltable 
touchscreen. Filters aplenty

Brightest/fastest lens on 
test. Relatively lightweight 
design. Digital effects for 
stills and vids

Fancy digital viewfinder. 
Premium design. Speedy 
image processor. Great pics 
and videos

HATE No hot shoe. Awkwardly 
positioned microphone and 
small, cramped buttons 

Madly expensive. Fixed lens 
limits its creative potential. 
Relatively short battery life

Too easy to accidentally 
switch between manual and 
auto settings

Ten-megapixel resolution 
seems stunted compared 
to rivals

Smaller sensor and fewer 
megapixels than some of 
its rivals

T3 SAY Everything you need to take 
pro-style photos without 
accessories/much skill

 A compact cam with a DSLR 
sensor and price-tag, but 
little of the versatility

Reliable image quality, a 
competitive price and a  
tried and tested look

A consistently reliable 
compact, but newer rivals 
offer more tempting features

60s styling and noughties 
technology combine in this 
modern classic

RATING



DESKTOP COMPUTERS MAY NOT HAVE THE  
allure of cutting-edge tablets (p112) and 
laptops, but boy are they a lot sexier than the 
beige towers of yore. If you need a bigger screen, 
better keyboard, more storage and, usually, 
more power, these all-in-ones are definitely 
worth a look. Addicted to tablets? Some of them 
have touchscreens, so you can wean yourself 
back on to a “proper” computer  gradually…

DESKTOP COMPUTERS HAVE 
EVOLVED. THEY’RE SLIMMER  
AND SLICKER, WITH PLENTY OF 
POWER AND STORAGE TO SPARE

 
All-in-  
wonders

WORDS SCOTT COLVEY PHOTOGRAPHY BARRY MAKARIOU

02 
THE DESKTOP 

TABLET

01  
THE BUDGET 

OPTION

01 THE BUDGET OPTION 

LENOVO C540
FROM £699, LENOVO.CO.UK

The 23-inch, 1920x1080 
display on this Windows 
8 desktop looks sharp, 
despite being set into a 
cheap, plastic case. It’s 
not a touchscreen, so 
you get a touchpad 
control to operate the 
new tile-based OS with 
swipes and pinches.

There’s not exactly  
an excess of power, with 
a 2.9GHz Intel Pentium 
G645 dualcore – a new 
Core i would have been 

better – plus 6GB of RAM 
and a 1TB hard drive. You 
also get a built-in DVD 
drive, a rarity in the latest 
breed of desktop PCs, 
and a wired keyboard 
and mouse – how old 
fashioned! For the price, 
it’s hard to knock it too 
much, though.
T3 SAYS Affordable 
Windows 8 family PC 
– sensible but dull

02 THE DESKTOP TABLET 

SONY VAIO TAP 20
FROM £869, SONY.CO.UK

Unusually for Sony, the 
look of the Windows 8 
Tap 20 borders on tacky, 
with a white plastic back 
reminiscent of an Argos 
kettle. Thankfully, much 
else about this all-in-one, 
PC is just peachy.

The 1600x900, 
20-inch touchscreen is 
bright and responsive, 
with a flip-down stand 
adjusting viewing angles 
easily. Remove the power 
cord and a three-hour 

battery kicks in, turning 
the Tap 20 into a giant 
tablet, so you can watch 
films while striding about 
the house. With a 1.9GHz 
i5 processor, 8GB of RAM 
and a 500GB hard drive 
– or 1TB for £70 extra 
– this is a tip-top desktop 
PC-cum-massive tablet.
T3 SAYS Excellent, 
feature-packed, 
touchscreen all-in-one
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03 THE ENTERTAINER 

TOSHIBA LX830-11D
£959, TOSHIBA.CO.UK

This all-in-one isn’t just a 
computer, it’s also a 
Freeview TV and a DVD 
recorder/player, all 
slotted behind a 23-inch, 
1920x1080 touchscreen 
display. Not only do you 
get a wireless keyboard 
and mouse included, you 
also get a remote control. 
Plus, decent sound from 
built-in Onkyo speakers.

The PC side of things, 
however, isn’t quite as 
exciting. The LX830-11D 

runs a 2.4GHz Core i3 
processor, with 4GB 
RAM and a 1TB hard 
drive. For just shy of a 
grand that’s not a 
blistering spec list. For 
students/bedsit dwellers 
looking for a space-
saving solution, however, 
it’s well worth a look.  
T3 SAYS Average 
all-in-one desktop 
masquerading as a TV

04 
THE BIG 
SCREEN

05

THE ICON

CORNELL DESK 
Classic, well laid out, 
attractive work desk. 
Comes in various finishes 
and colours including a 
frankly outrageous pink.
£279, MADE.COM

HUMANSCALE 6GW900-G
Hangs your keyboard in the 
most ergonomic position 
possible and keeps it safe 
from coffee spills. Also frees 
up desktop space, to boot.
£POA, HUMANSCALE.COM

Do you need a 27-inch 
touchscreen to make the 
most of the Windows 8 
operating system? 
Probably not, but it does 
look impressive, swiping 
through music libraries 
or picture galleries. The 
2560x1440 resolution is 
showstopping too – a 
match for the 27-inch 
iMac’s Retina Display.

With a 2.7GHz Intel 
Core i5 processor, 6GB 
RAM and 1TB hard drive, 

plus a Blu-ray drive – the 
only one on test – the 
XPS One flies through 
even demanding work 
tasks and games. It lacks 
the brushed metal 
beauty of an iMac, yet 
costs almost as much. 
Despite that, this is still a 
top Windows 8 option. 
T3 SAYS Big, bold 
and expensive, with a 
screen to rival an iMac

04 THE BIG SCREEN 

DELL XPS ONE 27
FROM £1,379, DELL.CO.UK

05 THE ICON 

APPLE iMAC
FROM £1,099, APPLE.CO.UK

Now the same thickness 
as an iPhone 5 at its edge 
– its backside is only 
slightly bulkier – this is 
the best-looking desktop 
PC money can buy. 
Mountain Lion OS X is 
slick. It’s not optimised 
for touchscreen use like 
Windows 8, but that’s no 
significant loss.

Whether you plump 
for the 21.5-inch model’s 
1920x1080 screen, or 
pay an extra £400 for the 

Retina Display on the 
27-inch iMac, images 
look crisp and bright. The 
basic 2.7GHz Core i5 
processor, 8GB RAM and 
1TB hard drive don’t 
disappoint. No DVD drive, 
it was abandoned to keep 
things svelte. You might 
miss it at first.
T3 SAYS Optimum 
combination of style 
and spec. Still got it!
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LOVE Good connectivity. Speedy web browsing. 
Chrome OS boots up quick-smart
HATE Dull design. Low-res screen. Poor battery life
T3 SAYS Bigger than other Chromebooks but no 
better, this is a bit of a Pound Shop laptop
�

LOVE Bluetooth 4.0 syncing and NFC connectivity. Comfortable, 
waterproof design. Handy target setting. Relatively affordable
HATE No altimeter. Not the most accurate tracker on the market
T3 SAYS A stylish and cheap fitness tracker, but it’s up against 
plenty of hot competition, including from other Fitbit devices

Entering the 
Chromebook fray, 
the HP Pavilion 14 
brandishes the 
biggest screen spied 
on a Google-running 
notebook. But size is 
not everything…

Lacking the svelte 
aluminium aesthetics of 
the Chromebook Pixel, the 
Pavilion is a more serious 
looking affair with a plastic 
chassis durable enough for daily use.

The 14-inch BrightView display might be 
the biggest ever seen on a Chromebook, but 
with a 1366x768 resolution it doesn’t deliver 
jaw-dropping levels of clarity, though decent 
viewing angles do redeem it somewhat. 

Under the hood is a dualcore Intel Celeron 
847 processor; the same architecture found 
inside the Acer C7 Chromebook. It offers 
similarly zippy browsing and streaming, but 
the latter quickly drains the battery. You can 
expect four hours of use between charges. The 
16GB SSD is limited, but you do get 100GB 
free Google Drive storage for two years.

Bottom line: the specs on offer here are well 
below par and Chrome is an undersupported 
OS. You can get a Nexus 7 for less…

The water-resistant Fitbit Flex 
is a bargain fitness bangle,  
£50 cheaper than the Nike+ 
Fuelband and £20 less than the 
Jawbone Up. Is it worth hauling 
yourself off the sofa for?

Light and comfy, the Flex contains a 
detachable tracker that keeps tabs on your 
steps taken, calories burned, distance 
travelled, sleep patterns and all the usual 
fitness gubbins. There’s no altimeter, 
though, so no extra marks for scaling stairs. 

A new Active Minutes feature means you can set 
activity goals for the day, similar to the Nike Fuelband. You 
check how close you are to your target via a row of white 
LEDs on the strap; each one represents 20 per cent of 
your goal completed. When the Flex vibrates you’ve 
completed your day’s exercise. Well done; have a biscuit.

Wake the Flex by giving it a couple of taps. Three more 
accesses the sleep tracking function. It syncs all real-time 
achievement data for PC, Mac, iOS, Android and Windows 
Phone 8 over Bluetooth 4.0, NFC or USB via a dongle.

The refreshed Fitbit dashboard is impressive, supporting 
info from apps such as Endomondo and Nike+. You can also 
keep it abreast of your food and water intake, although this 
is a pretty tedious affair. Overall, the Flex may lack the 
slickness and accuracy of the Fuelband and the pricier 
Fitbit One, but there’s still good motivation to buy one.

{SPECIFICATIONS}
CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth 

4.0, NFC, USB via dongle 
QUOTED BATTERY LIFE  

5 days
COMPATIBILITY PC, Mac, 
selected iOS, Android and 
Windows Phone 8 devices

DIMENSIONS Dependent on 
size of wristband used

WEIGHT 29g

 HP PAVILION 14
 CHROMEBOOK
£250, HP.COM/UK FITBIT  FLEX

£80, FITBIT.COM

FOR THE 
EXTENDED 
REVIEW 
HEAD TO 
T3.COM 

FOR THE 
EXTENDED 
REVIEW 
HEAD TO 
T3.COM 

WORDS MICHAEL SAWH

{SPECIFICATIONS}
OS Google Chrome

PROCESSOR/RAM 1.1GHz 
dualcore Intel Celeron/4GB
SCREEN 14-inch, 1366x768
STORAGE 16GB SSD, plus 

100GB Google Drive
CONNECTIVITY N Wi-Fi, 
ethernet, HDMI, USB 2.0
QUOTED BATTERY LIFE  

4 hours 15 minutes
SIZE/WEIGHT 

238x347x20.7mm/1.8kg
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{THE BEST OF EVERYTHING}

Smartphones p132
Tablets p133
Cameras p134 
Computers p136
Gaming p137
Televisions p138
Home entertainment p139
Home audio p140
Headphones p141
Accessories p142

Top tens THE place to start researching your 
next gadget-buying jaunt. For an even more 
up-to-the-minute snapshot of our latest wish 
lists, check out t3.com/best-gadgets. 
Scores The products featured in The Guide 
are reassessed regularly against what’s new, 
hip and happening. As a result, we will re-rate 
older products to reflect the current market. 
Prices We scour the web for the best prices 
we can find at trusted retailers. Even so, check 
the most up-to-date deals before getting out 
your Solo, Access or Diner’s Club card.
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HTC ONE X+
 £415, HTC.COM/UK, TESTED JANUARY 2013

SAMSUNG GALAXY S3
 FROM £322, SAMSUNG.COM/UK, TESTED AUGUST 2012

NOKIA LUMIA 920
 £433, NOKIA.COM, TESTED JANUARY 2013

BLACKBERRY Z10
 £439, UK.BLACKBERRY.COM, TESTED APRIL 2013

SONY XPERIA Z
 £440, SONYMOBILE.COM, TESTED APRIL 2013

HTC ONE
 £530, HTC.COM, TESTED JUNE 2013

SAMSUNG GALAXY S4
 £539, SAMSUNG.COM/UK, TESTED JULY 2013

APPLE IPHONE 5
 FROM £529, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED DECEMBER 2012

GOOGLE NEXUS 4
 FROM £279, PLAY.GOOGLE.COM, TESTED JANUARY 2013

HTC ONE X
 £340, HTC.COM/UK, TESTED JUNE 2012

LOVE Fast, quadcore processor ensures smooth operation  
and gaming. Massive 64GB storage. Comparatively cheap
HATE Bigger battery, but you’ll still need to charge every day
T3 SAYS The HTC One X’s smarter, longer-lasing brother 
is the power user’s HTC phone
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.7GHz quadcore SCREEN 4.7-inch, 1280x720 
CAMERA 8-meg/1080p STORAGE 64GB

LOVE Bright, bold and big screen. Long battery life.  
Fine selection of innovative features. Power aplenty
HATE It really is fairly big. Slightly plasticky build
T3 SAYS A mighty phone that’s powerful, feature-packed 
and very desirable
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.4GHz quadcore SCREEN 4.8-inch 1280x720 
CAMERA 8-meg/1080p STORAGE 16GB or 32GB + microSD

LOVE Slick, customisable OS. Bright, colourful, 4.5-inch screen. 
32GB storage. Very handy Nokia Maps app. Reasonable price
HATE Bulky body. Overall lack of apps. Average battery life
T3 SAYS Bigger and brighter, the Nokia Lumia 920 is 
easily the best Windows Phone handset to date
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.5GHz dualcore SCREEN 4.5-inch, 1280x768
CAMERA 8.7-meg/1080p STORAGE 32GB

LOVE BlackBerry Hub and improved BlackBerry World. 
Excellent touchscreen keyboard. Bright screen
HATE Average camera. Not different enough to really appeal
T3 SAYS BB10 is a move in the right direction, even  
if the Z10 is more competent than exciting
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.5GHz dualcore SCREEN 4.2-inch, 1280x768
CAMERA 8-meg/1080p STORAGE 16GB, microSD

LOVE Smashing, full-HD display. Superior camera.  
Great styling. Excellent performance all round
HATE It’ll be too big for some. Fiddly waterproof connectors
T3 SAYS Stunning and waterproof. Sony’s best 
smartphone yet and a top Android
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.5GHz quadcore SCREEN 5-inch, 1920x1080
CAMERA 13-meg/1080p STORAGE 16GB, microSD

LOVE Chic metallic design. A fantastic, innovative camera. 
Great audio, with front-facing speakers
HATE Average battery life. No expandable memory
T3 SAYS A thing of beauty with brains to match.  
It’s the new Android champion
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.7GHz quadcore SCREEN 4.7-inch, 1920x1080
CAMERA 4-meg/1080p STORAGE 32GB or 64GB

LOVE Spectacular high-resolution display. Cool gesture 
features. New camera tricks
HATE Plasticky design. Features more gimmicky than essential
T3 SAYS Samsung’s best smartphone yet, but no longer 
the best Android money can buy
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.9GHz quadcore SCREEN 5-inch, 1920x1080
CAMERA 13-meg/1080p STORAGE 16GB

LOVE Bigger screen. 4G capability – if you’re on an EE contract. 
Better front-facing camera for video. iOS 6 very smooth
HATE Battery life could be better. Lacks features of other OSs
T3 SAYS The best iPhone to date and iOS is still slicker 
than Android. However, it’s also less fully featured
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR A6 SCREEN 4-inch, 1136x640
CAMERA 8-meg/1080p STORAGE 16GB, 32GB or 64GB

LOVE Nice ’n’ low price. The 4.7-inch screen is tasty indeed. 
Fluid performance. Wireless Charging. Android Jelly Bean
HATE Incredibly dull design. Just 8GB or 16GB, no microSD slot
T3 SAYS LG and Google serve up cutting-edge specs  
at a price that’s very hard to beat
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.5GHz quadcore SCREEN 4.7-inch, 1280x768
CAMERA 8-meg/1080p STORAGE 8GB or 16GB

LOVE Really strong, thoughtful design. Very solid build. 
Immaculate display. Speedy and slick
HATE Big screen might make it too bulky for some users
T3 SAYS Stunning design, great feel, amazing screen  
and strong battery. Cheaper than the One X+ (below left)
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR 1.5GHz quadcore SCREEN 4.7-inch, 1280x720 
CAMERA 8-meg/1080p STORAGE 32GB
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{BUYING TIPS}

European data roaming costs

1 
EE
Connect to 3G/4G abroad 
and you’ll be asked to buy 
an add-on, from £1 for 3MB 
to £35 for 200MB.
EE.CO.UK

2 
O2
Charges and downloads 
capped at £1.99 and 100MB 
respectively in Europe.
O2.CO.UK/TRAVEL

3 
THREE
Purchase a Euro Pass for 
£5 a day, or PAYG at 69.6p 
per MB, with costs capped 
at £49 per month.
THREE.CO.UK

4 
VODAFONE
The daily rate for up to 
100MB is £8 within the EU 
and £25 for further afield.
VODAFONE.CO.UK
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1
AMAZON KINDLE 
PAPERWHITE
The best ereader screen 
around, now backlit for 
late-night edification.
FROM £109, AMAZON.CO.UK

2
BARNES AND NOBLE 
NOOK GLOWLIGHT
Great, backlit screen. Book 
store rivals Amazon’s.
£90, BARNESANDNOBLE.COM

3
AMAZON KINDLE
The cheaper, lighter Kindle 
with an improved screen is 
a nailed-on bargain.
£69, AMAZON.CO.UK

4
KOBO EREADER TOUCH
A top quality e-ink screen 
with added touch control, 
plus access to one million 
free ebooks and libraries.
£115, WHSMITH.CO.UK

GOOGLE NEXUS 10
  £355, GOOGLE.COM/NEXUS, TESTED JANUARY 2013

ASUS TRANSFORMER INFINIT Y
  £420, UK.ASUS.COM, TESTED NOVEMBER 2012

SONY XPERIA TABLET Z
  £399, SONY.CO.UK, TESTED AUGUST 2013

SAMSUNG GALAXY NOTE 8.0
  £340, SAMSUNG.COM/UK, TESTED AUGUST 2013

AMAZON KINDLE HD 8.9
  FROM £229, AMAZON.CO.UK, TESTED JUNE 2013

AMAZON KINDLE FIRE HD
 £159, AMAZON.CO.UK, TESTED JANUARY 2013

APPLE IPAD 2
 FROM £293, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED CHRISTMAS 2011

GOOGLE NEXUS 7
 FROM £182, GOOGLE.COM/NEXUS, TESTED JANUARY 2013

APPLE IPAD (4TH GEN)
 FROM £399, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED JANUARY 2013

APPLE IPAD MINI
 FROM £269, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED JANUARY 2013

LOVE Outstanding, super-HD display. Jelly Bean OS is 
excellent. Smooth operation. Solid build
HATE Lack of dedicated tablet apps. No 3G option yet
T3 SAYS Like the Nexus 7 this gives power on the cheap, 
but lack of tablet-specific apps makes it less desirable
SPECIFICATIONS

OS Android 4.2 PROCESSOR 1.7GHz quadcore  
SCREEN 10.1-inch, 2560x1600 STORAGE16GB or 32GB

LOVE Sharp full-HD screen. Keyboard dock. Heavy on storage
HATE More expensive than the equivalent iPad. No USB 
charging. Optimised apps are lacking. Reduced battery life
T3 SAYS Beautiful full-HD screen aside, there’s no reason 
to buy this over a Prime. Tasty trophy gadget, though
SPECIFICATIONS

OS Android 4.0 PROCESSOR 1.6GHz quadcore 
SCREEN 10.1-inch, 1280x1200 STORAGE 32GB/64GB, microSD

LOVE Slimline and waterproof, just like the Xperia Z 
smartphone. Solid spec list
HATE The screen delivers pale colours
T3 SAYS Thin, light and hard as nails. A real Android 
tablet contender
SPECIFICATIONS

OS Android 4.1 PROCESSOR 1.5GHz quadcore 
SCREEN 10.1-inch, 1920x1200 STORAGE 16GB, microSD

LOVE Touchwiz adds a nice gloss to Android. S-Pen and 
creative apps bring something a bit different to the rest
HATE You can buy an iPad Mini for £70 less
T3 SAYS A compact and fun phablet, but the S-Pen and 
its creative apps aren’t worth the extra cost
SPECIFICATIONS

OS Android 4.1 PROCESSOR 1.6GHz quadcore 
SCREEN 8-inch, 1280x800 STORAGE 16GB/32GB, microSD

LOVE Very sharp 8.9-inch screen. Easy to use, carousel-style 
interface with Lovefilm and Amazon content
HATE No 3G option. Limited app selection
T3 SAYS The best Kindle yet, faster and sharper, but not 
quite as portable as its seven-inch sibling
SPECIFICATIONS

OS Android 4.0, customised by Amazon PROCESSOR 1.5GHz 
dualcore SCREEN 8.9-inch, 1920x1200 STORAGE 16GB/32GB

LOVE Amazon’s simplified Android is extremely user-friendly. 
Plenty of content on offer. Great screen
HATE Processor can struggle. No Google Play store
T3 SAYS A great tablet for media consumption, and it’s 
excellent value to boot
SPECIFICATIONS

OS Android 4.0, customised by Amazon PROCESSOR 1.2GHz 
dualcore SCREEN 7-inch, 1280x800 STORAGE 16GB or 32GB

LOVE Decent battery, power and graphical oomph. Thin, light 
and now even cheaper, with iOS 5 and apps galore
HATE Rear camera is poor. New iPad is better
T3 SAYS Slimmer and cheaper than the new iPad, this  
is still a mighty alluring tablet in its own right
SPECIFICATIONS

OS iOS 5 PROCESSOR 1GHz dualcore  
SCREEN 9.7-inch, 1024x768 STORAGE 16GB, 32GB or 64GB

LOVE Superb VFM, with plenty of power, a premium build and 
great screen. Features like Google Now add excitement
HATE Limited, non-expandable storage. Wi-Fi only
T3 SAYS In terms of bang for your buck, the Nexus 7 is by 
far the best Android tab on the market
SPECIFICATIONS

OS Android 4.1 Jelly Bean PROCESSOR 1.2GHz quadcore  
SCREEN 7-inch, 1080x800 STORAGE 8GB or 16GB

LOVE Retina Display looks stunning. New A6X processor 
bolsters speed. 128GB and 4G LTE models now available
HATE Pretty minor, as upgrades go. Battery life could be better
T3 SAYS Full-sized version, now a little bit better – make 
sure you get enough storage for that Retina-ready gear…
SPECIFICATIONS

OS iOS 6.1 PROCESSOR 1.4GHz dualcore SCREEN 9.7-inch, 
2048x1536 STORAGE 16GB, 32GB, 64GB or 128GB

LOVE The pocket-friendly, 7.9-inch screen with ultra-slim bezel 
looks fantastic and works great. 4G LTE version available
HATE Pricey. Screen resolution is not the best
T3 SAYS Slim and stunningly designed, this takes the 
world’s best tablet and proves that smaller is even better
SPECIFICATIONS

OS iOS 6.1 PROCESSOR 1GHz dualcore  
SCREEN 7.9-inch, 1024x768 STORAGE 16GB, 32GB or 64GB
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T3’s top four ebook readersTablets
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Cameras

TheGuide
{THE BEST OF EVERYTHING}
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CANON EOS 7D
 £1,213, CANON.CO.UK, TESTED JUNE 2012

SONY ALPHA SLT-A37
 £320, SONY.CO.UK, TESTED CHRISTMAS 2012

FUJIFILM X20
 £500, FUJIFILM.CO.UK, TESTED AUGUST 2013

SONY CYBER-SHOT RX100
 £550, SONY.CO.UK, TESTED AUGUST 2013

OLYMPUS ST YLUS XZ-2
 £480, OLYMPUS.CO.UK, TESTED AUGUST 2013

CANON EOS 600D
 £449, CANON.CO.UK, TESTED JULY 2011

SAMSUNG NX300
 £600, SAMSUNG.COM/UK, TESTED JUNE 2013

CANON EOS 650D
 £567, CANON.CO.UK, TESTED OCTOBER 2012

LOVE Brilliant 1080p video and sharp 18-megapixel shots,  
with a solid, easy-to-use set of features
HATE Price will put off less serious snappers
T3 SAYS A workhorse of a DSLR, which delivers 
broadcast-quality video and fantastic stills
SPECIFICATIONS

SENSOR 18-megapixel/1080p KIT LENS 18-135mm zoom 
SCREEN 3-inch WEIGHT 820g (body only)

LOVE Semi-transparent mirror means faster shooting  
and focusing. Exceptionally good video recording
HATE Reduced quality at high ISOs
T3 SAYS Consistent performance across stills and  
video; Sony’s not-a-DSLR is a fine camera
SPECIFICATIONS

SENSOR 16.1-megapixel/1080p KIT LENS 18-55mm 
SCREEN 2.7-inch WEIGHT 506g (body only)

LOVE Fancy digital viewfinder. Metal and leather design looks 
premium. Speedy image processor
HATE Fewer megapixels than some of its rivals
T3 SAYS 60s styling and noughties camera tech 
combine in this modern classic
SPECIFICATIONS

SENSOR 12-megapixel/1080p KIT LENS 28-112mm 
SCREEN 2.8-inch WEIGHT 553g

LOVE Larger-than-average sensor. Nifty lens ring
HATE No hot shoe. Awkwardly positioned microphone and 
small, cramped buttons
T3 SAYS Everything you need to take pro-style photos 
without accessories/much skill
SPECIFICATIONS

SENSOR 20.2-megapixel/1080p KIT LENS 28-100mm 
SCREEN 3-inch WEIGHT 240g

LOVE Bright lens. Detailed, fringing-free pics. Tiltable 
touchscreen. Filters aplenty
HATE Easy to accidentally switch between manual and auto
T3 SAYS Reliable image quality, a competitive price and 
a tried and tested look
SPECIFICATIONS

SENSOR 12-megapixel/1080p KIT LENS 28-112mm 
SCREEN 3-inch WEIGHT 346g

LOVE Superb still image quality. Pro-quality manual controls. 
Video Snapshot recording mode
HATE Jerky autofocus that’s audible on video
T3 SAYS With excellent results across stills and video, 
the 600D remains an excellent choice
SPECIFICATIONS

SENSOR 18-megapixel/1080p KIT LENS 18x55mm 
SCREEN 3-inch WEIGHT 570g

LOVE DSLR-quality photos. Tiltable AMOLED touchscreen. 
Manual controls aplenty. Built-in Wi-Fi
HATE No viewfinder or built-in flash
T3 SAYS Cutting-edge camera features in an attractive, 
compact package – a winner
SPECIFICATIONS

SENSOR 21.6-megapixel/1080p KIT LENS 18-55mm 
SCREEN 3.31-inch AMOLED touchscreen WEIGHT 284g

LOVE Superb image quality and great low-light shooting  
thanks to fine high ISO performance
HATE The RRP is quite high, so shop around
T3 SAYS An impressive DSLR with great image quality 
and swift, touchscreen control
SPECIFICATIONS

SENSOR 18-megapixel/1080p KIT LENS 18x55mm 
SCREEN 3-inch touchscreen WEIGHT 575g
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LOVE Fast autofocus, excellent pictures, manual aperture ring
HATE High ISO performance could be better. Smaller sensor 
than rivals. No touchscreen
T3 SAYS Easy to use for beginners, plus plenty on offer 
for pros. Reliable, but no longer the best compact
SPECIFICATIONS

MEGAPIXELS 12.7 SCREEN 3 inches LENS 24-90mm 
ZOOM 3.8x VIDEO 1080p at 50fps WEIGHT 298g

PANASONIC LUMIX LX7
 £355, PANASONIC.CO.UK, TESTED DECEMBER 2012

LOVE Wide, 15x zoom. Decent stills, with good low-light 
performance and smooth 1080p video. Cheap as chips
HATE No touchscreen. Controls could be simpler
T3 SAYS The best camera in the £100-£150 price bracket 
delivers an awful lot of functionality for not much money
SPECIFICATIONS

MEGAPIXELS 16 SCREEN 3 inches LENS 24-360mm 
ZOOM 15x VIDEO 1080p at 30fps WEIGHT 217g

FUJIFILM FINEPIX F660 EXR
 £92, FUJIFILM.CO.UK, TESTED JANUARY 2013
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{FOCUS}

iPad mags for photo enthusiasts

1 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF 
PHOTOGRAPHY
Shoots, interviews and 
features enhanced for iPad, 
or scaled-down for iPhone. 
£1.99, MONTHLY

2 
N-PHOTO
Practical photography mag 
for Nikon fans, with tips and 
step-by-step video guides. 
£4.99, MONTHLY

3 
DIGITAL CAMERA
Expert advice, test of the 
latest kit and easy to follow 
tips for pros and newbies. 
£4.99, MONTHLY

4 
FADE TO BLACK
The best new work from 
worldwide photographers 
and filmmakers, with 
amazing hi-res content.
£9.99 SUB, QUARTERLY
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 Last year’s 
award winners 
ran the gamut 
from independent 
animators to 
Hollywood giants

 
CG AWARDS 

THE BEST OF THE CG INDUSTRY

2013
Visit www.3dworldmag.com/cgawards 
to choose your favourite CG creative 
work and products of the year!

VOTE NOW!

Closing date: 19 July 2013

   New Application of the Year
   Software Update of the Year
  Plug-in of the Year
   Software Innovation of the Year
in association with Escape Technology

  Hardware Innovation of the Year

    CG Animated Feature Film of the Year
in association with RebusFarm

  CG Animation Short of the Year
   VFX Feature Film of the Year
in association with The Foundry

  VFX Film Short of the Year

  CG Commercial Campaign of the Year
  Arch Viz Still of the Year
  Arch Viz Animation of the Year
  CG Videogames In-Game Award
  CG Videogame Promotion Award
  3D World Hall of Fame Award

Creative AwardsTechnology Awards

Discuss the CG Awards
      @3DWorldMag  #3dwawards
      www.facebook.com/3dworldmagazine

Brought to you by 3D World, 
the magazine for CG artists. 
www.3dworldmag.com

THE CATEGORIES  
Visit the CG Awards website to view 
the shortlists and cast your votes
Vote in some or all categories; one vote per person per category
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APPLE MACBOOK AIR 13-INCH
 £1,249, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED OCTOBER 2012

APPLE MACBOOK PRO WITH 
RETINA DISPLAY 13-INCH

 £1,449, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED MARCH 2013

HP SPECTRE XT
 £715, HP.COM/UK, TESTED MARCH 2013

ACER C7 CHROMEBOOK
 £199, ACER.CO.UK, TESTED MARCH 2013

DELL XPS 13 ULTRABOOK
 £859, DELL.CO.UK, TESTED APRIL 2012

ASUS ZENBOOK UX32A
 £585, UK.ASUS.COM, TESTED NOVEMBER 2012

APPLE iMAC
 £1,099, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED AUGUST 2013

SONY VAIO TAP 20
 £869, SONY.CO.UK, TESTED AUGUST 2013

APPLE MACBOOK AIR 11-INCH
 £929, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED NOVEMBER 2012

DELL XPS 15
 FROM £999, DELL.CO.UK, TESTED OCTOBER 2012

LOVE Classic Air design, now with next-gen power. 256GB SSD 
for the same price as many 128GB ultrabooks. Top screen
HATE Middling battery life. No longer the thinnest laptop
T3 SAYS Same great design with even more remarkable 
performance. Apple has improved its winning formula
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 13.3-inch, 1440x900 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i5 
1.8GHz/4GB STORAGE 256GB SSD QUOTED BATTERY 7hrs

LOVE Best laptop screen around. Ultra-fast SSD storage
HATE Expensive 
T3 SAYS Amazing screen and a sky-high price tag
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 13.3-inch, 2560x1600 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i5 
2.5GHz/8GB STORAGE 128GB SSD QUOTED BATTERY 7hrs

LOVE Attractive and sturdy all-metal design. Seriously thin and 
portable. Great battery life. Beats Audio. Reasonably priced
HATE Tricky touchpad. Screen could be better
T3 SAYS The smartest ultrabook. What it lacks in power 
it makes up for with style and portability
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 13.3-inch, 1366x768 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i5 
1.7GHz/4GB STORAGE 128GB SSD QUOTED BATTERY 7.5hrs

LOVE Incredible price tag. Decent screen and acceptable 
processor. 100GB of cloud storage
HATE Chrome OS lacks support. Requires web connection
T3 SAYS Incredible cheapness makes this a good second 
machine, or one for undemanding users
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 11.6-inch, 1366x768 PROCESSOR/RAM 1.1GHz 
dualcore/2GB STORAGE 320GB HDD QUOTED BATTERY 3hrs

LOVE Core i7 processor and 256GB solid state drive create  
a quick performer. Gorilla Glass screen. Comfy keyboard
HATE Fewer connections than our #1, the XPS 15
T3 SAYS With its slinky aluminium case, this is another 
credible, Windows-based MacBook alternative from Dell
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 13-inch, 1366x768 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i7  
1.9GHz/8GB STORAGE 256GB SSD QUOTED BATTERY 8.5hrs

LOVE Slimline design matches the Zenbook UX31 at #2.  
Solid spec, although admittedly not outstanding
HATE Relatively poor battery life
T3 SAYS Attractive and powerful, this Zenbook is a very 
solid, good-VFM option that also has a touch of style 
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 13.3-inch, 1600x900 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i5 
1.4GHz/4GB STORAGE 500GB HDD QUOTED BATTERY 7hrs

LOVE Mountain Lion OS X. Slimline look – as thin as an iPhone 
5 at the edge. 27-inch model comes with a Retina Display
HATE The DVD drive has been dropped
T3 SAYS Optimum combination of style and 
specifications, now slimmer. Still got it!
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 21.5-inch, 1920x1080 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i5 
2.7GHz/8GB STORAGE 1TB HDD

LOVE Twenty-inch touchscreen with adjustable viewing angles. 
Unplug it and it’ll run on its three-hour battery
HATE Tacky, plastic build
T3 SAYS Feature-packed all-in-one with tablet pretensions 
and full-fat Windows 8 OS 
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 20-inch, 1600x900 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i5 
1.9GHz/8GB STORAGE 500GB HDD

LOVE Same slimline, aluminium looks. The power of an 
ultrabook with the added brilliance of OS X
HATE Lacks storage and connections
T3 SAYS Of the new ultra-portable breed this still has  
the best design and the most fluid experience 
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 11.6-inch, 1366x768 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i5 
1.7GHz/4GB STORAGE 128GB SSD QUOTED BATTERY 5hrs

LOVE Amazing screen. Excellent build quality. Top performer 
thanks to powerful processor and graphics card. Good VFM
HATE Weighty. No SSD
T3 SAYS The best designed and most powerful laptop  
in its price range gives any MacBook a run for its money
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 15.3-inch, 1920x1080 PROCESSOR/RAM Core i7 
2.1GHz/8GB STORAGE 1TB HDD QUOTED BATTERY 8hrs 

Computers {FOCUS}

USB-powered oddities

1 
THERMALTAKE GORB 
II SOLAR
Ingenious orb that splits in 
two, sits under your laptop 
and tilts/fans it.
£TBC, THERMALTAKE.COM

2 
KOOLERTRON WRIST 
BAND GADGET CHARGER
Chunky bangle recharges 
all your gadgets.
£17, KOOLERBUY.COM

3 
USBCELL BATTERIES
Plug these AAs into your 
PC via USB. They’re ready 
to go in five hours and 
work like normal batteries.
£10 PER PAIR, CLICKSHOP.COM

4 
VEHO MIMI
Mini speaker with Wi-Fi 
music streaming. Link up 
to 30 for tinny multi-room.
£35, VEHO-UK.COM
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TheGuide
{THE BEST OF EVERYTHING}

NINTENDO WII
 £85, NINTENDO.CO.UK, TESTED NOVEMBER 2010 

APPLE IPOD TOUCH 
 FROM £216, APPLE.COM/UK, TESTED CHRISTMAS 2012

MICROSOFT XBOX 360 250GB
 £190, XBOX.CO.UK, TESTED NOVEMBER 2011

CHILLBLAST FUSION FIRESTORM
 £1,415, CHILLBLAST.CO.UK, TESTED DECEMBER 2012

VANQUISH ECLIPSE 670 MKII
 £999, PCSPECIALIST.CO.UK, TESTED DECEMBER 2012

PLAYSTATION VITA
 £170, UK.PLAYSTATION.COM, TESTED MARCH 2012

NINTENDO WII U PREMIUM
 £289, NINTENDO.CO.UK, TESTED CHRISTMAS 2012

ALIENWARE M17X R3
  £1,299, ALIENWARE.CO.UK, TESTED JUNE 2012

SONY PS3 SUPER SLIM
 £200, UK.PLAYSTATION.COM, TESTED JANUARY 2013

NINTENDO 3DS XL
 £195, NINTENDO.CO.UK, TESTED OCTOBER 2012

LOVE Cheap. A few really classic titles
HATE No Blu-ray or even DVD. No HD graphics. Too many 
overly simple party games. Outgunned by the Wii U
T3 SAYS This underpowered cutesie is still a hit for 
family-friendly gaming, and cheaper than ever
SPECIFICATIONS

STORAGE 512MB SSD BLU-RAY/DVD No/No  
CONNECTIVITY 2x USB, G Wi-Fi

LOVE Beautifully designed and newly colourful. Bigger, bolder 
Retina Display. A5 processor and iOS 6
HATE Pricey, especially for the 64GB model
T3 SAYS A modern gaming portable that’s spawned  
a new generation of games and gamers
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 4-inch, 1136x640 touchscreen CONNECTIVITY 
N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0 BATTERY 8hrs (video), 40 hrs (audio)

LOVE Xbox Live remains #1 for online gaming. About level 
pegging with PS3 for classic titles. Also has the T3 Award-
winning Kinect to play with and great XBLA budget gaming hub
HATE No Blu-ray drive. About 97 in gadget years
T3 SAYS A slick and powerful games and media machine 
SPECIFICATIONS

STORAGE 4GB BLU-RAY/DVD No/Yes 
CONNECTIVITY HDMI, 5x USB, ethernet, N Wi-Fi, AV out

LOVE Powerful i5 processor overclocked to 4.8GHz and  
Nvidia GTX 680 graphics deliver fast, fluid gameplay
HATE Expensive… but worth it
T3 SAYS Bone-crushing specs for serious PC gamers
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR Core i5 4.8GHz GRAPHICS 2x Nvidia GTX 680 
RAM/STORAGE 16GB/2TB HDD and 240GB SSD 
CONNECTIVITY 10x USB, 3x HDMI, DVI, VGA, ethernet

LOVE Incredible specs for under a grand, including a 4.6GHz i5, 
16GB RAM and a cooling chassis to keep it running at full pelt
HATE Little to grumble about at this price
T3 SAYS Solid specs and decent gaming at a fair price 
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR Core i5 4.6GHz GRAPHICS 2GB NVIDIA GeForce 
GTX670 RAM/STORAGE 16GB/1TB HDD and 120GB SSD 
CONNECTIVITY 8x USB, 2x HDMI, DVI, VGA, eSata, ethernet

LOVE Quality five-inch OLED touchscreen and quadcore power. 
Dual analogue controls. Good games. PS4’s new best-pal?
HATE Pricey games and memory cards. Battery life only fair
T3 SAYS The best, most powerful handheld yet, though 
the high running costs may put off less hardcore fraggles
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 5-inch, 960x544 OLED touchscreen CONNECTIVITY 
N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 2.1, USB, SD, NFC BATTERY 5 hours

LOVE Genuinely revolutionary platform. Tactile, useful 
GamePad. Full-HD graphics at last for Mario and co
HATE Needs more games desperately, ideally exclusive ones
T3 SAYS Nintendo’s again reinvented the way we play. 
Affordable, fun and truly innovative, but needs games
SPECIFICATIONS

STORAGE 32GB CONNECTIVITY N Wi-Fi, 4x USB, HDMI, NFC 
GAMEPAD Touchcreen 6.2-inch, 854x480 BATTERY 3-5 hours

LOVE Fantastic screen. Manages 3D gaming at up to 32fps
HATE A bit light on storage and RAM
T3 SAYS Gaming fanatics wanting 3D graphics on the  
go need look no further. It’s not cheap, though
SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR Core i7 2GHz GRAPHICS Nvidia GeForce GTX 
460M RAM/STORAGE 4GB/256GB CONNECTIVITY 4x USB, 
HDMI, eSATA, Blu-ray reader

LOVE A Blu-ray player, media server that’s 3D-ready and 
supports the rather nifty Move controller (£24). Oh, and you  
can play games on it, too, with some very good exclusives
HATE Horrid plasticky quality to new model
T3 SAYS Great film/gaming option if you can bear the build 
SPECIFICATIONS

STORAGE 320GB BLU-RAY/DVD Yes/Yes 
CONNECTIVITY HDMI, 2x USB, ethernet, G Wi-Fi, AV out

LOVE Bigger screens look great and the 3D sweet spot is much 
larger. Curved design is very ergonomic. Boosted battery life
HATE Looks cheap. Heft makes it cumbersome. No AC adaptor
T3 SAYS Big screens and range of games impresses, but 
for those with a 3DS there’s little incentive to upgrade
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 4.88-inch 800x240 3D/4.18-inch 320x240 touch 
CONNECTIVITY G Wi-Fi, 3.5mm audio BATTERY 4 hours
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1 
CORSAIR VENGEANCE M65
Comes with a Sniper 
button to increase your 
accuracy from long range.
£50, CORSAIR.COM

2 
LOGITECH G600 MMO
20 pre-programmed MMO 
buttons and a tilting click 
wheel make this a perfect 
WofW companion.
£70, LOGITECH.COM

3 
MAD CATZ R.A.T.M
Bluetooth 4.0 support 
means you can game for 
longer and use it with 
phones, tablets and TVs.
£63, MADCATZ.COM

4 
RAZER DEATHADDER
4G optical sensor delivers 
slick response. Regular 
firmware updates, too.
£65, RAZERZONE.COM

{BUYING TIPS}

Killer gaming mice
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LG 47LM660
 £959, LG.COM/UK, TESTED CHRISTMAS 2012

SAMSUNG UE46ES8000
 £1,450, SAMSUNG.COM/UK, TESTED JULY 2012

PANASONIC VIERA TX-P50VT50
 £1,393, PANASONIC.CO.UK, TESTED SEPTEMBER 2012

SAMSUNG UE46F8000
 £1,929, SAMSUNG.COM/UK, TESTED JULY 2013

PANASONIC VIERA TX-47DT65
 £1,499, PANASONIC.CO.UK, TESTED JULY 2013

SONY BRAVIA KDL-47W805A
 £1,299, SONY.CO.UK, TESTED JULY 2013

PHILIPS 42PFL6188S
 £1,000, PHILIPS.COM, TESTED JULY 2013

SONY BRAVIA KDL-55HX853
 £1,499, SONY.CO.UK, TESTED JULY 2012

PANASONIC VIERA TX-L47DT50
 £800, PANASONIC.CO.UK, TESTED JULY 2012

LG 55LM960V
 £2,000, LG.COM/UK, TESTED AUGUST 2012

LOVE Content-rich internet portal and excellent multimedia 
playback. Slimline and stylish design
HATE Picture processing artefacts and visible crosstalk
T3 SAYS Attractive, feature-packed slimline set, but 
image quality could be improved
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 47-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 4x HDMI,  
Wi-Fi, 3x USB, composite, component, ethernet

LOVE Crisp picture quality courtesy of powerful image 
processing. Superb file support. Bright, sharp 3D
HATE Voice and gesture control are nice but inessential
T3 SAYS A beautifully made smart telly capable of really 
excellent pictures. A proper Wi-Fi media hub, too
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 46-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 3x HDMI,  
scart, component, PC, 3x USB, Wi-Fi, optical digital audio

LOVE Outstanding HD image quality. Sophisticated design. 
Strong 3D. Excellent networked features
HATE Bulky design. Price also somewhat cumbersome
T3 SAYS An astounding plasma telly with a feature set 
and picture quality worth shouting about
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 50-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 4x HDMI, Wi-Fi, 
VGA, 3x USB, SD, Bluetooth 3.0. Via adaptors: scart/component

LOVE Smartphone apps, twin tuners and the new Smart Portal 
2.0 mean immediate content is abound
HATE The design is striking but also a little impractical
T3 SAYS Samsung’s slickest smart TV yet; fantastic 
picture quality and plenty to watch, anytime
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 46-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 4x HDMI, 
Wi-Fi, Ethernet, DLAN, 3x USB, component

LOVE Customisable smart TV interface. Twin tuners lets it 
work as a PVR. Looks highly stylish
HATE Lacklustre blacks. Limited catch-up TV selection
T3 SAYS On-demand TV organised the way you want it. 
Great! Now we just need more content…
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 47-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 3x HDMI, WLAN, 
DLNA, Bluetooth, USB, digital audio, composite video, SD

LOVE Crisp, involving picture that’s especially good for action 
and sports. Jam-packed internet TV portal
HATE Jumbled interface. Single tuner
T3 SAYS Outstanding motion handling makes this a 
great telly for action junkies
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 47-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 4x HDMI, Wi-Fi, 
Ethernet, DLAN, 3x USB, component

LOVE Edge-to edge glass makes for an attractive look. 
High-quality audio system. Ambilight trickery
HATE Overly processed HD. Basic EPG
T3 SAYS Fantastic design and an Ambilight glow, but 
more online content is needed
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 42-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 4x HDMI, Wi-Fi, 
3x USB, Ethernet, component, digital audio. Via adaptor: Scart

LOVE Pristine high-def images. Outstanding motion resolution.
Entertaining net portal. DLNA content sharing
HATE 3D crosstalk. Mediocre audio and file support
T3 SAYS A great looking hi-def LED TV that offers 
phenomenal 2D images and loads of great web content
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 55-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 4x HDMI, scart, 
component, PC, 2x USB, Wi-Fi, optical digital audio

LOVE Excellent HD and 3D visuals. Well stocked and laid out 
web portal. Reliable multimedia streaming. Attractive looks
HATE 3D specs not included. Blacks are a little crushed
T3 SAYS A thoroughbred performer, offering superior  
HD and 3D image quality and strong smart features
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 47-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 4x HDMI, scart, 
component, PC, 3x USB, Wi-Fi, SD slot, optical digital audio

LOVE Bold design, beautiful build. Excellent Smart TV content 
and app store. Seven pairs of 3D glasses included
HATE Over-stressed black levels. It’s also bloody expensive
T3 SAYS A real looker with a great content hub but  
there are a few issues with LG’s pursuit of contrast
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 55-inch, 1920x1080 CONNECTIONS 4x HDMI, 
3x USB, component, digital audio out, PC, scart, Wi-Fi
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BAFTA-winning TV catch-up
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1 
BEST DRAMA SERIES 
LAST TANGO IN HALIFAX
Childhood sweethearts 
rekindle romance at 70.
£8.50 DVD, OUT NOW

2 
BEST INTERNATIONAL 
GIRLS
Awkward sex and much 
more from Lena Dunham.
£19.50 BD, OUT NOW

3
BEST SITUATION COMEDY 
TWENTY TWELVE
The UK Olympics’ answer 
to Parks and Recreation.
£14 SEASON 1-2 DVD, OUT NOW

4
AUDIENCE AWARD
GAME OF THRONES
Missed this? Where have 
you been? Do catch up… 
£50 SEASON 1-2 BD, OUT NOW
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VIRGIN MEDIA TIVO
  £199, VIRGINMEDIA.COM, TESTED NOVEMBER 2012

YOUVIEW HUMAX DTR-T1000
  £239, YOUVIEW.COM, TESTED NOVEMBER 2012

SKY+ HD 2TB
  £149, SKY.COM, TESTED JANUARY 2013

LOVE Built-in modem. Recommends shows you might like
HATE Expensive. Interface not completely intuitive. 
Occasional buffering and box glitches
T3 SAYS State-of-the-art hardware, Tivo’s intelligent 
programming, a huge content library and three tuners 
SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE Cable HD CHANNELS 36 TUNERS 3 
STORAGE 1TB/250hrs HD recording

LOVE Retrospective EPG mixes catch-up and live telly. Excellent 
image quality and ease of use. All the big UK channels on board
HATE No integrated Wi-Fi. Noisy running. Pricey
T3 SAYS Making this much content available without  
a subscription is a winning deal
SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE Freeview HD HD CHANNELS 5 TUNERS 2 
STORAGE 500GB/125hrs HD recording

LOVE Unbeatable content. Massive 1.5TB storage, plus 
500GB for on-demand. Now includes BBC iPlayer and 4oD
HATE Subscription cost is high
T3 SAYS Still the best PVR choice with a slick interface, 
2TB hard disk, 3D, on-demand aplenty and great apps
SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE Satellite HD CHANNELS 65 TUNERS 2 
STORAGE 2TB/350hrs HD recording
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{BUYING TIPS}

T3’s top projectors

02 SONY BDV-N590
 £399, SONY.CO.UK, TESTED DECEMBER 2012

LOVE Five satellite speakers, a sub and net-connected, 3D 
Blu-ray player with great performance, at a groovy price
HATE Satellites are a touch on the small side
T3 SAYS A full 5.1 cinema system and Blu-ray deck  
for £400? That’s a bargain in anyone’s book…
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 1,000W CHANNELS 5.1 CONNECTIONS 2x HDMI, 
Wi-Fi, 2x USB, optical, audio, composite, ethernet

66666666 FOCAL BIRD
 £800, FOCAL.COM, TESTED DECEMBER 2012

LOVE Powerful stereo sound that’s crisp, no matter what  
it’s playing, 80W subwoofer and a high-end finish
HATE No surround sound, and “a bit” pricey
T3 SAYS A good-looking, high-end 2.1 system with 
stunningly pure sound quality. Worth the entry fee…
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 2x 35W + 80W CHANNELS 2.1 CONNECTIONS 
Analogue, digital, wireless Kleer connectivity

SONY BDP-S790
 £199, SONY.CO.UK, TESTED FEBRUARY 2013

LOVE 4K upscaling means amazing HD visuals at an affordable 
price. Built in Wi-Fi leads to a stack of web content
HATE Full internet browser is nice, but awkward to navigate
T3 SAYS A feature-packed, 4K-ready, future-proof 
Blu-ray deck at a reasonable price
SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTIONS Wi-Fi, 2x HDMI, 2x USB, coaxial digital audio 
out, line out, ethernet SIZE 430x193x42mm
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LG BP420
 £100, LG.COM/UK, TESTED FEBRUARY 2013

LOVE Neatly designed, fast-loading deck offers great HD and 
3D visuals plus handy web apps at a budget price
HATE No built-in Wi-Fi
T3 SAYS A great value Blu-ray deck, especially if you’re 
not bothered about Wi-Fi connectivity
SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTIONS HDMI, USB, composite, audio out, optical out, 
ethernet SIZE 430x188x41mm

PANASONIC DMP-BDT220
 £191, PANASONIC.CO.UK, TESTED OCTOBER 2012

LOVE Exemplary hi-def pictures in 2D and 3D. Slick operating 
system and a comprehensive set of connections
HATE Limited web content. Tricky NAS streaming
T3 SAYS Unimpeachable, 2D and 3D picture quality 
places this Blu-ray deck amongst the top decks
SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTIONS Wi-Fi, HDMI, composite, optical digital audio 
out, ethernet, 2x USB, SD SIZE 430x179x38mm

H
T

0 SONOS PLAYBAR
 £599, SONOS.COM, TESTED MAY 2013

LOVE Simple design looks stylish parked under your telly. 
Delivers a real boost to TV sonics
HATE Pricey. Virtual surround effect could be better
T3 SAYS An excellent soundbar with added streaming 
skills. A decent all-rounder
SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTIONS Wi-Fi, ethernet, optical audio in 
SIZE 85x900x140mm

1 
EPSON EH-TW5900
Great video + high contrast 
+ engaging 3D = plenty of 
bang for your buck.
£939, EPSON.CO.UK

2 
SONY VPL-HW50ES
Motion resolution is best in 
class for stunning action 
sequences. The 100,000:1 
contrast ratio also rocks.
£2,694, SONY.CO.UK

3 
BENQ W1070
Bargain projector that 
punches above its weight 
in 2D and 3D, despite slight 
lack of black detail.
£688, BENQ.CO.UK

4 
EPSON EH-TW8100
Another high-end classic 
with splendid 2D and 3D 
picture and quiet operation.
£1,999, EPSON.CO.UK

04

LOVE Bombastic, 130W-per-channel oomph. Slick interface. 
Eight HDMI inputs. Can upscale images to 4K resolution
HATE No AirPlay, unlike some rival receivers
T3 SAYS A polished multichannel AV receiver with all 
the modern trimmings, at an affordable price
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 130W per channel CONNECTIONS 8x HDMI, 2x USB, 5x 
composite, 4x digital audio, 5x analogue audio. Wi-Fi via dongle

ONK YO TX-NR515
 £249, UK.ONKYO.COM, TESTED APRIL 2013
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PURE JONGO S3
  £170, PURE.COM, TESTED JULY 2013

PHILIPS AW9000
  £320, PHILIPS.CO.UK, TESTED FEBRUARY 2013

BOWERS & WILKINS A5 
  £454, BOWERS-WILKINS.CO.UK, TESTED FEBRUARY 2013

SONOS PLAY:5
  £321, SONOS.COM, TESTED MARCH 2010

PHILIPS FIDELIO SOUNDSPHERE
  £450, PHILIPS.CO.UK, TESTED JANUARY 2012

PIONEER X-SMC3
  £138, PIONEER.CO.UK, TESTED JANUARY 2012

ELIPSON PLANET LW
  £1,200, ELIPSON.COM, TESTED JUNE 2013

SAMSUNG DA-E750
  £499, SAMSUNG.COM/UK, TESTED DECEMBER 2012

DENON CEOL PICCOLO
  £244 WITHOUT SPEAKERS, £319 WITH, DENON.CO.UK, 

TESTED FEBRUARY 2013

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO MINX AIR 100
  £330, CAMBRIDGEAUDIO.COM, TESTED MAY 2013

LOVE Good sound for the cost. Decent battery life. Can be 
linked for an easy, wireless multi-room system
HATE Fiddly Wi-Fi syncing. Multi-room via iOS only
T3 SAYS Looks, brains and better-than-average sound, 
the Jongo S3 is a great introduction to multi-room audio
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 4x 2.5W + 10W CONNECTIVITY G Wi-Fi, Bluetooth via 
USB dongle, ethernet, 3.5mm audio in SIZE 131x139x135mm

LOVE Six high-class drivers deliver outstanding sound quality, 
while the wood veneer speakers look classy
HATE DLNA set-up needs to be made simpler
T3 SAYS Buxom chunks of wireless sonic bliss. A fine 
alternative to the one-box streaming norm
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 100W CONNECTIVITY N Wi-Fi, analogue, digital 
coaxial, digital optical, 3.5mm in SIZE 300x210x350mm

LOVE Unfussy design and highly impressive sound. New app 
makes iTunes syncing easy
HATE Bass wobbles at higher volumes
T3 SAYS Elegant audio executed excellently. The A5 is 
the little black dress of speakers
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 4x 20W CONNECTIVITY Wi-Fi, auxiliary analogue, 
Ethernet, AirPlay, 3.5mm out SIZE 300x180x120mm

LOVE Superb, multi-room sound. Spotify and Last.FM support. 
You can control it all using your smartphone
HATE Go properly multi-room and the costs pile up
T3 SAYS A simple, effective and classy way to pump  
well-rounded audio into every room 
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER N/A CONNECTIVITY Wireless, ethernet (Sonos 
proprietary streaming), line in SIZE 217x365x123mm

LOVE Powerful and articulate 100W sound, a classy design  
and a strong wireless connection for AirPlay streaming.  
Add the free Fidelio app and you get internet radio, too
HATE No LCD display means setup is awkward
T3 SAYS Quality speakers with added AirPlay? Love it
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 2x 50W CONNECTIVITY Line in, AirPlay
SIZE 265x410mm

LOVE AirPlay and DLNA streaming, USB media playback  
and internet radio, plus excellent audio quality
HATE Not much of a looker
T3 SAYS A no-nonsense slab of audio power, with a 
massive dose of features for not much money
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 40W CONNECTIVITY USB, ethernet, AirPlay,  
line in, RCA SIZE 520x218x155mm

LOVE Superb sound. Wonderful ease of use and simple wireless 
setup. Great, well-rounded look
HATE Expensive. Can’t be linked to other hi-fi kit
T3 SAYS Bold design, easy wireless streaming and great 
audio go some way towards justifying the LW’s high price
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 2x 50W CONNECTIVITY Proprietary wireless 
streaming via 30-pin or USB dongle SIZE 290mm circumference

LOVE Crisp, punchy sound quality with built-in valve 
amplification. Android/Apple docking, DLNA, Bluetooth
HATE USB playback is hit and miss. Pricey
T3 SAYS Stunning sound quality without Apple or 
Android prejudice. A wireless dock everyone can enjoy
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 100W CONNECTIVITY AirPlay, AllShare Play, iOS/
Android dock, Bluetooth 3.0, Wi-Fi, USB SIZE 450x148x240mm

LOVE Denon’s ditched the original Ceol’s CD player but kept 
AirPlay, an iPod dock, 24-bit support and web radio
HATE Very dull looks
T3 SAYS Multi-format mini marvel at a decent price
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 2x 65W CONNECTIVITY Wi-Fi, USB, optical in, audio 
in, AirPlay, 3.5mm out SIZE 180x90x234mm

LOVE Powerful, detailed sound quality. AirPlay and Bluetooth 
connectivity. Rugged, sleek design. Handy web radio buttons
HATE Multi-room is less straightforward than on Sonos
T3 SAYS Sounds great and packs more features than  
any other wireless speaker system on the market
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER 100W CONNECTIVITY Wi-Fi, AirPlay, Bluetooth, 
RCA, 3.5mm SIZE 354x182x118mm
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{BUYING TIPS}

T3’s top portable speakers

099999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999

1 
JAWBONE JAMBOX
Small, brightly coloured 
and great sound quality. 
Bluetooth pairing is easy 
and reliable, too. Winner.
£160, JAWBONE.COM

2 
JABRA SOLEMATE
The trainer-like design 
won’t suit all tastes but this 
is one LOUD mini-speaker.
£149, JABRA.COM

3 
DAMSON OYSTER
This 3D speaker pushes 
the bass to the fore. Ideal 
for rave dads on the Costa. 
£180, DAMSONAUDIO.COM

4 
BRAVEN BRV-1
Drop-proof, splash-proof, 
small, light and good for 12 
hours of poolside play. See 
more on page 118.
£150, BRAVEN.COM
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Headphones
1
APPLE IPOD TOUCH
This combo of music, apps 
and games oozes quality 
each time it’s redesigned.
FROM £249, APPLE.COM/UK

2
SONY WALKMAN 
NWZ-Z1060 
Slightly better than the 
Touch on audio; slightly 
worse on everything else.
£249, SONY.CO.UK

3
APPLE IPOD NANO
New, larger 2.5-inch 
touchscreen. Now only 
available as 16GB model.
£129, APPLE.COM/UK 

4
SAMSUNG GALAXY S 
WI-FI 4.2
Another excellent, 
Android-powered PMP, 
though only 8GB storage.
£80, SAMSUNG.COM/UK

B&W P5
  £249, BOWERS-WILKINS.CO.UK, TESTED NOVEMBER 2010

SENNHEISER CX 890I
  £119, SENNHEISER.CO.UK, TESTED CHRISTMAS 2012

URBANEARS PLATTAN
  £34, URBANEARS.COM, TESTED SEPTEMBER 2011

SONY XBA-S65
  £36, SONY.CO.UK, TESTED JULY 2013

AIAIAI TMA-1
  £163, AIAIAI.DK, TESTED JANUARY 2011

BEATS BY DR DRE EXECUTIVE
  £269, UK.BEATSBYDRE.COM, TESTED FEBRUARY 2013

PHILIPS FIDELIO L1
  £186, PHILIPS.CO.UK, TESTED JUNE 2012

PARROT ZIK DESIGN BY STARCK
  £250, PARROT.COM, TESTED NOVEMBER 2012

KEF M500
  £250, KEF.COM, TESTED AUGUST 2013

B&W P3
  £169, BOWERS-WILKINS.CO.UK, TESTED SEPTEMBER 2012

LOVE Outstanding audio with good noise isolation
HATE Bested by the cheaper P3s at #1. The looks are 
self-consciously “premium” and won’t be to all tastes
T3 SAYS The P5 has a high-end look, feel and price, with 
swanky sound quality to match
SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 26 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 10-20,000Hz 
CORD LENGTH 1.3m

LOVE Copes well with all genres of music. Great noise isolation 
from snug in-ear fit. Minimal commuter-perturbing leakage
HATE Maybe a bit pricey for in-ears
T3 SAYS Consistently good sound quality and noise 
isolation make these perfect for the daily slog
SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 32 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 17-23,000Hz 
CORD LENGTH 1.2m

LOVE Good noise isolation and crisp, full-bodied audio.  
A simple, colourful design and great value for money
HATE Sound is powerful rather than subtle
T3 SAYS Bold audio and an equally punchy look at  
an affordable price. A great hipster’s choice
SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 60 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 20-20,000Hz 
CORD LENGTH 1.2m

LOVE Lasso-style hangers keep buds securely in your ears. 
Lightweight. Crisp sound, even at higher volumes
HATE No remote control
T3 SAYS Sporty headphones with high quality sound – 
exercise just became more enjoyable
SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 24 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 6-24,000 Hz 
CORD LENGTH 1.2m

LOVE Sensitive speakers, properly punchy bass and  
a stylishly rugged, branding-free, matt black design
HATE Overly laid-back treble at times
T3 SAYS The team behind these cans consulted 25 top 
DJs to get them sounding right. Evidently, it worked
SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 32+/-15% Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 
20-20,000Hz CORD LENGTH 1.7m 

LOVE Loud but precise sound quality, ideal for pop and rock. 
Extremely effective noise cancelling. Foldable design
HATE Noise cancelling requires AAA batteries
T3 SAYS Exceptional sound quality, but when the 
batteries run out the music dies
SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE Not quoted FREQUENCY RANGE Not quoted 
CORD LENGTH 1.36m 

LOVE Clear, transparent audio with meaty bass and nicely  
retro stylings. An anti-tangle cord adds further niceness
HATE Luxury, as ever, doesn’t come particularly cheap
T3 SAYS Super comfort and the highest audio quality 
justify the higher price tag. A muso’s delight
SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 26 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 10-25 000Hz 
CORD LENGTH 1.1m

LOVE Great audio. Swift, reliable Bluetooth pairing and active 
noise-cancelling. Excellent on-ear touch controls
HATE Battery life not brilliant. On the heavy/expensive side
T3 SAYS With innovative controls and excellent sound 
these wireless cans are a bit of a tech design classic
SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 32 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 10-20,000Hz 
CORD LENGTH Wireless

LOVE Detailed sound quality. Memory foam increases comfort 
and minimises sound leakage. Classic look
HATE Pricey. Occasional headband slippage
T3 SAYS Accomplished audio + high-end materials + 
restrained design = cans worthy of a £250 price tag
SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 32 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 20-20,000Hz 
CORD LENGTH 1.3m

LOVE Looks better than the P5 below, and is cheaper, more 
compact and lighter. Comes in huge colour range: black or white
HATE Head grippage could be overly firm for some
T3 SAYS Highly refined headphones with stunning  
sound quality. The sign of a true audio gent… 
SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 34 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 10-20,000Hz
CORD LENGTH 1.2m
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T3’s top four PMPs
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EPSON PX830FWD
 £160, EPSON.CO.UK, TESTED JANUARY 2012 

LOGITECH PERFORMANCE 
MOUSE MX

 £59, LOGITECH.COM, TESTED JULY 2011 

JOBY GORILLAPOD SLR-ZOOM
 £29, JOBY.COM, TESTED SEPTEMBER 2011 

ASTRO GAMING A50 
 £249, ASTROGAMING.CO.UK, TESTED CHRISTMAS 2012

NIKE+ FUELBAND
 £129, NIKE.COM/PLUS, TESTED MARCH 2013

FITBIT ONE
 £80, FITBIT.COM, TESTED MARCH 2013 

LOGITECH K360  
WIRELESS KEYBOARD

 £19, LOGITECH.COM, TESTED SEPTEMBER 2011 

LOVE High-quality prints from six colour ink cartridges.  
Easy Wi-Fi setup and simple printing from iPhones
HATE Prints are more expensive than average
T3 SAYS It’s not cheap, but for more demanding 
photographers this provides top quality prints
SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTIONS Wi-Fi, USB, ethernet RESOLUTION Up to 
5,760dpi SIZE 465x458x198mm WEIGHT 11.4kg

LOVE Great build quality. Customisable. Very comfortable. 
There are two ways of charging it
HATE A little expensive
T3 SAYS A versatile mouse that’s built like a tank
SPECIFICATIONS

REQUIREMENTS Windows 7, XP, Vista, Mac OS X 10.3.9 or later

LOVE Flexibility adds creative freedom. Lightweight  
enough to carry anywhere. Reliably stable
HATE Lacks height
T3 SAYS A solid yet flexible tripod for every imaginable 
surface, this grips and bends to suit your needs
SPECIFICATIONS

SUPPORTS Up to 3kg SIZE 250x60x60mm
WEIGHT 241g

LOVE Top-notch audio quality with Dolby 7.1 surround sound 
from a wireless, noise-cancelling headset
HATE The cost may cause a little anxiety. Xbox 360 players will 
have to wire it to their controller
T3 SAYS THE accessory for gamers, with excellent sound 
quality across PC, Mac, PS3 and Xbox 360
SPECIFICATIONS

IMPEDANCE 48 Ohms FREQUENCY RANGE 20Hz-20KHz

LOVE Free iPhone app. Ups your activity all-day, giving you 
motivational Fuel to burn
HATE Not as good as Fitbit, although arguably more “blokey”
T3 SAYS This snazzy bangle does exactly what is says on 
the tin: reminds you to be more active on a daily basis
SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth 4.0, USB 2.0 BATTERY LIFE 4 days 
SIZE 147-197mm circumference WEIGHT From 27g

LOVE A pedometer on steroids with added sleep assessment 
and compatibility with other apps and Aria scales
HATE Not one for pro athletes, clearly
T3 SAYS Growing app support gives the Fitbit the edge 
over its equally sporty competitors
SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth 4.0 BATTERY LIFE 5-7 days 
SIZE 48x19x10mm WEIGHT 8g

LOVE Works with PC and Mac. Good key spacing and battery life
HATE Some might find the designs a bit garish
T3 SAYS Place the USB receiver in your desktop and  
type from anywhere on this comfortable keyboard
SPECIFICATIONS

REQUIREMENT USB port, 2x AA batteries
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1 
HERSCHEL DESERT 
CAMOUFLAGE
Taking your iPad to the 
Sahara? This khaki lovely 
will help it blend in.
£26, HERSCHELSUPPLY.COM

2 
RED IPAD CAMERA CASE
For true lovers of analogue, 
this disguises your iPad as 
a bright red SLR.
£25, URBANOUTFITTERS.CO.UK

3 
GRIFFIN CINEMASEAT 2
Tuck your iPad into this 
padded case and strap it to 
the rear of your car seat for 
instant kid-calming.
£30, GRIFFINTECHNOLOGY.COM

4 
DODOCASE
Makes your iPad or Mini 
look like a hardback book. 
Monogramming optional.
FROM £60, DODOCASE.COM 
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GARMIN 3490LMT
  £240, GARMIN.COM/UK, TESTED AUGUST 2012

LOVE Slim, sleek, smartphone-like design. Simple-to-navigate 
maps and a responsive touchscreen. Free traffic updates
HATE With map updates gratis, there’s little to dislike here
T3 SAYS The ultimate co-pilot, this is small, slick, 
reliable and won’t steal your boiled sweets
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 4.3 inches CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth
SIZE 122x74x9mm

TOMTOM GO LIVE 1005
  £200 + £47 PER YEAR, TOMTOM.COM, TESTED MARCH 2011

LOVE Larger screen. Crisp menus. One year of TomTom’s Live 
services free. Accurate mapping
HATE Live subscription adds to the cost after year one
T3 SAYS Mapping and IQ is more accurate than ever and 
everything looks stunning on the big, five-inch screen
SPECIFICATIONS

SCREEN 5 inches CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth
SIZE 143x88x19mm

SUUNTO AMBIT 2 HR
 FROM £320, SUUNTO.COM, TESTED AUGUST 2013

LOVE Rugged styling. Accurate, fast GPS. Customisation via 
apps makes it endlessly versatile
HATE Epic price. Weedy battery. Considerable complexity
T3 SAYS Heading out on an adventure? Save up, then 
make sure you pack this do-it-all GPS watch
SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTIVITY USB, GPS, ANT+ BATTERY LIFE Up to 50 
hours tracking DISPLAY 1.97-inch, 128x128 WEIGHT 92g
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SHUTDOWN

proof, Fanta-hued nectar 
you stop to notice all 
the locals are drinking 
Beck’s Vier, before losing 
your vision entirely. 

7/
Rely on a 
stranger’s  
DVD collection
Upon crawling back to 
the cottage, you crave 
entertainment, but you 
haven’t seen 3G since 
Swindon and the TV 
only receives S4C. Not 

The Red Cock is only 
two miles away – an 
easy walk. But far from 
a casual jaunt beside 
babbling brooks, with 
the occasional stile to 
hop over, you’re forced 
to trudge along a six-inch 
verge by the road, hoping 
the next boy racer who 
shoots by doesn’t clip 
you and shatter your hip. 
On arriving, covered in 
mud, you find that the 
pub doesn’t open in the 
day time, or at all on 
Wednesdays. Of course.  

6/
Drink local cider
It’s 8pm sharp, so the 
pub has finally opened. 
Eager not to seem like 
a big, townie ponce, 
you place your straw 
boater on the bar ask 
the wizened and glaring 
landlord for a pint of “Old 
Mad Hen”, which you’ve 
spied in the fridge, 
housed in a cardboard 
box shaped like a barrel. 
After one sip of this 
toe-curling, 11 per cent 

to worry: the owner has 
provided DVDs. Let’s 
have a look: Free Willy 
2? Highlander II: The 
Quickening? King Ralph? 
Dumb and Dumberer? 
You get excited when 
you spot Fight Club in 
the pile, only to open the 
case to find the disc for 
The Pink Panther – the 
Steve Martin version. It’s 
going to be a long night.

8/
Take photos of 
a cheese plate… 
With a glass of red wine 
half in shot, a fire in 
the background and 
your feet on a stool. 
Congratulations! You are 
one of at least 100 holiday-
makers shooting this 
exact tableau, right now.

9/
Plan to read 
that ebook
You’ve had the hottest 
novel of 2009 on your 
Kindle since 2009 and 
now you finally have 
time to read it. However, 
after one sentence you’re 
back on the iPhone 
trying once again to get 
past the insane bend of 
shot number 72 on Flick 
Kick Football, while texts 
continue to seep through 
from days ago whenever 
you accidentally move 
into the cottage’s mystery 
square-inch of signal. 

10/
Abandon  
your gadgets
It’s time to go home. 
You don’t even bother 
packing the phone-
powered travel speaker 
you picked up at the Shell 
garage, you just add it to 
the pile of budget tech 
abandoned by travellers 
past. As tradition dictates, 
you must also leave one 
egg in the fridge and one 
item of clothing. Then 
you jump in your plastic 
car and belt it back to 
civilisation at 52mph. But 
wait… isn’t that the sign 
for Knutsford Services?

N O . 5 4 
The 10 tech things… 

you do on a weekend away 
1/
Rent a car
You wanted a 1950s 
open-top Merc, wicker 
picnic basket in the 
back, Louis Armstrong 
on the stereo, wind in 
your hair. You end up 
folded into a plastic 
cube about the size of a 
child’s shoe, with a top 
speed of 52mph and 
a stereo that makes 
your iPhone sound like 
an asthmatic bee. You 
later find you could 
have rented a limo for 
the same price.

2/
Hide your GPS
You’ve been on the road 
for 16 minutes. It’s time 
to pull into the services 
– somewhere like Leigh 
Delamere, Knutsford, 
Chieveley or Kanye West 
– for an 11am burger 
and a browse around 
WH Smith. But first you 
ritually unclip the satnav, 
even as it continues to 
desperately scream, 
“Turn around where 
possible!” and stuff it 
under your seat. Yep. 
That’ll deter the criminal 
gangs who hang around 
services from breaking 
into your hot ride.

3/
Deal with a 
strange oven
After a bracing, 18-hour 
drive you reach your 
rented cottage, spend half 
an hour pushing buttons 
on the off chance one of 
them turns on the leccy 
and decide to cook lunch. 
But instead of a gas 
hob and a fan-assisted 
oven you’re faced with 
a rusting metal box 
resembling a steam 
train’s coal furnace, 
towards which you gently 
manoeuvre a match while 
praying it won’t explode.

4/
Miss 
pavements
The oven didn’t work, 
but Google Maps says 

WORDS ROB TEMPLE ILLUSTRATION MORTEN MORLAND @ DEBUT ART

5/
Take photos  
of fields
Despondent at the 
pub scenario, you feel 
compelled to tamper 
with nature’s beauty, 
the ever-present lure of 
Instagram filters proving 
irresistible as you layer 
effect upon effect on to 
each photo, eventually 
rendering them less 
“Constable” and more 
“video for D12’s 2001  
hit Purple Pills”. 
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